MTi Sports Forecasting’s MLB Plays
June 11th 2016 - July 10th 2016

MTi Sports Forecasting is a group of PhD scientists that are experts in risk management, computer programming and data analysis. They are Masters of the Sports Data Query Language (SDQL) and have used it to dominate Major league baseball. MTi Sports Forecasting releases their selections exclusively at KillerCappers.com. Over the past month, their side selections are 60-31 with many underdog releases and the totals are 34-26-3.

This 123-page document contains ALL of MTi Sports Forecasting Major League Baseball releases over the month leading up to the All-Star Break. Each of the plays comes with an in-depth write-up so the reader can see the depth and breadth with which the team at MTi Sports Forecasting can interrogate the MLB historical results with the SDQL. Note that the SDQL text is given in the write-ups for most of the trends cited, so you can actually verify them by pasting the SDQL text in the query box at KillerSports.com. The MLB query page is here:

KillerSports.com/mlb/query

The cumulative results for MTi Sports Forecasting are summarized below:

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 14-18 (-60)
4-Star Sides 43-12 (+3290)

5-Star Totals 4-0 (+300)
4.5-Star Totals 9-8-1 (+20)
4-Star Totals 21-18-2 (+130)

Here is a summary of MTi 5-Star plays over the past month.

| 6/12  | 5-Star  | DET +100 over NYY | DET 4 NYY 1 | WIN
|-------|---------|-------------------|-------------|------
| 6/15  | 5-Star  | KC +130 over CLE  | KC 9 CLE 4  | WIN
| 6/19  | 5-Star  | SEA +180 over BOS | BOS 2 SEA 1 | Loss
| 6/26  | 5-Star  | STL +110 over SEA | STL 11 SEA 6 | WIN
| 7/1   | 5-Star  | SF at ARZ OVER OVER 8.5 | SF 6 ARZ 4 | WIN
| 7/8   | 5-Star  | CHC at PIT OVER 7.5 | PIT 8 CHC 4 | WIN
| 7/9   | 5-Star  | CHC at PIT OVER 8  | PIT 12 CHC 6 | WIN

Of course, MTi has many customers that purchase their selections daily. They could not publish a completely listing of all their selections unless they were 100% accurate. In fact, the main reason this report was produced at all is that the current customers that were enjoying the success were asking for their record because they have been doing so well.
- June 11th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4-Star</th>
<th>DET +110 over NYY</th>
<th>DET 6 NYY 1</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>STL -105 over PIT</td>
<td>STL 5 PIT 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>NYM -120 over MIL</td>
<td>MIL 7 NYM 4</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 0-0
4.5-Star Sides 0-0
4-Star Sides 2-1 (+80)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 0-0
4-Star Totals 0-0

4-Star Detroit +110 over NY YANKEES -- Yesterday, the Yankees led 4-0 after the third and that was the final score. This has been a negative indicator for the Bronx Bombers, as they are 0-8 as a FAVORITE off a game as a favorite in which they were not shut out and did not score after the third innings and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Yankees and SG > 1 and F and p:F and p:S3 = p:runs and p:runs>0 and date >= 20140700

NY was an average of minus 138 on the moneyline in the eight losses and they were defeated by an average of 3.88 runs.

In addition, NY is 0-11 as a FAVORITE of less than 195 when they are off a game as a home favorite in which their starter produced a quality start and they scored runs in more innings than their opponent. The SDQL here is:

team = Yankees and F and line >-195 and p:HF and p:SII > po:SII and p:QS and date >= 20150621

The Yankees have scored an average of 1.8 runs in these eleven losses as a favorite.

The Tigers are 8-0 when facing a team on a four-plus game winning streak when they are off a game as a road dog and not five-plus games behind their opponent in the win column. Detroit has won these eight games by an average of 4.38 runs per game. We are taking the plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 5 NY YANKEES 2

4-Star St Louis pick over PITTSBURGH - In Liriano’s last start, the Pirates lost 9-2 to the Angels. This is not a good indicator for them. Pittsburgh is 0-8 at home with Liriano
When they scored fewer than three runs and lost his last start, as long as they are not a 170-plus favorite. The SDQL is:

team=Pirates and starter=Francisco Liriano and H and s:L and s:runs<3 and line >-170 and date>=20140500

The Cardinals are very tough vs a struggling team and we can count on them not to be flat in this spot. St Louis is 10-0 on the road off a road game vs a team that has lost at least their last three games. The Cardinals have scored an average of 6.8 runs in this spot and won by an average of 3.30 runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and A and p:A and o:streak <-3 and date >= 20150625

Note that the Cardinals are 4-0 in this spot this season, winning by multiple runs each time.

Carlos Martinez is off two quality start wins and this is a positive indicator for St Louis. The Cardinals are 14-1 in Martinez's career as a favorite when he went six-plus innings, allowed six or fewer hits and three or fewer walks in his last start. The SDQL text is:

team=Cardinals and starter=Carlos Martinez and F and s:SHA<=6 and s:SIP>=6 and so:SWA<=3

Make the Cardinals the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: St Louis 6 PITTSBURGH 3

4-Star NY Mets -120 over MILWAUKEE - Brewers’ starter Wily Peralta was beat up in his last start, allowing five runs in four and a third, on seven hits and two walks. Many MLB starters recover well in this spot -- not Peralta. Milwaukee is 0-12 with Peralta when they are not the favorite and the lost his last start when he had a WHIP of at least two. The SDQL text is:

team=Brewers and starter=Wily Peralta and not F and s:L and s:SWHIP>=2 and date>=20130700

In these 12 starts, Peralta has an ERA of 7.15.

Yesterday, the Mets won 2-1 in extra innings. The Brewers have to be discouraged by this defeat and the Mets have done very well in this spot. New York is 23-1 as a favorite off a win in which they used more than two relievers and scored three or fewer runs and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and SG > 1 and F and p:W and p:runs <= 3 and p:PU>2 and date >= 20100900

In their last 13, the Mets are 13-0 winning by an average of 3.31 runs per game.
NY is a unforgiving favorite vs a team that is struggling. The Mets are 12-0 off a road game when favored over a team that has lost two straight and is five-plus games below 500 on the season. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and F and p:A and o:streak <= -2 and o:wins-o:losses <= -5 and date >= 20150800

The Mets have won 11 of the 12 by multiple runs and are 3-0 in this spot this season. We are laying the small price.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY Mets 7 MILWAUKEE 4

- June 12th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-Star</th>
<th>DET +100 over NYY</th>
<th>DET 4 NYY 1</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF -115 over LAD</td>
<td>SF 2 LAD 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TB +125 over HOU</td>
<td>TB 5 HOU 0</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>BOS at MON OVER 9.5</td>
<td>MIN 7 BOS 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>PHI at WAS OVER 8.5 runs</td>
<td>WAS 5 PHI 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 1-0 (+110)
4.5-Star Sides 0-0
4-Star Sides 4-1 (+305)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)
4-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)

5-Star Detroit +110 over NY Yankees -- Pineda faced the Tigers on the 2nd of this month and the Yankees prevailed. In his major league career, Pineda is 0-9 at home facing a team he beat the last time he faced them, as long as he allowed fewer than five runs in that win. The SDQL text is:

starter=Michael Pineda and H and S:W and S:SRA<5

Since the start of the 2015 season he has been in this spot seven times and he has NO quality starts. IN their last four games in this spot the opponent has scored 9, 10, 8 and 7 runs respectively.

New York is also 0-9 at HOME off a game as a favorite in which Jacoby Ellsbury was hitless in three-plus at bats. Check it out with this SDQL text:
t:team=Yankees and H and p:F and Jacoby Ellsbury:p:at bats>2 and Jacoby Ellsbury:p:hits=0 and date>=20150808

Note that the Yankees have lost these nine home games by an average of FIVE runs.

Finally, the Yankees are 0-8 since the start of the 2015 season as a FAVORITE when they are off game as a favorite in which they did not score after the third inning and it is not a series opener, losing by an average of 4.25 runs per game. The SDQL is:

team = Yankees and SG > 1 and F and p:F and p:S3 = p:runs and season >= 2015

The Tigers hit a couple of home runs in yesterday’s 6-1 win. This has been a big positive indicator. THIS season, Detroit is 15-1 off a game in which they hit multiple home runs and it is not a series opener, including 11-0 since late April. The SDQL text is:

team = Tigers and SG > 1 and p:HR > 1 and season=2016

Note that they were the DOG in each of their last three wins in this spot.

Going back further, we find that the Tigers are 14-0 on the road when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a game as a dog in which they scored six-plus runs and had multiple multiple-run innings, The SDQL here is:

team = Tigers and A and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:D and p:MRI>=2 and date >= 20110500 and p:runs>=6

Tigers should put plenty of runs on the board here and Fulmer has been amazing. Grab the plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 7 NY YANKEES 2

**4-Star SAN FRANCISCO -115 over LA Dodgers** - The Giants won 5-4 in extras yesterday to even this series at one game each despite getting outhit 11-7. We expect that the Giants will take this series with a win tonight.

The Dodgers are 0-12 as a dog and off a road game after they had a higher team-left-on-base than their opponent and 0-14 as a dog after they played extra innings.

The Giants are 15-0 as a favorite in the last game of a series when they are off a game as a home favorite in which they scored five-plus runs and had multiple multiple-run innings. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and LGS and F and p:HF and p:MRI >= 2 and p:runs>=5 and date >= 20120812
The Giants are a reliable 12-0 their last 12 as a favorite vs a divisional opponent with fewer wins. Lay the small number.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN FRANCISCO 5 LA Dodgers 2

4-Star TAMPA BAY +125 over Houston -- The Astros are not in a good spot. Houston is 0-9 as a FAVORITE off a game as a dog when they lost the last two games their starter started. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Astros and F and p:D and s:L and ss:L and date >= 20120910
```

Also, the Astros are a brutal 0-12 as a road FAVORITE after a game as a road dog in which they had more strikeouts than hits and were not shutout. The SDQL here is:

```sql
team = Astros and AF and p:AD and p:SO > p:hits and date >= 20100906 and p:runs>0
```

The Rays have been playing better recently and they should not miss the opportunity to take a series. Tampa is 9-0 as a home DOG vs a lefty when they faced righties in each of their last three games when it is not a series opener and they are not on a three-plus game winning streak. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Rays and SG > 1 and HD and o:STL and po:STR and p2o:STR and p3o:STR and date >= 20070819 and streak<3
```

Grab this nice price.

MTi’s FORECAST: TAMPA BAY 4 Houston 3

4.5-Star Boston at Minnesota OVER 9.5 -- In yesterday’s 15-4 romp, Dustin Pedroia was 0-6 for the Red Sox. This is a big OVER indicator. Boston is 11-0 OU as a favorite off a game as a road favorite of more than 115 in which Pedroia was hitless in three-plus at bats. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team=Red Sox and F and p:A and Dustin Pedroia:p:at bats>2 and Dustin Pedroia:p:hits=0 and p:line<-115 and date>=20110500
```

Note that the Red Sox have scored an average of TEN runs per game and gone over by 5.77 runs per game in this spot.

Also, Boston is 12-0-1 OU as a 135-plus favorite after a game as a road favorite in which David Ortiz had multiple hits in four-plus at bats and 9-0 as a favorite of more than 120 after a game in which Mookie Betts had multiple RBI. The SDQL for this one reveals that the Red Sox have blown past the posted OU line by an average of 7.28 runs per game in this spot.
team=Red Sox and line <-120 and Red Sox:Mookie Betts:p:rbi>1 and date>=20150700

Note that at least 12 runs were scored in each game.

Minnesota can’t be thinking that four runs will be enough to win here, so they will be playing for the big inning from the start. Minnesota is 11-0-1 OU in the last game of a home series off a game in which they stranded more baserunners than their opponent at hit at least one home run.

Take the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: BOSTON 8 Minnesota 5

4-Star Philadelphia at Washington OVER 8.5 runs -- The Phillies were shutout 8-0 yesterday and this is an OVER indicator. Philadelphia is 14-0-1 OU when seeking immediate revenge for a shutout loss as a road dog in which they drew at least one walk. The SDQL text is:

team = Phillies and SG > 1 and A and p:AD and p:runs = 0 and p:walks>0 and season >= 2007

Philadelphia has gone over the total by an average of 4.1 runs per game in this spot.

It is also worth mentioning that the Phillies are 5-0 OU THIS season as a 150-plus dog off a game in which Freddy Galvis was hitless.

In Joe Ross’ last start, he allowed five runs in the first two innings, but his offense and bullpen saved him with ten runs and the Nats won 10-5. Washington is 18-2 OU as a 180-plus favorite when they came back from a deficit to win their starter’s last start with that starter allowing at least two runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Nationals and line<=-180 and s:W and so:BL > 0 and date >= 20120515 and s:SRA>=2

Note that the Nats are 8-0 OU their last eight and they scored 10 runs in each of their last two.

Finally, the Nationals are 12-0 OU as a favorite when they won their last two games that their starter started. Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: WASHINGTON 8 Philadelphia 4
- June 13th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LAA -135 over MIN</th>
<th>MIN 9 LAA 4</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>CIN+105 over ATL</td>
<td>CIN 9 ATL 8</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CHC +120 over WAS</td>
<td>WAS 4 CHC 1</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CLE at KC OVER 8 runs</td>
<td>KC 2 CLE 1</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 1-0 (+110)
4.5-Star Sides 0-1 (-135)
4-Star Sides 5-2 (+310)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)
4-Star Totals 1-1 (-10)

**4.5-Star LA ANGLES -135 over Minnesota** -- The Twins are off a walk-off, extra inning win over the Red Sox in which they allowed only seven hits. Minnesota is 0-13 since as a road dog in a series opener off a game as a dog in which they had a higher team-left-on base than their opponent.

Minnesota is also 0-13 on the road with less than three days rest off a game as a home dog in which they scored in more innings than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Twins and A and p:HD and p:SII > po:SII and date >= 20080506 and rest<3
```

The Angels are 1-6 their last seven games and Jered Weaver is off a start in which he allowed six runs in five and a third innings. In Weaver’s long career, he has NEVER lost in this spot. The Angels are 23-0 as a favorite with Weaver when he is off a start in which his WHIP was worse than 1.9 and he threw more than 76 pitches. The SDQL text is:

```sql
starter=Jered Weaver and F and s:SWHIP>1.9 and s:SPT>76
```

As a team, the Angels are 9-0 after any game in which they struck out ten-plus times, winning by an average of 3.78 runs per game. Five of the games are from this season, as can be seen by running this SDQL text:

```sql
team = Angels and p:SO >= 10 and date >= 20150917
```

These two starters matched up on April 16th in Minnesota, where the Twins won 6-4. The Halos are a revenge-minded group, as they are 10-0 as a favorite when seeking same season revenge vs their opponent’s starting pitcher. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team=Angels and F and oS:W and oS:season=season and date>=20150629
```
Weaver is certainly past his prime, but he and his teammates should be able to get the job done here.

MTi’s FORECAST: LA ANGELS 5 Minnesota 3

4-Star Cincinnati +105 over ATLANTA -- The Braves have 18 wins this season and none of them came as a favorite. Atlanta is 0-5 as a favorite this season, scoring a total of ten runs in the five games. The SDQL is a straightforward:

team = Braves and season = 2016 and F

In Aaron Blair last six starts he has has allowed an average of 4.33 runs in an average of 4.00 innings of work. The Braves have lost his last two starts 6-0 and 4-3. Atlanta is 0-7 as a home favorite when they lost their starter’s last two starts, losing every game by multiple runs, as you can see by running this SDQL text:

team = Braves and SG = 1 and HF and s:L and ss:L and date >= 20130900

Atlanta lost the seven games by an average of 3.57 runs laying an average of 138.

Atlanta managed only two runs yesterday and this is not a good indicator for them, as they are 0-14 at home off a loss as a dog in which their hit-per-run ratio was greater than two.

This is a “character” game for these two struggling squads. The Reds have shown some character in this spot. Cincinnati is a perfect 15-0 off a game as a home dog in a series opener when their line is within 25 cents of pick and they have at least as many wins as their opponent. The SDQL text is:

team = Reds and SG = 1 and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:HD and WP > o:WP and date >= 20090522

Cincinnati is at least a coin toss here, so we are grabbing the plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: Cincinnati 5 ATLANTA 3

4-Star Chicago +120 over WASHINGTON -- The Nationals are a weak 5-21 vs a team with a better record and they have not beaten a team with better record this season (going 0-4 vs the Cubs). We are grabbing the plus money.

Washington is off a walk-off win vs the Phillies in which they led 3-0. The Nats are 0-7 as a HOME FAVORITE in a series opener when they are off a game in which they scored first, trailed and then came back to win. Washington has managed an average of 1.6 runs in these seven losses and they averaged minus 158 on the moneyline. Check it out with this SDQL text:
Chicago is 11-0 off a win as a favorite in which they scored in at least four separate innings and a perfect 7-0 as a ROAD DOG in a series opener when they scored fewer than four runs and lost by one run in their starter's last start. In these seven games their opponent has averaged a measly 1.1 runs. See for yourself by running this SDQL text:

```
team = Cubs and SG = 1 and AD and s:margin = -1 and s:runs<4 and date >= 20130700
```

We favor the Cubs confidence and mental toughness over that of the Nationals. Make Chicago the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 5 WASHINGTON 2

**4-Star Cleveland at Kansas City OVER 8 runs** -- The Royals return home after a long road trip here. In their last homestand, the Royals played six games and scored: 8, 5, 6, 10, 6, and 4 runs respectively. We expect a return to high-scoring games here.

The Royals are 15-0 OU in a home series opener when their line is between a 130 favorite and a 120 dog and they are off a game as a road dog in which the scored in more innings than their opponent, had more than eight hits and struck out fewer than a dozen times. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Royals and SG = 1 and H and -130<line<120 and p:AD and p:SII > po:SII and p:hits>8 and p:SO<12
```

The most compelling feature of this performance indicator is the fact that the Royals have gone over by an average of 5.13 runs per game.

The Tribe is off an 8-3 win over the Angels in which Lindor and Santana went deep. This is an OVER indicator for many teams and the Indians are part of this group. Cleveland is 16-0-1 OU as a favorite off a game in which they were not a 150-plus dog, hit at least two home runs and used more than three pitchers. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Indians and F and p:line<150 and p:HR > 1 and p:PU>3 and date >= 20150800
```

In their last eleven games in this spot the Indians are 11-0 OU and ALL eleven games are from THIS season.

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 6 Cleveland 5
- June 14th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>PIT +140 over NYM</th>
<th>PIT 4 NYM 0</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>HOU +120 over STL</td>
<td>HOU 5 STL 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CHC -120 over WAS</td>
<td>CHC 4 WAS 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 1-0 (+110)
4.5-Star Sides 1-1 (+5)
4-Star Sides 7-2 (+530)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)
4-Star Totals 1-1 (-10)

**4.5-Star Pittsburgh +140 over NY METS** -- The Mets Trail the Brewers 5-0 after six innings yesterday before losing 5-3. This has not been a positive indicator for New York, as they are 0-12 in a series opener vs an NL foe when they are off a road game in which they were scoreless at the end of the sixth inning. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and SG = 1 and C and p:A and p:S6 = 0 and date >= 20110715

Note that the Mets were the favorite in five of the twelve losses. Since the start of the 2015 season, they are 0-6 scoring 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, and 1 runs respectively.

The Mets beat Tailon 6-5 on July 8th, and they have allowed revenge in this spot. New York is 0-9 as a FAVORITE off a game as a favorite when their opponent’s starting pitcher has same-season-revenge for a 1-3 run defeat. The SDQL here is:

team = Mets and F and p:F and oS:L and oS:season = season and 0<oSo:margin<4 and date >= 20150901

The Pirates have lost five straight, but the Mets have lost two straight and Pittsburgh has better indicators in this situation. The Pirates are 14-0 in the first game of a series off a home game vs a team that has lost at least their last two games. In addition, Pittsburgh is 8-0 in a series opener when they are off two home losses in which they never led. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Pirates and SG = 1 and p:BL = 0 and p:HL and pp:HL and pp:BL = 0 and pp:L and date >= 20110527
Note that the Pirates were the dog in four of the eight games.

Finally, the Pirates are a hugely profitable 11-0 as a 125-plus DOG off a home game vs a righty when they lost the last three times they faced a righty. The line value is with Pittsburgh.

MTi’s FORECAST: Pittsburgh 6 NY METS 5

4.5-Star Houston +120 over ST LOUIS -- To start this one off, we’ll reveal that the Cardinals are 0-9 in Jamie Garcia’s career as a favorite of more than 120 in June. The SDQL text is:

team=Cardinals and starter=Jaime Garcia and line <= -120 and s:W and month=6

Garcia has not been sharp and the Cardinals have scored a total of three runs for him in his last four starts in this spot.

More importantly, the Cardinals are 0-10 at HOME when they are off a win by more than two runs in which they led after every inning.

team = Cardinals and H and p:margin>2 and p:IL=9 and date >= 20150530

It is not surprising to see that the Cardinals were favored in every game, averaging minus 158 on the moneyline. They have produced one quality start in the ten games and they lost that one 8-4.

The Astros are off a 5-0 shutout loss against the Rays in which Tampa was in a great spot. This result makes Houston a play here. The Astros are 8-0 in the first game of a road series when they are off a road loss in which they allowed at least three runs and never led. The SDQL text is:

team = Astros and SG = 1 and A and p:AL and p:BL = 0 and po:runs>2 and date >= 20130800

Houston was an average of plus 138 on the moneyline in the eight wins.

The Astros have the line value.

MTi’s FORECAST: Houston 5 ST LOUIS 3

4-Star Chicago -120 over WASHINGTON -- The Nationals struck out the Cubs 16 times yesterday, but they have not done well in this spot. Washington is 0-15 as a home dog after a home game in which they struck out their opponent ten-plus times and it is not a series opener and their opponent did not leave 20-plus men on base. The SDQL text is:
team = Nationals and SG > 1 and HD and p:H and po:SO >= 10 and date >= 20100600 and po:LOB<20

Washington lost each of their last nine games in this spot by multiple runs.

The Nats are also 0- as a dog off a game as a favorite when the are seeking same season revenge vs their opponent’s starting pitcher and it is not a series opener.

Chicago is 11-0 when their line is within 20 cents of pickem after they did not draw a walk and did not strand more than a dozen baserunners. The SDQL text is:

team = Cubs and SG > 1 and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:walks = 0 and date >= 20090722 and p:LOB<=12

Finally, the Cubs have been the most profitable team in the league when favored after a poor offensive game. Chicago is 45-12 as a favorite after a game in which they had six or fewer hits, for a net profit of 28.17 units. The Dodgers are second with 23.10 units of profit. We are on the Cubs.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 4 WASHINGTON 2

- June 15th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-Star</th>
<th>KC +130 over CLE</th>
<th>KC 9 CLE 4</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>DET +155 over CWS</td>
<td>CWS 5 DET 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>COL +100 over NYY</td>
<td>COL 6 NYY 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>PHI at TOR OVER 8.5</td>
<td>TOR 7 PHI 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>LAC at ARZ OVER 7</td>
<td>LAD 3 ARZ 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-0 (+240)
4.5-Star Sides 1-2 (-105)
4-Star Sides 8-2 (+630)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)
4-Star Totals 2-2 (-20)

5-Star Kansas City +130 over CLEVELAND -- The Tribe drew six walks and had nine hits but couls manage only two runs and lost 3-2 as a 120 road favorite. This has not been a good spot for them. Cleveland is 0-11 in the last game of a road series when they are off a
game as a favorite in which they drew five-plus walks and did not win by more than six runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Indians and LGS and p:AF and p:walks>=5 and p:margin<=6 and date >= 20070900
```

The Indians have lost these eleven games by an average of 3.45 runs and they were the favorite in seven of the eleven losses, including each of the last three. In Kluber’s last two starts in this spot, the Tribe lost 6-0 and 8-1, as you can see by running the SDQL text.

Kluber went nine innings in his last start and this has caused the Indians’ offense to play small ball. This has not been a good strategy. Cleveland is 0-9 as a 110-plus road favorite off a game as a road favorite when their starter went more than seven innings and faced 30-plus batters in his last start. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Indians and A and line<= -110 and p:AF and s:SIP>7 and s:SHF>=30 and date >= 20070600
```

Cleveland has managed only 1.7 runs per game in this spot, relying on their starter to get the job done.

Kansas City came back from a 2-1 deficit with two runs in the eighth to win 3-2 while their bullpen went four and two-thirds and did not allow a run. The Royals simply do not give wins like these back. Kansas City is 13-0 at home when they are off a win in which they came back from a deficit when they scored more runs off the opponent’s bullpen than their bullpen allowed and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Royals and H and po:BL > 0 and p:W and SG > 1 and po:BPRA-p:BPRA >0 and date >= 20150707
```

Note that SIX of the thirteen wins came as a dog and that their average margin of victory in the thirteen games has been 3.7 runs. This season, they are 5-0 in this spot.

Ian Kennedy is not what you would call the Royals’ ace, but all that means is that the Royals must score some runs for him and will play aggressively on offense from the first inning. Corey Kluber is the Indians’ Ace and he shutout the Royals 7-0 in Cleveland, back on June 5th. This, however, indicates that the Royals are the play. Kansas City is a fierce 10-0 when seeking same season revenge vs the opponent’s starting pitcher when their starter has a season-to-date ERA of more than four. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Royals and oS:W and oS:season = season and STDSERA>4 and date >= 20151000
```

This one was actually active in the first two games of this season when the Royals got same-season revenge vs Carrasco and Tomlin.

Kansas City is AT LEAST a coin toss here, making them a big play at this number.

MTi’s FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 6 Cleveland 3
4.5-Star Detroit +155 over CHICAGO WHITE SOX -- The White Sox looked like a contender over the first six weeks of the season, but they are on a brutal 8-21 run and are now below 500 on the season. They have shown no backbone in this spot. Chicago is a gutless 0-13 as a FAVORITE in the last game of a series vs a divisional opponent that has a higher winning percentage and at least as many wins. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = White Sox and F and DIV and LGS and wins <= o:wins and WP<o:WP and date >= 20130600
```

Yes, that’s thirteen straight losses as a favorite and they were averaging minus 136 on the moneyline. Chris Sale was the starter in six of the thirteen losses and the final scores in these six losses were: 4-0, 7-1, 4-0, 6-1, 4-1 and 7-0. OUCH. So, in these six games the Sox were outscored 32-3 and every loss was by at least three runs -- and we’re getting +150?!

The Tigers smell blood and they will not be denied. Detroit is 9-0 as a ROAD DOG in the last game of a series off a game in which they drew five-plus walks. The Tigers have scored an average of 7.1 runs per game in this spot and won each of their last six by multiple runs.

Detroit is also 11-0 THIS SEASON after a game in which they scored six-plus runs and had at least two extra-base hits. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Tigers and SG > 1 and p:runs>=6 and p:XBH>1 and season=2016
```

The Tigers won ten of the eleven my multiple runs, with their only on-run win as a 125 dog. Detroit must be close to a coin toss here. Grab the inflated number.

MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 6 CHICAGO 4

4-Star Colorado +100 over NY Yankees -- The supercomputers at SportsDataBase.com run about 500,000,000 handicapping situations every night. This provides early access to emerging performance indicators. Here is one of them. THIS season, the Yankees are 0-11 on the road after a road games in which they scored in two or fewer innings and drew fewer than four walks, as long as they are not a favorite of more than 120. The SDQL text is:

```sql
```

Note that the Yankees have lost these eleven games by an average of 3.64 runs per game. Colorado has been “money” in the last game of a home series. The Rockies are
15-0 in the last game of a home series and their line is within 25 cents of pick and they are off a game in which they led and did not score seven-plus runs off the opponent’s starter. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rockies and LGS and H and -125 <= line <= 125 and p:BL>0 and po:SRA<7 and date >= 20140800
```

Note that the Rockies won by an average of 5.2 runs per game in this spot.

In addition, the Rockies are 11-0 in the last game of a home series when they are of a game in which they scored first and their opponent is not 10-plus games below 500 on the season. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rockies and LGS and H and p:SF and date >= 20140800 and o:wins-o:losses>-10
```

The average final score in these 11 games has been Colorado 8.5 - Opponent 3.1. The Rockies are eager to get back to the plate and Nova has to be concerned about what this start will do to his ERA.

The line value is with the home underdog Rockies.

MTi’s FORECAST: COLORADO 8 NY Yankees 5

**5-Star Kansas City +130 over CLEVELAND** -- The Tribe drew six walks and had nine hits but couls manage only two runs and lost 3-2 as a 120 road favorite. This has not been a good spot for them. Cleveland is 0-11 in the last game of a road series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they drew five-plus walks and did not win by more than six runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Indians and LGS and p:AF and p:walks>=5 and p:margin<=6 and date >= 20070900
```

The Indians have lost these eleven games by an average of 3.45 runs and they were the favorite in seven of the eleven losses, including each of the last three. In Kluber’s last two starts in this spot, the Tribe lost 6-0 and 8-1, as you can see by running the SDQL text.

Kluber went nine innings in his last start and this has caused the Indians’ offense to play small ball. This has not been a good strategy. Cleveland is 0-9 as a 110-plus road favorite off a game as a road favorite when their starter went more than seven innings and faced 30-plus batters in his last start. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Indians and A and line<= -110 and p:AF and s:SIP>7 and s:SHF>=30 and date >= 20070600
```

Cleveland has managed only 1.7 runs per game in this spot, relying on their starter to get the job done.
Kansas City came back from a 2-1 deficit with two runs in the eighth to win 3-2 while their bullpen went four and two-thirds and did not allow a run. The Royals simply do not give wins like these back. Kansas City is 13-0 at home when they are off a win in which they came back from a deficit when they scored more runs off the opponent’s bullpen than their bullpen allowed and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Royals and H and po:BL > 0 and p:W and SG > 1 and po:BPRA-p:BPRA >0 and date >= 20150707
```

Note that SIX of the thirteen wins came as a dog and that their average margin of victory in the thirteen games has been 3.7 runs. This season, they are 5-0 in this spot.

Ian Kennedy is not what you would call the Royals’ ace, but all that means is that the Royals must score some runs for him and will play aggressively on offense from the first inning. Corey Kluber is the Indians’ Ace and he shutout the Royals 7-0 in Cleveland, back on June 5th. This, however, indicates that the Royals are the play. Kansas City is a fierce 10-0 when seeking same season revenge vs the opponent’s starting pitcher when their starter has a season-to-date ERA of more than four. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```sql
team = Royals and oS:W and oS:season = season and STDERA>4 and date >= 20151000
```

This one was actually active in the first two games of this season when the Royals got same-season revenge vs Carrasco and Tomlin.

Kansas City is AT LEAST a coin toss here, making them a big play at this number.

MTi’s FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 6 Cleveland 3

4.5-Star Detroit +155 over CHICAGO WHITE SOX -- The White Sox looked like a contender over the first six weeks of the season, but they are on a brutal 8-21 run and are now below 500 on the season. They have shown no backbone in this spot. Chicago is a gutless 0-13 as a FAVORITE in the last game of a series vs a divisional opponent that has a higher winning percentage and at least as many wins. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = White Sox and F and DIV and LGS and wins <= o:wins and WP<=o:WP and date >= 20130600
```

Yes, that’s thirteen straight losses as a favorite and they were averaging minus 136 on the moneyline. Chris Sale was the starter in six of the thirteen losses and the final scores in these six losses were: 4-0, 7-1, 4-0, 6-1, 4-1 and 7-0. OUCH. So, in these six games the Sox were outscored 32-3 and every loss was by at least three runs -- and we’re getting +150?!

The Tigers smell blood and they will not be denied. Detroit is 9-0 as a ROAD DOG in the last game of a series off a game in which they drew five-plus walks. The Tigers have scored an average of 7.1 runs per game in this spot and won each of their last six by multiple runs.
Detroit is also 11-0 THIS SEASON after a game in which they scored six-plus runs and had at least two extra-base hits. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Tigers and SG} > 1 \text{ and } \text{p:runs} \geq 6 \text{ and } \text{p:XBH} > 1 \text{ and season} = 2016
\]

The Tigers won ten of the eleven my multiple runs, with their only on-run win as a 125 dog.

Detroit must be close to a coin toss here. Grab the inflated number.

MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 6 CHICAGO 4

4-Star LA Dodgers at Arizona OVER 7 -- The Dodgers are 17-0-2 OU in the history of our database as a 140-plus road favorite when they are off a win in which their opponent left ten or fewer men on base, their starter allowed more than two hits and fewer than three walks. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Dodgers and A and line} \leq -140 \text{ and } \text{p:LOB} \leq 10 \text{ and } \text{p:W} \text{ and } \text{p:SHA} > 2 \text{ and } \text{p:SWA} < 3
\]

The final scores in their last five games in this spot have been: 9-5, 6-10, 5-7, 10-8 and 7-10. Wow.

The D-Backs drew a lone walk in yesterday’s 7-4 defeat and now they have to face Kershaw. Arizona is 11-0-1 OU as a 140-plus dog after a game in which they did not draw multiple walks and score fewer than four runs of their opponent’s starter. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Diamondbacks and line} \geq 140 \text{ and } \text{p:walks} \leq 1 \text{ and } \text{p:SRA} < 4 \text{ and season} \geq 2015
\]

Arizona starters have not produced a quality start in this spot in their last eight tries and in the four games for them season the finals were: 6-14, 3-7, 6-2 and 10-5. The OVER has the line value here.

MTi’s FORECAST: LA Dodgers 6 Arizona 3

4-Star Philadelphia at Toronto OVER 8.5 -- The Blue Jays dominated the Phillies 11-3 yesterday at home and here they are a road favorite. The Jays are 11-0 OU as a 140-plus road favorite off a game as a favorite in which they had more team left on base than their opponent while allowing more than six hits and fewer than eight runs.

\[
\text{team} = \text{Blue Jays and A and line} \leq -140 \text{ and } \text{p:F} \text{ and } \text{p:TLOB < p:TLOB} \text{ and } \text{p:hits} > 6 \text{ and } \text{p:runs} < 8 \text{ and season} \geq 2006
\]

Toronto has gone over by an average of 3.77 runs per game in this spot.
The Jays are also 13-0-2 OU as a favorite of more than 140 when their starter allowed fewer than four runs and they won by one run in his last start. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Blue Jays and line<-140 and s:margin=1 and s:SRA<4 and date>=20070600
```

Note that 12 runs were scored in each of their two active dates from THIS season.

The Phillies can't possibly be expecting Hellickson and their bullpen to hold down the Blue Jays offense. Philadelphia is 10-0 OU as a 140-plus home dog off a three-plus run defeat in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Phillies and SG > 1 and H and line>=140 and p:D and p:BPRA > 1 and p:margin<=-3
```

The Phillies have produced one quality start in the ten games and that game finished 7-4.

Finally -- and this one is really on-point -- Philadelphia is 12-0 OU as a home dog off a game in which they allowed five-plus walks and more than two runs and it is not a series opener. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Phillies and SG > 1 and HD and 5 <= po:walks and po:runs>2 and date >= 20150423
```

Philadelphia has gone over by an average of 3.58 runs per game in this spot. The OVER is full of line value here.

MTi’s FORECAST: PHILADELPHIA 7 Toronto 5

--- June 16th 2016 ---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>TB - 105 over SEA</th>
<th>SEA 6 TB 4</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TEX -120 over OAK</td>
<td>TEX 5 OAK 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TOR -130 over PHI</td>
<td>TOR 13 PHI 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ATL +105 over CIN</td>
<td>ATL 7 CIN 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>WAS at SD OVER 8</td>
<td>WAS 8 SD 5</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TOR AT PHI OVER 8</td>
<td>TOR 13 PHI 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>PIT at NYM OVER 7.5</td>
<td>NYM 6 PIT 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>MIL at LAD OVER 7.5</td>
<td>MIL 8 LAD 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-0 (+240)
4.5-Star Sides 1-3 (-210)
4-Star Sides 11-2 (+935)
5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 2-0 (+200)
4-Star Totals 5-2 (+280)

**4.5-Star TAMPA BAY pick over Seattle** -- The Rays battled back from a 2-0 deficit to win 3-2 in extra innings. This has not been a good spot for the Mariners. Seattle is 0-13 when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off an extra inning game in which they had fewer than 12 team left on base and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mariners and SG > 1 and A and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:X and p:TLOB<12 and season >= 2007
```

In their two games from this season, the M’s have scored a total of three runs and lost both by multiple-runs.

Also, Seattle is 0-15 in the last game of a series when they play tomorrow and they are off a walk-off loss in which they scored first, as long as they are not a 120-plus favorite. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mariners and LGS and line>-120 and po:WOW and n:rest=0 and p:SF and season >= 2005
```

The Rays can build off close, extra-inning games. Tampa is 13-0 when it is not a series opener that starts before 7:10 pm and they are off an extra inning game that was decided by one run and they are not a dog of more than 110. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rays and SG > 1 and line<=110 and p:X and -1<=p:margin<=1 and date >= 20120731 and start time<1910
```

In their last six games in this spot they NEVER trailed. The line value is with the homestanding Rays.

**MTi’s FORECAST: TAMPA 5 Seattle 3**

**4-Star Texas -120 over OAKLAND** -- This has been a bad spot for the Athletics. Oakland is a brutal 2-25 as a dog in the last game of a series after they hit at least one home run and drew at least two walks. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Athletics and LGS and D and p:HR > 0 and p:walks>=2 and date >= 20130424
```

This season, they are 0-5, losing by an average of 4.4 runs per game.

In addition, the As are a gutless 0-11 as a home dog vs a team with at least as many wins when it is not a series opener and they struck out more than twice in their last game. The SDQL text is:
team = Athletics and SG > 1 and HD and o:wins >= wins and p:SO>2 and date >= 20150900

Oakland has been beaten by an average of 3.5 runs per game in this spot.

The Rangers are a ruthless 12-0 as a 110-plus road favorite when it is not the first game of a series and their opponent has lost two straight. The SDQL here is:

team = Rangers and SG > 1 and line<=-110 and A and o:streak <= -2 and date >= 20130511

Note that the Rangers won by an average of 3.92 runs per game and the final score in their last three in this spot were 10-3, 8-1 and 10-5.

Colby Lewis is off an excellent start that resulted in a 2-1 win. The Rangers are a perfect 9-0 with Lewis when he is off a starter in which his WHIP was less than 0.85.

team = Rangers and starter = Colby Lewis and s:SWHIP < 0.85 and date >= 20150619

As you can see by running the SDQL text, the Rangers were an average of PLUS-114 on the moneyline in these nine wins.

Texas is STILL not getting the respect they deserve from the linesmakers.

MTi's FORECAST: Texas 6 OAKLAND 3

**4-Star Toronto -130 over PHILADELPHIA** -- This is a tough spot for Philadelphia. We are laying the significant price on the road because we expect the BlueJays to drive home the stake. The Phillies are 0-11 THIS SEASON off a game in which they had six or fewer hits and allowed more then three runs, as long as they are not a favorite of more than 120. The SDQL text is:

team = Phillies and line>-120 and p:hits<=6 and po:runs>3 and season=2016

The last two times Aaron Nola started in this spot the Phillies lost 5-1 and 8-0.

When the Blue Jays grab the momentum and are hitting the ball well, they are tough to slow down. Toronto is a reliable 20-0 s a favorite of more than 120 when they are off a game as a 125-plus favorite in which their starter allowed fewer than four runs and they out-homered their opponent, and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Blue Jays and SG > 1 and p:HR > po:HR and p:SRA<4 and p:line<=-125 and line<-120 and date >= 20150729

The average final score in these 20 games has been Toronto 7.5 runs, opponent 2.6 runs. In Happ’s two starts in this spot, the Jays won 12-2 and 4-0. These two are heading in opposite directions. The Jays are cheap at this price.
MTi’s FORECAST: Toronto 7 PHILADELPHIA 3

4.5-Star Washington at San Diego OVER 8 - The Padres are off a 6-3 win in which they pounded out 13 hits. Here, they are a significant underdog to the Nationals. San Diego is a perfect 16-0 OU since the start of the 2015 season when they are not the favorite and off a game in which they had at least a dozen hits, their starter went five-plus innings and they did not score more than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Padres and not F and p:hits>=12 and p:runs<=10 and season >= 2015 and p:SIP>=5

Note that the Padres have gone over by an average of 3.7 runs per game in this spot and they are 4-0 OU in this spot this season with at least ten runs scored in each game.

The Nats have won each of Roark’s last three outings. However, Washington is 11-0 as a 135-plus favorite when they won their starter’s last two starts with all of the games coming from THIS season. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Nationals and line<=-135 and s:W and ss:W and date >= 20160424

Make the play the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: WASHINGTON 7 San Diego 4

4-Star ATLANTA +105 over Cincinnati -- We are on the home dog here. The Braves battled and battled and finally won 9-8 in thirteen innings after the Reds scored two in the top of the frame. Cincinnati is 0-16 in the last game of a series after the used five-plus pitchers (they used eight pitchers yesterday). The SDQL text is:

team = Reds and LGS and 5 <= p:PU and date >= 20150712

Also, the Reds are 0-14 since the start of last season in the last game of a series when they are off a game as a dog in which their opponent struck out more than five times and scored six-plus runs. Check it out with this SDQL text.

team = Reds and LGS and p:D and 6 <= po:runs and po:SO>5 and season >= 2015

The Braves, on the other hand, are a perfect 14-0 in the last game of a home series vs an NL opponent when they are off a game as a favorite in which they scored more runs off their opponent’s bullpen than they did off their opponent’s starter. The SDQL text is:

team = Braves and HC and LGS and p:F and po:BPRA > po:SRA and date >= 20110500
More importantly, Atlanta is a best-in-league 11-0 as a home dog after a game in which they scored six-plus runs, did not win by more than six runs and their starter did not allow six-plus runs. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Braves and HD and p:runs} \geq 6 \text{ and p:margin} \leq 6 \text{ and p:SRA} < 6 \text{ and date} \geq 20150606
\]

In their lone active date this season, they beat the Dodgers 8-1. The Reds should be easier to handle.

MTi’s FORECAST: ATLANTA 5 Cincinnati 3

4-Star Toronto at Philadelphia OVER 8 - This is a great line to go OVER with these two in this spot. Philadelphia has struggled offensively, but this makes the OVER the play. The Phillies are 13-0 OU since the start of the 2015 season as a dog in the last game of a home series when they are off a game in which they had six or fewer hits. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Phillies and LGS and H and p:HD and p:hits} \leq 6 \text{ and season} \geq 2015
\]

Fitting in perfectly here is the fact that the Blue Jays are 12-0 OU as a road favorite after a game as a road favorite in which they held their opponent to six or fewer hits and fewer than three walks, as long as the OU line is higher than 7. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Blue Jays and AF and p:AF and po:hits} \leq 6 \text{ and po:walks} < 3 \text{ and total} > 7 \text{ and date} \geq 20080600
\]

The Jays have zipped over the total by an average of 5.2 runs per game in this spot.

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Toronto 7 PHILADELPHIA 3

4-Star Milwaukee at LA Dodgers OVER 7.5 - The Brewers were humiliated by the Giants yesterday and this is an OVER indicator. Milwaukee is 11-0 OU with no rest as a road dog in a series opener after a five-plus run defeat when their opponent is off a win. The average final score have been 6.5-7.2 in these eleven games, as you can see by running this SDQL text:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Brewers and SG} = 1 \text{ and rest}=0 \text{ and AD and p:margin} \leq -5 \text{ and op:W and season} \geq 2006
\]

Also, Milwaukee is 10-0 OU as a road dog in a series opener off a game as a dog in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs, as long as the OU line is higher than 7. The SDQL text is:
team = Brewers and SG = 1 and AD and p:D and p:BPRA > 1 and total>7 and season >= 2015

Milwaukee has zoomed over the total by an average of 4.75 runs per game in this spot.

With the Dodgers 16-0-1 OU in a home series opener off a game in which they scored fewer than six runs and stranded ten or fewer baserunners, as long as the OU line is higher than six (SDQL below), we are on the OVER.

team = Dodgers and SG = 1 and H and p:F and po:LOB<=10 and p:runs<6 and total>6 and date >= 20130429

MTi’s FORECAST: LA DODGERS 6 Milwaukee 4

**4-Star Pittsburgh at NY Mets OVER 7.5**-- The Pirates were hammered 11-2 by the Mets yesterday and the two runs they scored were in the top of the ninth to avoid the shutout.

This has been a brilliant spot for the OVER. The Pirates are 13-0 OU as a road dog in the last game of a series when they are off a five-plus run loss in which they never led. The SDQL is a straightforward:

team = Pirates and LGS and p:AD and p:margin<-5 and p:BL=0 and date >= 20100800

There is no reason for the Mets to play small-ball here. NY is 12-0 OU as a favorite in the last game of a home series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they hit a home run and their opponent is at least 430 on the season. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and LGS and HF and p:F and p:HR > 0 and o:WP>43 and date >= 20140500

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY METS 6 Pittsburgh 5

---

**- June 17th 2016 -**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>SF +120 over TB</th>
<th>SF 5 TB 1</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ARZ -150 over PHI</td>
<td>ARZ 10 PHI 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>BAL +130 over TOR</td>
<td>TOR 13 BAL 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>WAS at SD OVER 7.5</td>
<td>WAS 7 SD 5</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>NYY at MIN OVER 8</td>
<td>NYY 8 MIN 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-0 (+240)
4.5-Star Sides 2-3 (-90)
4-Star Sides 12-3 (+935)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 3-0 (+300)
4-Star Totals 6-2 (+380)

4.5-Star San Francisco +120 over Tampa Bay - It is hard to ignore the fact that the Rays are 0-20 in a series opener with their line is within 35 cents of pick and they are off a home loss in which they never led and struck out at least eight times. The SDQL text is:

team = Rays and -135 < line < 135 and p:BL = 0 and p:HL and SG = 1 and p:SO>=8 and date >= 20090900

The main reason why we are using this indicator is not that it is 0-20, it is that in the three active dates from this season, the Rays have scored a total of TWO runs.

The Giants have won five straight and they never trailed in their last four. In their last three games, they are averaging 8.0 runs per game. They key indicators are: San Francisco is a perfect 10-0 as a DOG off a home game in which Angel Pagan had multiple hits. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Giants and D and p:H and Angel Pagan:p:hits > 1 and date >= 20121024

Finally, San Francisco is a relentless 14-0 in a series opener when they are off two wins in which they never trailed, with the last as a home favorite in which they allowed fewer than three runs and scored in fewer than five innings. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and SG = 1 and p:HF and po:BL = 0 and p:W and ppo:BL = 0 and pp:W and po:runs<3 and p:SII<5 and season >= 2007

What is really impressive about this performance indicator is that the Giants have shut out their opponent is each of the last three active dates.

This line is an insult to the Giants, and it keeping getting more insulting as I write this (SF opened a 112 dog). The Giants have all the line value here.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 5 TAMPA BAY 2

4-Star Arizona -150 over PHILADELPHIA - The Phillies were humiliated by the Blue Jays yesterday, getting outhit 17-5 and losing 13-2. The Phillies are a young team that, understandably, gets very discouraged in this spot. The Phillies are 0-10 as a dog after a game as a road dog in which they had six or fewer hits. The SDQL text is:

team = Phillies and D and p:HD and p:hits <= 6 and date >= 20150916
The compelling reason to lay the 150 here is the fact that the seven of the ten games are from THIS season and the final scores in those seven losses were: 8-1, 10-3, 5-1, 7-2, 8-1, 9-6 and 13-2. Every loss was by at least three runs. It makes sense that a young team will “press” when struggling offensively.

Indeed, the Phillies have adopted a defeatist attitude in this spot. They are 0-15 in a series opener when they are off a five plus run loss in which they never trailed and their starter’s ERA is higher than two and he did not allow eight-plus runs in his last start. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Phillies and SG = 1 and p:margin<=-5 and p:BL=0 and STDSERA>2 and s:SRA<8 and date >= 20140600
```

The Snakes are 11-0 as a road favorite off a game as a dog in which their opponent left fewer than 10 men on base, winning by an average of 3.55 runs per game and, more importantly, a perfect 8-0 THIS SEASON on the road after a game as a dog in which Nick Ahmed was hitless in three-plus at bats.

We estimate that the Phillies only have about a 1-in-3 chance of winning here, and that makes the Snakes a 4-Star at minus-150.

MTi’s FORECAST: Arizona 6 PHILADELPHIA 3

4-Star BALTIMORE +130 over Toronto - The Blue Jays came through for us yesterday, as we had a 4-Star on Toronto and a 4-Star on the OVER in that 13-2 win. They are a big favorite here, but this is a much different situation. The fact is that the Jays are an ugly 0-7 as a road favorite in a series opener in which they had twelve-plus hits and allowed fewer than twelve hits. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Blue Jays and SG = 1 and F and p:AF and p:hits>=12 and po:hits<12
```

Toronto has lost these seven games by an average of 5.1 runs and they were an average of minus 132 on the moneyline. In their lone active date this season, the Jays lost 13-2 in Tampa.

In addition, Toronto is 0-13 in a series opener vs a team with a better record when are off a game as a road favorite in which they had at least one extra base hit, as long as the starter they are facing did not have scoreless starts for two straight. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Blue Jays and SG = 1 and p:AF and WP < o:WP and p:XBH>0 and os:SRA + oss:SRA>0 and date >= 20110600
```

In their last two in this spot, both from this season, the Jays lost 2-1 and 6-0.
The Orioles are off a 5-1 win over Boston in which they outhit the Red Sox 11-4. Baltimore is a money-vacuuming 9-0 in the first game of a series as a home dog off a game as a dog in which they allowed 6 or fewer hits.

Baltimore is being disrespected here. Grab the meaty price.

MTi’s FORECAST: BALTIMORE 5 Toronto 4

4.5-Star Washington at San Diego OVER 7.5 -- We had a 4.5-Star on these two over yesterday. In the write-up we remarked at a flat 8 was a great number. However, it was bet down to 7.5 +105! The Nats won 8-5. I wish I knew why all the money came in on the under, all the evidence we had pointed to the over. Some big bettors are getting bad advice. We like the OVER again here.

Whenever a pitcher has good recent results the tendency is for the public to play on his team play the under. However, the Nationals are 13-0 OU as a 135+ favorite when they won the last two games their starter started and all 12 games are from THIS season. The SDQL (which you have seen before) is:

```
team = Nationals and line <= -135 and s:W and ss:W and date >= 20160424
```

Yesterday, the Padres scored two in the bottom of the first to take a 2-0 lead before the Nats got going. This is another OVER indicator. Washington is 9-0 OU since the beginning of May as a 150-plus favorite off a game in which their opponent scored first. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Nationals and line<=-150 and po:SF and date >= 20160500
```

In their last four in this spot the Nationals, by themselves, scored 11, 9, 8, and 8 runs.

The Padres 8-0 OU at home off a game in which they scored first, had at least eight hits and used more than three pitchers, as long as it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Padres and SG > 1 and H and p:SF and p:hits>=8 and p:PU>3 and date >= 20150812
```

In their last six games in this spot, the Padres have allowed: 10, 8, 7, 11, 6 and 10 runs and the eight games have gone over by an average of 3.88 runs. Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Washington 8 SAN DIEGO 5

4-Star NY Yankees at Minnesota OVER 8 -- In Tanaka’s last start, the Yankees managed a lone run of support. This is a big OVER spot for them. New York is 23-0-1 OU when it is not the first game of a series and they are off a regulation game as a favorite when they scored fewer than five runs for their starter in his last start, as long as they were not a 130-plus dog in that start and that starter provided five-plus innings of work. The SDQL text is:
team = Yankees and SG > 1 and p:F and s:runs<5 and s:line<130 and s:SIP>=5 and not p:X and date >= 20150600

Note that the Yanks are 7-0-1 OU in this spot this season.

The Twins are 17-0 OU when they are off a game in which they were from pick to +145 in which their opponent left fewer than ten men on base and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Twins and SG > 1 and po:LOB<10 and -105<=p:line<=145 and date >= 20140700

Minnesota is 5-0 OU in this spot this season and their average OU margin has been +3.88 runs over the 17 games. Amazingly, their starter's have fifteen straight non-quality starts in this spot. The Yankees owe Takana some runs and they have made good on such debts. Play the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY Yankees 7 MINNESOTA 4

- June 18th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4-Star</th>
<th>KC -140 over DET</th>
<th>KC 16 DET 5</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>WAS at SD OVER 7</td>
<td>SD 7 WAS 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ARZ at PHI OVER 7</td>
<td>ARZ 4 PHI 1</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>MIL at LAD OVER 8</td>
<td>LAD 10 MIL 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-0 (+240)
4.5-Star Sides 2-3 (-90)
4-Star Sides 13-3 (+1035)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0 (+400)
4-Star Totals 7-3 (+370)

4-Star KANSAS CITY -140 over Detroit -- The Royals pounded out 14 hits yesterday and won 10-3 as a small home dog. Now they are a mid-range favorite. Detroit has not won in this spot in the history of our database. The Tigers are 0-22 as a 105-plus dog off a game as a favorite of less than 170 in which they allowed 12-plus hits and it is not a series opener, as long as they did not WIN by five-plus runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Tigers and SG > 1 and line>=105 and p:F and po:hits>=12 and -170 < p:line< -105 and p:margin<5
The Royals are seeing the ball well and they have been very tough to beat in this spot. Kansas City is a perfect 14-0 at home off a game in which they had at least 12 hits and it is not a series opener. The SDQL is a straightforward:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Royals and SG} > 1 \text{ and H and } 12 \leq \text{p.hits and date} \geq 20150617
\]

The Royals are 3-0 in this spot this season and in their last five they have averaged 8.5 runs per game.

It is also worth mentioning that the Royals are 11-0 as a home favorite off a game as a home dog when their starter has an ERA of less than 4 and their opponent’s starter is higher than 4.

\[
\text{team} = \text{Royals and HF and p:HD and o:STDSERA} > 4 \text{ and STDSERA} < 5 \text{ and season} \geq 2012
\]

This is a solid 4-Star (but it is not a 4.5-Star).

MTi’s FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 6 Detroit 4

**4.5-Star Washington at San Diego OVER 7** - We have a performance indicator that is active for the third time this season. It reads, The Nationals are 13-0 OU as a 135-plus favorite when they won the last two games that their starter started.

\[
\text{team} = \text{Nationals and line} \leq -135 \text{ and s:W and ss:W and date} \geq 20160424
\]

We are on the OVER again.

In addition, the Nationals are 11-0-1 since Scherzer joined them as a 140-plus favorite when they scored fewer than 8 runs and won his last start and they are facing a team that has averaged more than seven strikeouts per game season-to-date. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Nationals and starter} = \text{Max Scherzer and line} < -140 \text{ and s:W and oA(SO)} \geq 7 \text{ and s:runs} < 8
\]

In Colin Rea’s last start, he was a home dog to the Marlins with Wei-Yin Chen, and the Padres lost 13-4 with Rea allowing eight runs in two and two-thirds innings of work. The Padres expect Rea to shut down this offense and will have to be swinging aggressively from the start. San Diego is 14-0 OU at home when their starter went less than four innings, allowed five-plus runs and walked at least one batter, when they scored at least three runs in that start and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Padres and SG} > 1 \text{ and H and s:SIP} < 4 \text{ and s:runs} \geq 3 \text{ and s:SWA} > 0 \text{ and s:SRA} \geq 5 \text{ and season} \geq 2009
\]
Finally, Washington is a FRANCHISE-PERFECT 10-0 OU as a 140-plus road favorite after a road game in which Ryan Zimmerman hit a home run. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team=Nationals and A and line }\leq -140 \text{ and p:A and Ryan Zimmerman:p:home runs }> 0
\]

The average final score in these ten games has been Washington 8.0 opponent 5.7.

Scherzer knows he has a great offense behind him and will simply “throw strikes.” Take the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Washington 7 SAN DIEGO 3

4-Star Arizona at Philadelphia OVER 7 -- The Phillies are in a tough, desperate spot and in this spot, they have allowed a lot of runs. We are on the OVER.

Philadelphia is 14-0 OU as a home dog of more than 130 when they are off a home game in which they had more strikeouts than hits and hit fewer than two home runs and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team = Phillies and SG } > 1 \text{ and line } > 130 \text{ and p:H and p:SO } > \text{ p:hits and date } \geq 20130900 \text{ and p:HR } < 2
\]

In their three games from this season, the Phillies have allowed 8, 7 and 8 runs respectively.

Fitting in nicely is the fact that the Diamondbacks are 12-0 OU as a road favorite off a game in which they struck out their opponent ten-plus times, as long as they were not a 150-plus favorite in that game. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team = Diamondbacks and AF and po:SO } \geq 10 \text{ and p:line } > -150 \text{ and date } \geq 20120600
\]

Arizona has gone over by an average of 4.00 runs in this spot and the last active date was yesterday’s 10-2 victory.

Greinke is off an emotional, hard fought 3-2 win over his former team in which he threw a season-high 119 pitches. It would be natural for him to be less than sharp against the struggling Phillies. Take the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: PHILADELPHIA 6 Arizona 5

4-Star Milwaukee at LA Dodgers OVER 8 -- The Dodgers were outhit 12-8 yesterday, but won 3-2 in extra innings after trailing 2-1 in the eighth. This is a big OVER spot for both teams.
The Dodgers are 14-0 OU off a home game in which their starter went five-plus innings, they scored three or fewer runs and won the game, as long as the OU line is higher than six.

The SDQL text is:

```
team = Dodgers and p:H and po:runs < p:runs <= 3 and total>6 and po:Slp>=5 and date >= 20150610
```

LA is 5-0 OU in this spot this season, going over by an average of 3.0 runs per game and they have produced zero quality starts in this spot.

The Brewers are 15-0 OU as a road dog of less than 190 when they are off a game as a 100-plus dog in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs, as long as the total is higher than 7.

The SDQL text is:

```
team = Brewers and AD and p:BPRA > 1 and line<190 and p:line>=100 and date >= 20150825 and total>7
```

Milwaukee is 8-0 OU this this spot this season, with every game going over by AT LEAST 2.5 runs. Chase Anderson was the starter in FOUR of the eight games. The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: LA DODGERS 6 Milwaukee 4

--- June 19th 2016 ---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-Star</th>
<th>SEA +180 over BOS</th>
<th>BOS 2 SEA 1</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>KC +100 over DET</td>
<td>KC 2 DET 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>LAA +100 over OAK</td>
<td>LAA 2 OAK 0</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF +120 over TB</td>
<td>SF 5 TB 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ARZ at PHI OVER 9</td>
<td>ARZ 5 PHI 1</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)
4.5-Star Sides 2-3 (-90)
4-Star Sides 16-3 (+1355)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0 (+400)
4-Star Totals 7-4 (+260)
5-Star Seattle +180 over BOSTON -- The Mariners have demonstrated the ability to cash as a big dog in this spot, so we are grabbing the big price. Seattle is 7-0 as a dog of MORE THAN 140 off a game as a dog in which they allowed six-plus runs and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mariners and SG > 1 and line>140 and p:D and 6 <= p:runs and date >= 20130600
```

Also, the M’s are 8-0 as a DOG off a game as a road dog in which they struck out five plus times and did not draw a walk and it is not a series opener. As you can see by running the SDQL text below, Seattle has won EVERY game by multiple runs, with an average margin of victory of a whopping 4.88 runs.

```
team = Mariners and SG > 1 and D and p:AD and p:walks = 0 and p:SO>=5 and date >= 20120519
```

Note that Seattle was a dog of more than 140 in five of the eight games.

This line is solely a result of David Price’s reputation -- not his recent results. The Red Sox have lost his last three starts and Price’s ERA on the season is 4.52 vs Walker’s 3.69. This stats activate a huge performance indicator of the Red Sox, which anchors this play. Boston is 0-17 AS A HOME FAVORITE when they are off a game as a favorite lost their starter’s last two starts, as long as their starter’s ERA is not 1.5 runs BETTER than that of the opponent’s starter. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Red Sox and HF and p:F and s:L and ss:L and STDSDERA-o:STDSDERA > -1.5 and date >= 20140600
```

We can’t remember when a team lost 17 straight games as a home favorite. In Boston’s two active dates this season, they lost 5-3 as a 190 favorite and 3-2 as a 180 favorite.

It is important to understand that this is not a 5-Star because Seattle has a high probability of winning, it is a 5-Star because the line is off by 50-60 cents.

If the Mariners are less than a coin toss to win here, it is not by much. Seattle is loaded with line value at this number and if the Red Sox win 3-2, we tip our cap to Price.

MTi’s FORECAST: Seattle 4 BOSTON 3

4-Star KANSAS CITY +100 over Detroit -- The Royals trailed 2-0 after the first inning yesterday, but steamrolled the Tigers thereafter to win 16-5. This has been a simply, profitable spot for Kansas City. Since the start of the 2015 season, the Royals are 13-0 at home off a game as a favorite after they had 12+ hits and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Royals and SG > 1 and H and p:F and p:hits>=12 and season >= 2015
```

In their last three games in this spot the Royals have averaged 11.0 runs per game.
In Chris Young’s last start the Royals won 3-2, with Young allowing both runs. This is another confidence-builder. Kansas City is an impressive 18-0 when their line is within 130 of pick at home when it is not a series opener and they won by one run in their starter’s last start with that starter allowing at least one run. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```sql
team = Royals and SG > 1 and -130<line<=130 and p:H and s;margin = 1 and so:SRA>0 and season >= 2012
```

We love character-revealing trends like these -- teams that play their best when the linesmakers rate the game close to a toss up at home. The only time that Chris Young was in this spot (20150927), the Royals shut out the Indians 3-0.

The Tigers, on the other hand are a defeatist 0-10 in the last game of a series when their line is within 20 cents of pick when they are off a game in which they drew one or fewer walks and struck out at least eight times. The SDQL, shown below, reveals that the Tigers have beebe beaten by an average of 3.9 runs per game in this spot.

```sql
team = Tigers and LGS and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:walks <= 1 and p:SO>=8 and date >= 20120800
```

Take the Royals as a home dog.

MTi’s FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 6 Detroit 4

**4-Star LA Angels +100 over OAKLAND** - Oakland led 1-0 after three innings yesterday, but Lincecum was strong for seven innings, while the Athletics bullpen allowed six of the seven Angels runs. Oakland is 0-7 at HOME after a loss in which they scored first and their bullpen allowed multiple runs. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Athletics and H and p:BPRA>=2 and p:L and p:SF and date >= 20150800
```

The record of 0-7 is not impressive, but the fact that they scored exactly ONE run in each of their last five games and never led AND lost every one of the seven games by multiple runs is compelling.

Also, Oakland is a gutless The Athletics are 0-10 in the last game of a home series off a game in which they allowed six runs -- and they were an average of minus 122 on the moneyline in the ten losses.

The Angels have lost Weaver’s last two starts, which is a big reason why the As are favored here. However, LA is a supportive 9-0 vs an AL opponent in the last game of a ROAD series when they lost their starter’s last two starts. Weaver was the starter in three of the nine wins and in his lone start in this spot in 2016, the Halos beat the Orioles 10-2 as a dog, with Weaver going seven strong innings.
The wrong team is favored here.

MTi’s FORECAST: LA Angels 6 OAKLAND 3

4-Star San Francisco + 120 over TAMPA BAY - In Odorizzi’s last outing, the Rays trailed 5-2 after three innings, but they came back to win 8-7. This has not been a good spot for them. Tampa is 0-10 as a favorite of less than 200 in the last game of a home series when they are off a game as a favorite and came back from a deficit to win their starter’s last start, when that starter allowed fewer than ten hits. The SDQL text is:

team = Rays and LGS and HF and p:F and s:W and so:BL > 0 and line>-200 and s:SHA<10 and date >= 20111000

The Rays were an average of MINUS 141 on the moneyline in the ten losses and each of their last five were by multiple runs. Ouch.

The Giants did not lead until the ninth inning yesterday when hit a Panik’s three-run homer that provided the winning margin. San Francisco is 13-0 on the road off a game in which they hit a home run and had fewer than five extra-base hits. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and A and p:HR > 0 and p:XBH<5 and date >= 20160500

Each of their last six wins have been by multiple runs.

Jake Peavy was in this spot on May 31st and the Giants won 4-0.

This is a meaty price for the Giants in this spot. Take it.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 6 TAMPA BAY 4

4-Star Arizona at Philadelphia OVER 9 - The Phillies took a 1-0 lead in the first inning yesterday, but were shut down thereafter by Greinke and went on to win 4-1. This slots them into a nice OVER spot, as the Diamondbacks are 9-0 OU on the dog when they are not the dog off a game in which the opponent scored first and they scored fewer than five runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Diamondbacks and A and not D and po:SF and p:runs<5 and season >= 201

The Snakes are 3-0 OU in this spot THIS season, scoring 7, 7 and 5 runs.

The most compelling reasons for the over, however, come from the Phillies. Philadelphia is 16-0 OU as a 110-plus home dog off a game as a dog in which they had six or fewer hits and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:
team = Phillies and SG > 1 and H and line>=110 and p:D and p:hits<=6 and date >= 20150409

The Phillies have gone over by an average of 3.44 runs per game in this spot and they are 4-0 OU in this spot this season.

More specifically, Philadelphia is 17-0 OU as a 120-plus home dog after a game in which Freddy Galvis was hitless in three-plus at bats, going over by an average of 3.62 runs per game. The SDQL for this one is:

team=Phillies and H and line>=120 and Freddy Galvis:p:at bats>2 and Freddy Galvis:p:hits=0 and date>=20150409

The over is the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: ARIZONA 7 Philadelphia 5

- June 20th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4-Star</th>
<th>STL +150 over CHC</th>
<th>STL 3 CHC 2</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CWS +180 over BOS</td>
<td>CWS 3 BOS 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>LAA +130 over HOU</td>
<td>HOU 10 LAA 7</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF at PIT OVER 7</td>
<td>PIT 1 SF 0</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)  
4.5-Star Sides 2-3 (-90)  
4-Star Sides 18-4 (+1555)

5-Star Totals 0-0  
4.5-Star Totals 4-0 (+400)  
4-Star Totals 7-5 (+150)

4-STAR St Louis +150 over CHICAGO CUBS -- The Cardinals are a mentally tough 11-1 when they are off a game as a home favorite and playing a series opener vs a divisional opponent that has at least four more wins on the season. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and -120<line and p:HF and DIV and wins-o:wins <3

The lone loss was by a 3-2 margin as a 150 dog in extra innings.

This season, the Cardinals are 2-0 with both wins over these Cubs.
Also, the Cardinals are 11-0 in a series opener when they are off a loss in which they drew five-plus walks.

The Cubs are on a roll, with great pitching and solid hitting, but they are 0-7 as a home favorite in a series opener when their starters have produced quality starts in each of their last four games and their previous opponent never held a multiple-run lead. The SDQL for this one is:

```
team = Cubs and SG = 1 and HF and p:F and p:QS and p2:QS and p3:QS and p4:QS and date >= 20080801 and po:BL<2
```

In their last two in this spot, the Cubs lost 6-0 and 6-1.

The Cardinals have the line value here.

MTi’s FORECAST: St Louis 4 CHICAGO 3

**4-Star Chicago White Sox +180 over Boston** - Boston is off a pitcher’s duel vs the Mariners in which they squeaked out a 2-1 win after trailing 1-0. This has not been a good spot for them as they are 0-8 as a 140+ favorite in the first game of a series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they scored 3 runs or less and won and used at least one reliever. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Red Sox and SG = 1 and line <= -140 and p:F and po:runs < p:runs <= 3 and p:PU>1 and date >= 20070910
```

Boston is also 0-11 as a 135-plus home favorite in a series opener when they are off a game in which they had at least five more team left on base than their opponent as and did not close by multiple runs, as long as they were not a 135-plus dog in that game. The SDQL here is:

```
team = Red Sox and SG = 1 and H and line <= -135 and p:line<135 and p:TLOB - po:TLOB >=5 and p:margin>-2 and season >= 2010
```

In Gonzalez’s last start, the White Sox led early, but lost 11-8. Chicago has been supportive of their starter in this spot, as they are 7-0 as a 140-plus road dog when they are off a game as a road dog and they blew a lead in their starter’s last start and lost, as long as that starter allowed fewer than a dozen hits. The SDQL text is:

```
team = White Sox and SG = 1 and A and line>=140 and p:AD and s:L and s:BL > 0 and s:SHA<12
```

Chicago has a solid chance to surprise the Red Sox here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 4 BOSTON 3
4-Star LA Angels +130 over HOUSTON -- Jered Weaver had a complete-game shutout over the As yesterday and these type of performances from their starter have been positive indicators. The Angels are 18-0 in their first game of a ROAD series when they are off a game as a favorite in which their starter went eight-plus innings and allowed fewer than two runs, as long as their current starter has an ERA of less than 6.75. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Angels and SG = 1 and A and p:F and p:SIP >= 8 and p:SRA<2 and STDERA<6.75
```

The Angels were an average of PLUS 128 on the moneyline in the eighteen wins and they won by an average of 2.88 runs.

In a somewhat related trend, the Angels are 6-0 as a DOG in the first game of a road series when their starters have produced three straight quality starts.

These two met for a three-games series in Anaheim in late May. The Halos took the opener, but then lost the last two. This has been a good spot for them. LA is 14-0 off a game as a road favorite and playing a series opener in which they are seeking same-season revenge for a loss in which they score first and did not lead for eight-plus innings. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Angels and p:AF and SG = 1 and P:L and P:season = season and P:SF and P:IL<8 and date >= 20070928
```

Houston is off a 6-0 win over the Reds and they have burned a lot of cash in this spot. The Astros are 0-13 as a favorite of less than 200 when they are off a win as a favorite in which they scored fewer than 12 runs and never trailed. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Astros and F and line >-200 and p:WF and po:BL = 0 and p:runs<12 and date >= 20150731
```

This season, Houston is 0-5 in this situation.

MTi’s FORECAST LA Angels 4 Houston 3

4-Star San Francisco at Pittsburgh OVER 7 -- The Giants allowed just one walk in Tampa yesterday and this has been an OVER indicator. San Francisco is 10-0 OU (+3.05 rpg) as a favorite off a game as a dog in which they allowed one or fewer walks. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Giants and F and p:D and po:walks <= 1 and date >= 20140703
```

Note that Bumgarner was the starter in FIVE of the ten games.
Also, the Giants are 14-0 OU as a road favorite off a game as a dog in which their opponent left 15+ men on base. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and AF and p:D and po:LOB>= 15 and date >= 20120600

The average final score in these 14 games has been: San Francisco 8.5, Opponent 5.1, and the average OU line has been 7.8 runs.

Yesterday, the Pirates had 13 hit and scored five runs. Unfortunately, the Cubs had 14 hits and scored 10 runs. Here, the Pirates are a big dog vs Bumgarner, and that points to the OVER. The Pirates are 10-0 OU as a 170-plus dog after a game as a dog in which they scored more than one run and stranded 18-plus baserunners. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Pirates and line>=170 and p:D and p:LOB>=18 and p:runs>1 and date >= 20110700

Finally, the Pirates are 9-0 OU with Locke as a dog when seeking previous-season revenge. Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 6 PITTSBURGH 5

- June 21st 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>TB +165 over CLE</th>
<th>CLE 6 TB 0</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>WAS +110 over LAD</td>
<td>LAD 3 WAS 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>DET -125 over SEA</td>
<td>DET 4 SEA 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>MIL at OAK OVER 8</td>
<td>OAK 5 MIL 3</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ARZ at TOR OVER 9</td>
<td>ARZ 4 TOR 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)
4.5-Star Sides 2-4 (-190)
4-Star Sides 19-5 (+1555)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)
4-Star Totals 7-6 (+40)

4.5-Star Tampa Bay +165 over CLEVELAND - In Kluber’s last start, the Indians were a 140 favorite in Kansas City. We had a 5-Star on the Royals and they did not disappoint, taking a 2-0 lead in the first and winning 9-4 in wire-to-wire fashion. This has not been a
good spot for the Tribe. Cleveland is 0-8 with Kluber at home when he lost as a road favorite in his start, as long as the Tribe did not have a 3-plus run lead in that start. The SDQL text is:

team = Indians and starter = Corey Kluber and H and s:LAF and s:BL<3 and date >= 20140901

The Indians were an average of minus 156 on the moneyline in these eight losses and they were outscored by an average of 4.1 runs per game. In Kluber’s last four outings in this spot he has not produced a single quality start, allowing an average of 4.67 runs in an average of 6.22 innings.

The Indians will be oozing confidence here. They have their ace going, their starters have produced four straight quality starts (all wins) and the Rays have lost each of their last five games by multiple runs. However, Kluber is 6-7 on the season with an ERA of 4.23 and young Blake Snell has an ERA of 2.16 in two starts this season. In fact, Cleveland is 0-12 when their starters have produced four straight quality starts and their opponent’s starter has an ERA of less than five. The SDQL text is:

team = Indians and p:QS and p2:QS and p3:QS and p4:QS and o:STDSERA<5 and date >= 20150704

The Tribe has allowed at least five runs in each of their last six games in this spot with only on quality start and that was courtesy of Cody Anderson. In their last five games in this spot they NEVER led.

The Rays have been mentally tough vs a team on a winning streak. Tampa is 12-0 as an interleague ROAD DOG off a game as a road dog that has won at least three straight games, as long as their starter in their last game allowed fewer than eight runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Rays and ADC and p:AD and o:streak>=3 and p:SRA<8 and season >= 2010

The Squares are laying the big price with the Indians, but the Sharps know that it is the Rays that have the line value.

MTi’s FORERCAST: Tampa Bay 5 CLEVELAND 4

4-Star Washington +110 over LA DODGERS - The Nationals should be happy that Kershaw is in their rear view. We expect them to even the series here. Yesterday, Washington did not draw a single walk and they scored a lone run on seven hits. This has been a positive indicator, as the Nats are 13-0 after a game in which they had zero walks, allowed at least two runs and stranded at least four baserunners and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Nationals and SG > 1 and p:walks = 0 and po:runs>=2 and p:TLOB>=4 and date >= 20110911
```
Washington has won in each of Roark’s last four starts and this is a confidence builder for them. The Nationals are a league-best 53-24 (68.8%) when their won their starter’s last two starts and it is not a series opener. They were a dog in this spot twice this season and they won by scores of 3-1 and 6-1.

The Dodgers have not had a multiple-run inning for two straight games not and this was good enough with Kershaw, but probably will not be good enough here. LA is 0-12 since the start of the 2011 season at home off a game in which they had more strikeouts than hits with more than six hits and it is not a series opener and they are not a 135-plus favorite. The SDQL text is:

team = Dodgers and SG > 1 and H and line>-135 and p:HF and p:SO>p:hits and p:hits>6 and season >= 2011

In these 12 games their opponent’s starter had a quality start EVERY time. Kazmir, on the other hand has not had a quality start in his last three outings. We are taking the plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: Washington 5 LA DODGERS 3

**4-Star DETROIT -125 over Seattle** -- The Mariners had their chance yesterday and they lost in extra innings. We expect the Tigers will not let them off the hook here. Detroit is 15-0 since the start of the 2013 season as a favorite off a game as a dog in which they scored in at least four innings and did not allow five-plus home runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Tigers and F and p:D and p:SII >= 4 and po:HR<5 and season >= 2013

The Tigers have won by an average of 3.7 runs per game in this spot and they have never trailed by more than one run at any time in any of the 15 games. They won each of their last eight by multiple runs, the last four of which are from this season.

The Tigers have won Verlander’s last three starts and he went six and two-thirds and seven innings in his last two and allowed a single walk in each. Detroit hasn’t lost in this spot in more than six years. The Tigers are 19-0 at home with Verlander when they won his last two starts when his did not allow multiple walks in both wins and was not a 150-plus DOG in his last win. The SDQL text is:

starter = Justin Verlander and H and s:W and ss:W and (s:SWA<2 or ss:SWA<2) and s:line<=150 and date >= 20091000

Detroit has won these 19 games by an average of 3.63 runs, with the opponent averaging 1.8 runs.
The Mariners have adopted a defeatist attitude in this spot. Seattle is a weak 0-13 as a dog off a game as a favorite that went to extra innings in which they held the lead at some point in the game. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Mariners} \text{ and } \text{SG} > 1 \text{ and } D \text{ and } p:F \text{ and } p:X \text{ and } \text{date} >= 20050821 \text{ and } p:BL>0
\]

The Mariners have lost each of their last seven by multiple runs and they scored a TOTAL of ONE run in their last three games in this spot. Minus 125 seems cheap.

MTi’s FORECAST: DETROIT 6 Seattle 3

4.5-Star Milwaukee at Oakland OVER 8 -- The Brewers led the Dodgers 1-0 after each of the first seven innings on Sunday before the Dodgers bullpen allowed two runs to lose 2-1 as a 170 dog. This is a great spot to play the OVER. The Brewers are 13-0 OU since last August as a dog off a game as a road dog of less than 250 in which they had six or fewer hits. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Brewers} \text{ and } D \text{ and } p:AD \text{ and } p:hits <= 6 \text{ and } p:line< 250 \text{ and } \text{date} >= 20150800
\]

Note that Milwaukee is 9-0 OU in this spot THIS season.

Perhaps more importantly, the Brewers are 15-0 OU since the start of the 2015 season in a road series opener when they are off a game in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs, as long as they were not a 200-plus dog in that game. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Brewers} \text{ and } SG = 1 \text{ and } A \text{ and } p:BPRA > 1 \text{ and } p:line<=200 \text{ and } \text{season} >= 2015
\]

This season, the Brewers have been in this spot five times and the final scores in those games were: 8-4, 7-4, 9-5, 11-5 and 8-6. Every game went over by AT LEAST three runs.

The Athletics and struggling and they lost each of Gray’s last four starts. However, they are a significant favorite here. This slots them into a big OVER spot, as the as are 15-0-1 OU as a 135-plus favorite in a home series opener when they lost their starter’s last two starts, as long as that starter has an ERA of less than 5.60. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Athletics} \text{ and } SG = 1 \text{ and } H \text{ and } line<=-135 \text{ and } s:L \text{ and } ss:L \text{ and } \text{date} >= 20100517 \text{ and } \text{STDSERA}<5.6
\]

The Brewers will play aggressively on offense because they won’t trust their bullpen to hold a lead and the Athletics will play for the multiple-run inning because they need to get Gray some run support. Take the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Oakland 7 MILWAUKEE 6
**4-Star Arizona at Toronto OVER 9** - The Blue Jays are a big home favorite despite losing 4-2 and 11-6 in their last two games. This has actually been a big OVER spot for the Diamondbacks. Arizona is 16-0 OU as a 135-plus dog in a series opener when they are off a road game and their opponent is off two losses in which they scored fewer than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

`team = Diamondbacks and SG = 1 and line>=135 and p:A and o:streak <= -2 and (op:runs + opp:runs)<10 and date >= 20040900`

The finals scores in their last three games in this spot were: 7-6, 7-6 and 8-4.

It is also worth mentioning that the Snakes are 10-0 OU as a 140-plus dog off a game as a dog in which they drew one or fewer walks and were not shutout. The SDQL here is

`team = Diamondbacks and line>=140 and p:AD and p:walks <= 1 and p:runs>0 and date >= 20140926`

Note that the D-Backs have eclipsed the total by an average of 4.7 runs in this spot.

The Blue Jays lost 11-6 as a small dog in Baltimore on Sunday with eight strikeouts and only seven hits. This is a big OVER spot for them, as Toronto is 14-0 OU in a home series opener when they are off a game as a road dog of less than 225 in which they were not shutout and had more strikeouts than hits. The SDQL for this one is:

`team = Blue Jays and SG = 1 and H and p:AD and p:SO > p:hits and p:runs>0 and p:line<225 and streak<8 and season >= 2011`

The Blue Jays got to double-digit runs in each of their last three games in this situation, winning: 14-4, 10-6 and 12-2. Nice.

Nine seems low for these two in this spot. Make the play the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: TORONTO 7 Arizona 5

---

- June 22nd 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>PHI +160 over MIN</th>
<th>MIN 6 PHI 5</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>OAK -125 over MIL</td>
<td>MIL 4 OAK 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF -115 over PIT</td>
<td>SF 7 PIT 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF at PIT OVER 8</td>
<td>SF 7 PIT 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ARZ at TOR UNDER 9.5</td>
<td>ARZ 5 TOR 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CWS at BOS UNDER 9.5</td>
<td>CSW 8 BOS 6</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>COL at NYY UNDER 9</td>
<td>NYY 9 COL 8</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)
4.5-Star Sides 2-5 (-300)
4-Star Sides 20-6 (+1530)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)
4-Star Totals 9-8 (+20)

4-Star OAKLAND -125 over Milwaukee -- The Athletics are looking to sweep this two-game set while the Brewers are looking ahead to a day off before a six-game homestand. Oakland has been tough in this spot whereas Milwaukee has mailed it in. We are laying the small price.

The Athletics are 12-0 when their line is within 135 of pick in the last game of a series after they had at least a dozen hits as a favorite and their opponent has lost two straight. The SDQL text is:

team = Athletics and LGS and -135<=line<135 and p:F and p:hits>=12 and o:streak<=-2

Milwaukee defeatist attitude is revealed by the fact that they are 0-15 as a road dog in the last game of a series after playing as a road dog when their opponent’s starter has an ERA of less than 2.5 on the season. The SDQL text is:

team = Brewers and LGS and AD and p:AD and o:STDSERA< 2.5 and date >= 20120506

Milwaukee has averaged a measly 1.9 runs per game in this spot and in their three games from this season they lost by scores of 7-2, 3-1 and 10-1.

We had a 4.5-Star on these two OVER yesterday and got a push despite the fact that both teams had double-digit hits. The game failed to go over because each team hit into two double plays and they combined to strand 41 baserunners. This is relevant here, as the Brewers are 0-16 as a dog in the last game of a series off a game as a road dog in which their opponent stranded more than 16 baserunners.

team = Brewers and LGS and D and p:AD and po:LOB>16 and season >= 2011

This season, they are 0-4 in this spot, losing by an average of 5.25 runs per game. This price seems cheap.

MTi’s FORECAST: OAKLAND 5 Milwaukee 2

4.5-Star Philadelphia +160 over MINNESOTA -- Let me explain... The Twins have been a 140-plus favorite once this season -- they lost 6-5 to the Brewers while never holding the
Milwaukee was on a three game losing streak in which they lost every game by multiple runs and one of the losses was to the Twins. We are grabbing the inflated number.

Yes, Philadelphia is on a long losing streak, but they actually have a better record than the Twins this season and they got out of their offensive funk yesterday with 10 runs on 14 hits, which was more runs than they scored in their previous six games combined.

The Twins are a money-burning 0-14 after a game in which they had 12-plus hits and scored in four-plus innings and it is not a series opener, as long as they are not a 150-plus dog.

team = Twins and SG > 1 and p:hits>=12 and p:SII>=4 and line<150 and date >= 20150600

Minnesota is 0-4 in this spot this season. In the two games they were the favorite, they never led.

The Phillies are a smart 7-0 THIS season on the road off a road game in which they had more than six hits and stranded fewer baserunners than their opponent, as long as they are not a dog of more than 250. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team = Phillies and A and p:A and p:TLOB < po:TLOB and line < 250 and p:hits>6 and season = 2016}
\]

The Phillies were an average of PLUS 160 in the seven wins, all are from this season, they include four shutout wins and they never trailed after the fourth inning in any of the seven wins.

This is one of those games that you look at after the season is over and think, “why were the Twins a 170 favorite in this game???”

The Phillies are oozing line value here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Philadelphia 7 MINNESOTA 3

4. Star San Francisco -115 over PITTSBURGH -- In Liriano’s last two starts the Pirates lost 5-1 and 6-0. He is not going to the mound with a lot of confidence here. Pittsburgh is 0-11 at HOME with Liriano when he got less than three runs of support in his last outing and lost, as long as he is not a 175-plus favorite. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team = Pirates and starter = Francisco Liriano and H and s:L and s:runs<3 and line>-175 and date >= 20140500}
\]

Pittsburgh was an average of minus 140 on the moneyline but they lost by an average of 3.3 runs.
The Giants had 22 hits yesterday and some teams would suffer a let down in this spot, but we don’t think the Giants will take their foot off the gas. San Francisco is 13-0 off a game in which they had more than a dozen hits and scored runs in at least five separate innings. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Giants and SG > 1 and p:SII} \geq 5 \text{ and p:hits} > 12 \text{ and date} \geq 20140700
\]

Liriano has had a lot of trouble finding the strike zone this season and the Giants are not going to be swinging at pitches outside the strike zone. San Francisco is 12-0 as a road favorite off a game as a favorite when their opponent’s starter has a strike-per-ball ratio of less than 1.65. The SDQL here is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Giants and A and F and p:F and o:STDSSPB} < 1.65 \text{ and date} \geq 20140723
\]

This price seems cheap.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 8 PITTSBURGH 4

**4-Star San Francisco at Pittsburgh OVER 8** - The Pirates allowed 22 hits and five walks to these Giants yesterday as a significant underdog. They are 9-0 OU at home after a game in which they allowed five-plus walks, as long as they were not a favorite of more than 130 in that game. The SDQL is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Pirates and H and po:walks} \geq 5 \text{ and p:line} \geq -130 \text{ and date} \geq 20150800
\]

In the six games from THIS season, Pittsburgh allowed at least five runs in each.

Liriano has a poor strikeout-to-walk ratio and the Giants’ batters have feasted on similar pitchers. San Francisco is 14-0 OU as a favorite of less than 130 when they are off a game as a road favorite and their opponent’s starter has a strike-out-per walk ratio of less than 2.35, as long as the OU line is at least seven. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Giants and -130<line}\leq -105 \text{ and p:AF and o:STDSSOPW} < 2.35 \text{ and total} \geq 7 \text{ and date} \geq 20120600
\]

Note that the Giants have gone over by an average of 4.71 runs per game and in the three active dates from this season, the finals were 10-6, 7-4 and 7-4.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 8 PITTSBURGH 4

**4-Star ARIZONA at Toronto UNDER 9.5** -- We had these two OVER yesterday, but Toronto hit into two costly double plays and managed only two runs on nine hits and three walks. At the risk of zigging when we should be zagging, we’re taking the UNDER today. The Blue
Jays are 0-10 OU as a favorite in the last game of a home series when they are off a loss in which they never led in which their starter went four-plus innings. The SDQL text is:

`team = Blue Jays and LGS and F and p:H and p:BL = 0 and p:L and date >= 20130721 and p:SIP>=4`

The average final score in these ten games has been 2.7 to 2.4 and the greatest number of runs that were scored in any of the ten games was seven.

The Diamondbacks were fortunate to strand a lot of Toronto's baserunners and this points to a low-scoring affair here. Arizona is 0-12 OU as a road dog in the last game of a series off a game as a road dog in which they had at least five fewer left-on-base than their opponent. The SDQL here is:

`team = Diamondbacks and LGS and AD and p:AD and p:TLOB - po:TLOB <= -5 and date >= 20070502`

In their last four games in this spot the Snakes have allowed a total of TWO runs.

Why is this number so high? The line value is with the UNDER.

MTi's FORECAST: Arizona 4 TORONTO 3

**4-Star Chicago White Sox at Boston UNDER 9.5** - In Quintana’s last start, the White Sox lost 3-2 as a 110 favorite in Cleveland. In Quintana’s major league career, he is 0-14-1 OU when the line is within 25 cents of pick and he lost his last start while getting fewer than three runs of support, as long as he was not a dog of more than 150 in that loss. The SDQL text is:

`starter=Jose Quintana and -125<line<125 and s:L and s:runs<3 and s:line<=150`

The lone push was an extra-inning game that was tied at three after nine, but finished 5-3.

The Red Sox also tend to play to the UNDER when the game is close to a toss-up. Boston is 0-13 OU at home when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a game as a favorite in which they did not hit a home run, as long as they were not a 150-plus favorite in that game and their opponent is not on a two-plus game losing streak. Check it out with this SDQL text:

`team = Red Sox and H and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:F and p:HR = 0 and p:line>-150 and o:streak>-2 and date >= 20140500`

We look for both teams to play small-ball, pushing runners along by hitting the ball to the right side of the field rather than play for the big inning. Let’s go UNDER this inflated number.
MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 4 BOSTON 3

Colorado at NY Yankees UNDER 9 -- The Rockies scored three in the top of the first and cruised to an 8-4 win yesterday. They have had a lot of trouble scoring runs in this spot. Colorado is 0-12 OU as a 140-plus dog in the last game of a road series when they are off a win in which they never trailed in which their starter went more than four innings. The SDQL text is:

team = Rockies and LGS and A and 150 <= line and po:BL = 0 and p:W and season >= 2008 and p:SIP>4

Note that the Rockies averaged 1.7 runs over the twelve games.

The Yankees struck out eleven times yesterday and this points to the UNDER. NY is 0-14-1 OU as a favorite of more than 135 off a game as a home favorite in which they struck out 10-plus times and it is not a series opener, as long as their opponent’s starter does not have an ERA less than 1.75. The SDQL text is:

team = Yankees and SG > 1 and line<-135 and p:HF and p:SO>=10 and o:STDSERA>1.75and date >= 20111000

The line value is with the UNDER.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY YANKEES 4 Colorado 2

- June 23rd 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>CWS +215 over BOS</th>
<th>BOS 8 CWS 7x</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF +100 over PIT</td>
<td>SF 5 PIT 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>NYM at ATL OVER 7.5</td>
<td>ATL 4 NYM 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF at PIT OVER 8.5</td>
<td>SF 5 PIT 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CHC at MIA OVER 7.5</td>
<td>MIA 4 CHC 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)
4.5-Star Sides 2-6 (-400)
4-Star Sides 21-6 (+1630)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)
4-Star Totals 9-11 (-310)
4.5-Star Chicago White Sox +215 over BOSTON -- The Red Sox are looking to avoid the home sweep here and James Shields has not been fooling anyone. The line has skyrocketed here giving the White Sox plenty of value. We are grabbing the big number.

Boston is a money-burning 0-9 as a 140-plus favorite in the last game of a home series when they are off two home losses and their starter went less than seven innings in their last game. The SDQL text is:

team = Red Sox and LGS and H and p:HL and pp:HL and line<=-140 and p:SIP<7 and season >= 2011

Each of their last three were four-plus run defeats in which they never led.

The White Sox are a ridiculous 11-0 as a 160-PLUS DOG in the last game of a road series when they are off a game in which they used five-plus pitchers and they opponent’s starter has an ERA higher than two. See for yourself by running this SDQL text:

team=White Sox and LGS and line>=160 and A and p:PU>=5 and o:STDSERA>2

This was active on the first of this month when we cashed a 5-Star on the White Sox over the Mets.

The fact that the White Sox bullpen held the Red Sox scoreless to preserve the win is a big indicator here. Chicago is a perfect 8-0 THIS SEASON on the road when they are off a win in which their bullpen did not allow a run and it is not a series opener.

team = White Sox and SG > 1 and A and p:PU>1 and p:BPRA = 0 and p:W and season = 2016

Note that the White Sox were an average of PLUS 116 on the moneyline in these eight wins.

The fact that Shields has had terrible results recently can’t possible provide line value because this is already factored into the line. The White Sox offense will come into this game knowing that they need to score. They will not simply give in.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 7 BOSTON 6

4-Star San Francisco +100 over PITTSBURGH -- The Pirates scored in each of the first three innings last night to take a 6-1 lead. However, they eventually lost 7-6. Many will GUESS how the Pirates will respond here, but it is better to check the actual results with the SDQL. Doing the research we find that the Pirates are 0-16 in the last game of a home series when they are off a home loss in this they led for more than one inning and they are between a 120 favorite and a 140 dog. The SDQL text is:

team = Pirates and H and LGS and -120<=line<=140 and p:HL and p:IL>1
The Pirates have scored a total of five runs in their last three games in this spot.

The Giants are an unforgiving 13-0 when it is not a series opener and they are off a win in which they came back from a deficit in which their starter went less than six innings and their bullpen did not allow a run.

team = Giants and SG > 1 and po:BL > 0 and p:W and p:BPRA=0 and p:SIP<6 and date >= 20121000

The Pirates are on the ropes and Niese is off two non-quality start losses. Last night a parlay on SF and the OVER paid 497.37 for 200. It is worth a play again tonight.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 8 PITTSBURGH 4

4-Star NY Mets at Atlanta OVER 7.5 - The Atlanta Braves are 7-0 OU in a series opener when they are off a game as a road dog and the opponent’s starter has a strike-per-ball ratio of higher than 2, as long as the total is at least seven. The SDQL text is:

team = Braves and SG = 1 and p:AD and o:STDSSPB > 2 and total>7 and date >= 20070618

What is interesting about this indicator is that the Braves have scored: 9, 9, 11, 7, 8, 6, and 7 runs in these seven games respectively and the last two are from this season.

In addition, the Braves are 10-0 OU as a dog of more than 140 off a game as a dog when they are facing an NL team whose starter has an ERA of higher than 4 and the OU line for the game is higher than seven. The SDQL text is:

team = Braves and line>140 and C and total>7 and p:D and o:STDSERA > 4 and date >= 20150905

Note that eight of the games are from THIS season with the Braves allowing: 8, 12, 8, and 12 runs respectively in their last four games in this spot.

The Mets are 10-0 as a road favorite in the first game of a road series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they had more strikeouts than hits -- 3-0 OU this season.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY Mets 6 ATLANTA 4

4-Star San Francisco at Pittsburgh OVER 8.5 - Yesterday the Giants were out-homered 3-0, but they won 7-6. This has been a huge OVER spot for the Giants this season. San Francisco is 15-0 vs an NFL foe that just held them homerless in a regulation game. The SDQL text is:
team = Giants and C and SG > 1 and p:HR = 0 and not p:X and date >= 20160421

Note that ALL 15 games are from THIS season. In the last two, the Giants won 10-1 and 15-4.

Fitting in beautifully here is the fact that the Pirates are 10-0 OU in the last game of a series after a game in which they hit multiple home runs. The Pirates are 4-0 in this spot this season and the average final score in the ten games has been 7-1 to 5.0.

The Giants have a great offense and the potential for the big inning. The OVER has the line value.

MTi's FORECAST: San Francisco 8 PITTSBURGH 4

4-Star Chicago Cubs at Miami OVER 7.5 - The Cubs have won Lester’s last four starts and they are a road favorite here. This slots them into a 66% totals system. Road Favorites that are above 500 are 66-34-2 OU when they are off a game as a favorite, they won their starter’s last two starts and the total is less than 9. The SDQL text is:

AF and p:F and s:W and ss:W and total<9 and wins>losses and date >= 20150725

The Marlins are 15-0-3 OU in a home series opener when they are off a game as a home favorite in which they scored in more innings than their opponent and scored fewer than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Marlins and SG = 1 and H and p:HF and p:SII > po:SII and date >= 20080919 and p:runs<10

The Fish have eclipsed the posted number by an average of more than five runs per game in this spot.

Finally, the Marlins are 10-0 OU in a series opener when they are off a home game in which they did not draw a single walk, scored more than one run and did not hit into two-plus double plays. The SDQL text is:

team = Marlins and SG = 1 and p:H and p:walks = 0 and p:runs>1 and p:ODP<2 and season >= 2008

The last time this was active, May 23rd, Chen was the starter and the final was 7-6 with the total at 7.5 runs.

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 6 MIAMI 4
- June 24th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>TEX +160 over BOS</th>
<th>BOS 8 TEX 7</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>BAL -130 over TB</td>
<td>BAL 6 TB 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>PIT -125 over LAD</td>
<td>PIT 8 LAD 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)
4.5-Star Sides 2-7 (-500)
4-Star Sides 23-6 (+1830)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)
4-Star Totals 9-11 (-310)

**4.5-Star TEXAS +160 over Boston** -- The Red Sox got a miracle win against the White Sox yesterday and should be flat and over-confident with Price going here. Boston is 0-8 as a 120-plus road favorite when they are off a game as a favorite and their starter went eight-plus innings and allowed fewer than three runs in his last start. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Red Sox and A and line<=-120 and p:F and s:SIP >= 8 and s:SWA<3 and season >= 2008
```

Boston was an average of -143 on the moneyline and the average final score in the eight losses has been 6.8 to 3.1

Also, the Red Sox are 0-7 in a road series opener when they are off a come-from-behind win in which their starter allowed three-plus runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Red Sox and SG = 1 and A and po:BL > 0 and p:W and p:SRA>2 and season >=2014
```

Note that Boston was shutout in FIVE of the seven games.

Texas is a perfect 7-0 as a 140-plus dog in a series opener when they are off a game as a favorite in which they scored six-plus runs and did not win by double-digits. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Rangers and SG = 1 and line>=140 and p:F and 6 <= p:runs and p:margin<10 and season >=2007
```

The Rangers are also 12-0 in the first game of a home series after a game as a home favorite in which they had at least five fewer team-left-on-base than their opponent.
Finally, the Rangers are a ridiculous 12-0 as a HOME DOG off a home game when they are facing team that is behind them in the standings and their opponent’s starter has an ERA of less than FIVE. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Rangers and HD and p:H and WP>o:WP and o:STDSSERA<5 and date >= 20150829
```

No one believes that the Rangers are for real. Grab the inflated number.

MTi’s FORECAST: Texas 5 BOSTON 3

4-Star BALTIMORE -130 over Tampa Bay -- The Rays are reeling and they have not demonstrated much ability to get out of a funk. Tampa is 0-10 off a road game in which they had more strikeouts than hits and drew at least one walk. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rays and p:A and p:SO > p:hits and p:walks>0 and date >= 20160500
```

In their last two, they lost 5-0 and 6-1.

Also, Tampa is 0-10 off a road game as a road dog in a series opener vs a righty when they lost the last three times they faced a righty.

Baltimore is a reliable 12-0 as a home favorite when they are off a game in which they allowed five-plus walks and drew fewer than five walks themselves. The sDQL text is:

```
team = Orioles and HF and 5 <= po:walks and p:walks<5 and date >= 20150429
```

In addition, Baltimore is 13-0 as a favorite in a series opener off a regulation game in which they struck out their opponent ten-plus times, winning by an average of a healthy 3.6 runs per game. We are laying the price.

MTi’s FORECAST: BALTIMORE 5 Tampa Bay 2

4-Star PITTSBURGH -125 over LA Dodgers -- The Dodgers are off six straight home wins and this has been a tough transition for them. LA is 0-12 on the road vs an NL foe that has a worse record when they are off a home game, as long as they are not a favorite of more than 200. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Dodgers and AC and p:H and WP > o:WP and line>=-200 and date >= 20140900
```

They have lost seven straight by multiple runs in this spot and they allowed: 10, 7 13, and 8 runs in their last four.

The Pirates are glad that the Giants have left town. Pittsburgh is 14-0 as a home favorite in a series opener when they are off a game as a home favorite in which they scored in at most
two innings and had fewer than 14 hits. Pittsburgh has been outscoring their opponent by an average of 4.36 runs per game in this spot. The SDQL text is:

team = Pirates and SG = 1 and HF and p:HF and p:SII <= 2 and p:hits<14 and date >= 20130830

We are laying the short price.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 6 LA Dodgers 3

- June 25th 2016 -

| 4.5-Star | ARZ +120 over COL | COL 11 ARZ 6 | Loss |
| 4-Star   | KC +115 over HOU  | HOU 13-5    | Loss |
| 4-Star   | BAL -140 over TB (GAME ONE) | BAL 5 TB 0 | WIN |
| 4-Star   | CHC at MIA OVER 8 | MIA 9 CHC 6 | WIN |

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 2-1 (+140)
4.5-Star Sides 2-8 (-600)
4-Star Sides 24-7 (+1820)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)
4-Star Totals 10-11 (-210)

4-Star BALTIMORE -140 over Tampa Bay (GAME ONE) - It seems a little square-ish to play against the Rays here, but they have demonstrated no mental toughness after a loss like yesterday’s. The Rays are 0-14 as a road dog after a loss in which they held the lead and their bullpen allowed at least one run. This indicator is 100% on point here. The SDQL text is:

team = Rays and AD and p:D and s:L and s:BL > 0 and s:BPRA>0 and date >= 20140800:

Tampa was 0-6 in this spot in 2015 and is 0-4 in this spot so far this season.

The Rays have lost all confidence and the Orioles will not let them off the hook.

Baltimore took a 3-0 lead in Gausman’s last start, but lost 4-3 in a pick-em game vs the Rangers. The Orioles team up to get these wins back. Baltimore is 19-0 as a favorite off a home game when they blew a lead and lost in their starter’s last start, as long as they were not a 125-plus dog in that loss. Check it out with this SDQL text.
The Orioles are more than 60% to win here and that makes them a play at this line.

MTi’s FORECAST: BALTIMORE 7 Tampa Bay 3

4.5-Star Arizona +120 over COLORADO - The Rockies have lost thre straight -- each by a lone run. They are a favorite to win here, but the Snakes have bite in this spot.

Arizona is a perfect 16-0 since the start of the 2015 season as a road DOG of less than 135 when they are off a road game and facing a team that has lost their last three games. Check out the 15 straight wins as a dog with this SDQL text:

```
team = Diamondbacks and A and p:A and o:streak <= -3 and -105<line<135 and season >= 2015
```

In 14 of the 16 and each of the last seven games they NEVER trailed.

Colorado had their chances yesterday, but their hitters combined to strand a whopping 38 baserunners. This is not a good indicator for the Rockies, as they are 0-13 since last August at home after a game in which they stranded 18-plus baserunners and hit into fewer than three double-plays. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rockies and H and p:LOB>=18 and p:ODP<3 and date >= 20150800
```

Note that the Rockies allowed an average of 8.8 runs in the 13 games and lost by an average of 4.8 runs. Note further than they are 0-6 in this spot this season and they were the favorite in four of the six games.

We are grabbing the plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: Arizona 7 COLORADO 5

4-Star KANSAS CITY + 115 over Houston - The Astros opened a can of whup-ass on the Royals yesterday and they opened it early. Houston, however, is a weak 0-15 on the road off a win in which they never trailed and their starter allowed at least one run, as long as they were not a 175-plus favorite in that win. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Astros and A and po:BL = 0 and p:W and p:SRA>0 and p:line>-175 and date >= 20150622
```

The Royals have won Young’s last two outings and the Royals have been very tough in this spot. Kansas City is 17-0 at home when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off
a game as a home dog and they won their starter's last two starts, as long as the last win was by a dozen runs or fewer. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Royals and H and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:HD and s:W and ss:W and date >= 20110709 and s:margin<=12
```

Seventeen straight wins in games that the linesmakers rate a toss-up shows character. We are taking the plus money.

MTi's FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 5 Houston 3

**4-Star Chicago at Miami OVER 8** -- The Marlins have a strong OVER situation that has produced 86.4% winners over the past seven-plus seasons. Miami is 38-6-3 OU as a home dog to an NL foe when they are off a game as a dog in which they hit at least one home run and did not lose by three-plus runs, as long as the total is at least seven. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Marlins and HDC and p:D and p:HR > 0 and p:margin>-3 and total>=7 and date >= 20090800
```

This was active last in yesterday's game and that was over the total at the end of the first inning.

The Cubs are 16-0 OU as a 135-plus road favorite during the regular season when they are off a game in which they struck out 10-plus times, had a hit-per-run ratio of at least one and their starter did not go more than seven innings and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Cubs and SG > 1 and A and line<=-135 and p:SO >= 10 and p:SIP<=7 and REG and p:HPR>=1
```

This season, the Cubs are 3-0 OU in this spot, scoring a total of 25 runs in the three games. Paul Clemens has an ERA of 5.4 this season and it will probably be higher after today's game. Take these two OVER.

MTi's FORECAST: Chicago 7 MIAMI 4
- June 26th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-Star</th>
<th>STL +110 over SEA</th>
<th>STL 11 SEA 6</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>PIT +240 over LAD</td>
<td>PIT 4-3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>NYM -130 over ATL</td>
<td>ATL 5 NYM 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TEX -110 over BOS</td>
<td>TEX 6 BOS 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CWS -135 over TOR</td>
<td>CWS 5 TOR 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TOR at CHI UNDER 8.5</td>
<td>CWS 5 TOR 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

- 5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)  
- 4.5-Star Sides 3-8 (-360)  
- 4-Star Sides 26-8 (+1890)

- 5-Star Totals 0-0  
- 4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)  
- 4-Star Totals 11-11 (-110)

**FIVE-Star St Louis +110 over SEATTLE** -- The Mariners have won the first two games of this season by scores of 4-3 and 5-4 after losing six straight. We think that the Mariners lack the mental toughness to gain the sweep over the Cardinals. The Mariners are 0-12 as a HOME FAVORITE over a non-divisional opponent in which off a win as a home favorite in which they never trailed and scored fewer than 12 runs and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mariners and SG > 1 and HF and p:HF and po:BL = 0 and p:W and NDIV and p:runs<12 and season >= 2013
```

In fact, since the start of the 2013 season, the Mariners have BY FAR the worst record in the league at home off a win in which they never trailed, going a pitiful 18-46 -- and they were an average of minus 123 on the moneyline. Ouch.

The Cardinals are a sharp 9-0 when they are off two one-run losses, the last of which was on the road. St Louis was the dog in four of the nine wins and the most recent was a 6-2 win over Scherzer and the Nats as a 150 road dog on May 27th.

In Garcia's last start, the Cardinals won 3-2 over the Cubs. This has been a terrific positive indicator for the Redbirds, as they are a perfect 10-0 as a DOG in the last game of a series when they won by one run in their starter's last start with that starter allowed fewer than four runs in the win. St Louis has hammered their opponent by an average of 4.7 runs over game in this spot. Check it out with this SDQL text:
team = Cardinals and LGS and D and s:margin = 1 and s:SRA<4 and season>=2006

The proverbial “icing on the cake” is the fact that the Mariners are 0-5 at home on Sunday this season, and they were the favorite every time.

MTi’s FORECAST: St Louis 6 SEATTLE 2

4-Star New York Mets -130 over ATLANTA -- These two had a classic pitchers duel yesterday, with the Mets winning 1-0 in eleven innings. Atlanta will be hard-pressed to come into this one without a defeatist attitude after stranding 18 baserunners without scoring a run. The Braves are as a dog after playing as a home dog when they are off two losses in which they never led and it is not a series opener. Atlanta is getting beat by an average of 4.6 rpg in this spot and in their last two they lost 9-4 and 11-4.

Also, the Braves are 0-12 in not the first game of a series after they allowed 1 or fewer walks 0-11 off a game as a dog in which they played extra innings and it is not a series opener -- getting shutout in each of their last two. The SDQL for the second of this pair is:

```python
team = Braves and SG > 1 and p:DX and date >= 20150614
```

The Mets have been unforgiving in this spot, going 18-0 as a favorite in the last game of a series when they are off a one-run win in which they did not score six-plus runs of the opponent’s starting pitcher. The SDQL text is:

```python
team = Mets and F and p:margin = 1 and LGS and po:SRA<6 and date >= 20110901
```

Note than Colon was the starter in four of the sixteen games, and they won by at least three runs in each of those four games.

Finally, the Braves are 0-5 this season at home on Sunday, losing by an average of 4.6 runs per game. Lay the 130.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY Mets 6 ATLANTA 3

4.5-Star Pittsburgh +240 over LA DODGERS - We are grabbing this big number. The Dodgers offense has been overconfident with Kershaw recently, averaging only 3.17 runs in his last six games. This has been good enough for a 6-0 record, but when an offense is playing small-ball they are vulnerable to a close, low-scoring defeat. This price make the Pirates worth a play.

In fact, Pittsburgh is 12-0 as a 140-PLUS DOG vs a 450-plus opponent when they are off a game as a home dog in which they hit a home run and struck out fewer than eight times. The SDQL text is:
team = Pirates and H and line>=140 and p:HD and p:HR > 0 and o:WP>45 and p:SO<8 and date >= 20090819

In their last five in this spot, the Pirates have allowed a total of five runs.

Finally, the Pirates are a perfect 15-0 when they are off a five-plus runs win in which they were a dog of more than plus-100 which allowing fewer than ten hits, as long as they are not more than five games behind their opponent in the win column. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Pirates and SG > 1 and p:line>100 and p:margin>=5 and po:hits<10 and wins-o:wins>=-5 and date >= 20120617

Note that the Pirates have been a and average of PLUS 121 on the moneyline in these 15 wins.

Since the start of the 2015 season, the Pirates have been a home dog on Sunday only once. They beat the Dodgers 13-6. Since the start of the 2015 season, the Dodgers are 0-3 with Kershaw when they are off two losses in which the never led, the last of which coming as a road favorite. The Dodgers were an average of minus 206 on the moneyline in the three losses.

With the Dodgers thinking that two runs will probably be enough for Kershaw, the Pirates have a much better chance of winning here than this line indicates. Grab the inflated price.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 4 LA Dodgers 2

4-Star TEXAS -110 over Boston -- The Rangers got revenge for their ridiculous 8-7 loss on Friday with a 10-3 win yesterday. Texas has been virtually unstoppable in this spot. The Rangers are 23-0 at home off a game in which they hit a home run and struck out fewer than ten times when it is not a first game of a series and their opponent’s starter has an ERA of higher than 2.5. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Rangers and H and SG > 1 and p:HR > 0 and o:STDSERA>2.5 and p:SO<10 and date >= 20150800

The Rangers have won by an average of 3.78 runs and were an average of only minus 117 on the moneyline.

Note that thirteen of the 23 wins are from THIS season.

This is one of those “character” games. It is the rubber game of a three-game set and the linesmakers have rated the game a toss-up. Boston, however, is 0-10 when their line is within 20 cents of pick when they are off a game as a road favorite and they lost their starter’s last two starts and it is not a series opener, as long as they were not shut out in their starter’s last start. The SDQL text is:
This game should not improve Buchholz’s 5.83 ERA.

MTi’s FORECAST: TEXAS 8 Boston 4

4-Star CHICAGO WHITE SOX -135 over Toronto -- Chris Sale is off a 3-1 win over Boston in which he pitched seven strong innings. The heavy favorite for the AL Cy Young has been unbeatable in this spot. Since the start of the 2015 season, the White Sox are 13-0 with Sale when he is off a win in which he went fewer than eight innings and their opponent has struck out an average of more than 6.8 times per game season-to-date. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and starter = Chris Sale and s:W and oA(SO) > 6.8 and s:SIP<8 and season >= 2015

Note that Sale has had a quality start in EVERY game with the average final score of 6.3 runs to 1.8 runs. Wow. The only time that the White Sox did not win by multiple runs was a 1-0 win, so Sale did his part to cover the runline.

As a team, the White Sox are a resilient 8-0 off a home loss in which they never led and allowed at least five runs, including 5-0 THIS season.

The Blue Jays had four multiple-run innings yesterday, but this is actually a negative indicator for them. Toronto is 0-12 as a dog after a game as a road favorite in which they scored in at least four separate innings.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the 37-38 White Sox have played four games this season when they were one game below 500. They are 4-0, getting to 500 each time. Lay the price.

MTi’s FORECAST: CHICAGO 4 Toronto 2

4-Star Toronto at Chicago UNDER 8.5 -- This line is too high for this match-up. The White Sox are 0-12 OU at home with Sale when he is off a start in which he went six-plus innings and allowed six or fewer hits, as long as he was not a 170-plus favorite in that start. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and starter = Chris Sale and H and s:SHA<=6 and s:SIP>=6 and s:line>-170 and date >= 20140900

The final scores in the last four games were 3-1, 0-3, 2-1 and 2-1. Note that the OU line in all 12 games was lower than eight. Here we are getting 8 with a hook.
As a team, the White Sox are 0-14 OU since the start of the 2014 season in the last game of a home series when they are off a game in which they walked at least five batters and did not strike out more than ten. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and LGS and H and 5 <= po:walks and po:SO<=10 and season >= 2014

The Blue Jays are 0-13 OU as a dog in the last game of a series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they allowed more than three runs and used at least five pitchers, as long as they did not lose by more than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Blue Jays and LGS and D and p:F and 5 <= p:PU and po:runs>3 and season >=2009 and p:margin >= -10

Since the start of last season, the Jays have been in this spot three times and they scored a total of three runs. The line value is with the UNDER.

MTi’s FORECAST: CHICAGO 4 Toronto 2

--- June 27th 2016 ---

| 4-Star | PHI +125 over ARZ | PHI 8 ARZ 0 | WIN |
| 4-Star | BOS -110 over TB | TB 13 BOS 7 | Loss |
| 4-Star | CLE at ATL OVER 8 | CLE 8 ATL 3 | WIN |
| 4-Star | OAK at SF OVER 7.5 | OAK 8 SF 3 | WIN |

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 3-8 (-360)
4-Star Sides 27-9 (+1905)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 4-0-1 (+400)
4-Star Totals 13-11 (+90)

**4-Star Boston -110 over TAMPA BAY** -- The Red Sox have some problems, but the Rays are simply a disaster. Tampa has lost eleven straight by multiple runs and they held multiple-run leads in four of the eleven losses. The Rays have lost all confidence and the Red Sox are having trouble with their pitching staff. Boston, however, is not the type of team that let’s their opponent up off the mat.
Boston is 13-0 as a favorite in a series opener after a loss in which they allowed five-plus walks and eight-plus hits. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Red Sox and } F \text{ and } 5 \leq \text{po:walks and } p:L \text{ and } SG = 1 \text{ and } \text{po:hits} \geq 8 \text{ and date} \geq 20120824
\]

Perhaps more compelling is the fact that the Red Sox are a perfect 9-0 in the first game of a road series vs a team that has lost at least their last two games. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Red Sox and } SG = 1 \text{ and } A \text{ and } o:streak \leq -2 \text{ and date} \geq 20140800
\]

Note that they were the favorite in only three of the nine game and four of the nine are from THIS season.

The Rays are a defeatist 0-17 as a home dog in a series opener when they are off a game in which they scored in fewer innings than their opponent. In their two games from this season, they scored a total of ONE run.

Finally, Tampa is 0-11 as a dog off a game in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs.

We think that the Red Sox are a lot happier about facing the Rays than the Rays are about facing the Red Sox. Make Boston the play.

MTi's FORECAST: Boston 6 TAMPA BAY 3

4-Star Philadelphia + 125 over ARIZONA -- This is a soft spot for many teams and the Diamondbacks are no exception. Arizona is off a road weekend series vs a divisional opponent and are now starting a home series vs a team they dominated earlier in the season. The D-Backs actually swept the Phillies in a four-game set in mid-June, winning every game by multiple runs and allowing a TOTAL of five runs in the four-game series. However, Arizona is 0-6 as a HOME FAVORITE in a series opener when they are off a road series and facing a team with same-season, double revenge, as long as their starters in those wins allowed fewer than five runs. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Diamondbacks and } HF \text{ and } p:A \text{ and } SG = 1 \text{ and } P:W \text{ and PP:W and } P:season = \text{season and } (P:SRA<5 \text{ and } PP:SRA<5)
\]

The starter in the last active date was today's starter, Robbie Ray. When these two last met, the Phillies were in an offensive funk. Here, however, they are off a game in which they scored runs in five separate innings, roughing up Johnny Cueto for six earned. The Phillies are 8-0 as a ROAD DOG in a series opener when they are off a regulation game in which they scored in at least five separate innings and they don't have a better record than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Phillies and } SG = 1 \text{ and } AD \text{ and } p:SII\geq5 \text{ and not } p:X \text{ and } WP\leq\text{o:WP}
\]
Their average line in these eight games was plus-144.

Velasquez is returning from injury after an early exit in an 8-1 loss to the Cubs three weeks ago. The Phillies are a nice 7-0 as a DOG when they are off a game as a road dog when their starter lasted fewer than three innings and they suffered a multiple run loss in his last start.

The D-Backs may be a play later in this series, but here the Phillies have the line value.

MTi’s FORECAST: Philadelphia 5 ARIZONA 3

4-Star Cleveland at Atlanta OVER 8 - The Braves were shut out in Gant’s last start and they are off a 5-2 win over the Mets in which both Freeman and Garcia went yard. This is an OVER spot for the Braves, as they are 9-0 OU in a series opener when they are off a game as a dog in which they hit at least one home runs and the scored fewer than three runs for their starter in his last start. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Braves and SG = 1 and p:D and s:runs < 3 and p:HR>0 and season >= 2014
```

The Indians are on a roll offensively and in this spot we expect it to continue. Cleveland is 17-0 OU as a favorite of more than 140 when they are off a game as a dog in which they had at least one home run and at least one extra base hit, as long as they did not trail by nine-plus runs in that game and their opponent’s starter has an ERA of less than eight.

```sql
team = Indians and line<-140 and p:D and p:HR > 1 and p:XBH>0 and po:BL<9 and o:STDSERA<8
```

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Cleveland 6 ATLANTA 5

4-Star Oakland at San Francisco OVER 7.5 - The Giants are off an 8-7 win over the Phillies in which they drew a lone walk. This is a strong OVER spot for San Francisco, as they are 13-0-1 OU in a series opener when they are off a game in which they did not draw a walk, as long as they are not a 120-plus dog. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Giants and SG = 1 and p:walks <= 1 and line<120 and date >= 20140721
```

Also, the Giants are 10-0 OU in the first game of a home series after scoring 6+ runs at home.

The Athletics are also off a high-scoring game in which they stranded a lot of baserunners and this points to the OVER. Oakland is 11-0 OU in a road series opener when they are off a game as a dog of less than 145 in which they stranded 18-plus baserunners.
team = Athletics and SG = 1 and A and p:D and p:LOB>=18 and p:line<145 and date >= 20090900

Oakland has zipped over the number by an average of 4.3 runs per game in this spot. In their last four, they scored 8, 7, 8, and 7 runs respectively with the last two coming from this season.

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN FRANCISCO 6 Oakland 5

- June 28th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Team 1</th>
<th>Spread</th>
<th>Team 2</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>+155</td>
<td>CWS</td>
<td>MIN 4 CWS 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>-140</td>
<td>COL</td>
<td>TOR 14 COL 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CLE</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>ATL</td>
<td>CLE 5 ATL 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>CLE</td>
<td>at ATL OVER 7.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>CLE 5 ATL 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>CHC</td>
<td>at CIN OVER 8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHC 7 CIN 2x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>PIT</td>
<td>at SEA OVER 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>SEA 5 PIT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>MIA</td>
<td>at DET OVER 9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>DET 7 MIA 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>BAL</td>
<td>at SD OVER 8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>BAL 11 SD 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>at MIL OVER 9</td>
<td></td>
<td>LAD 6 MIL 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>HOU</td>
<td>at LAA Over 8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>HOU 7 LAA 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 4-8 (-205)
4-Star Sides 29-9 (+2105)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 6-1-1 (+490)
4-Star Totals 16-12 (+280)

4.5-Star Minnesota +155 over CHICAGO - The White Sox are well ahead of the Twins in the standings and Kyle Gibson has struggled, but Chicago has not taken advantage of these opportunities. In fact, the White Sox are 0-12 the last twelve times they faced a team with fewer wins whose starter has a SO/walk ratio of four or worse. The SDQL text is;

team = White Sox and wins>o:wins and o:streak<2 and o:STDSSOPW<=4 and date >= 20160510
Note that all of the games are from THIS season and that the White Sox, not surprisingly were the underdog in only three of the twelve games. In their last four in this spot, they allowed 7, 8, 10, and 7 runs.

Also, since the start of the 2015 MLB season, the White Sox are 0-8 as a 140-plus FAVORITE when they are off a game in which they scored more than one run and had at least five fewer team left on base than their opponent, as long as that opponent is not on a four-plus game losing streak. The SDQL text here is:

team = White Sox and line<=-140 and po:TLOB - p:TLOB <= -5 and p:runs>1 and o:streak>-4 and season >= 2015

Despite being an average of minus 165 on the moneyline, the Sox lost by an average of 4.5 runs per game.

The Twins are off a 7-1 win over the Yankees on Sunday in which they hit SIX home runs. This is a big positive indicator for them, as Minnesota is 6-0 as a DOG since the start of the 2015 season with rest in a series opener off a game in which they hit multiple home runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Twins and SG = 1 and D and p:HR > 1 and rest>0 and season >= 2015

Note that Minnesota won every game by multiple runs and they were an average of plus 138 on the moneyline.

Finally, the Twins are 8-0 as a dog in a series opener vs an AL foe when they scored more than six runs in their last game. The SDQL text is:

team = Twins and SG = 1 and DC and p:runs>6 and date >= 20150430

The Twins have won these eight games by an average of 4.5 runs per game and ALL eight games are from THIS season.

Sox are overpriced here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Minnesota 5 CHICAGO 3

4-Star Toronto -140 over COLORADO - The Blue Jays have won Happ’s last three starts by at least three runs and we expect a similar result here. Yesterday, the Jays led after the each of the first six innings, but then allowed six runs in the bottom of the seventh and lost 9-5. Toronto has recovered well in this spot, going 11-0 as a road favorite off a multiple-run loss in which they held the lead. The SDQL text is:

team = Blue Jays and AF and p:BL > 0 and p:L and p:margin<-1 and date >= 20140816
Also, Toronto is 20-0 as a 130-plus favorite when they are off two losses and their opponent is off two wins and it is not a series opener, as long as their opponent is at least 465 on the season and they were not a favorite of more than 200 in that last loss. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Blue Jays and SG > 1 and line<=-130 and p:L and p2:L and op:W and op2:W and o:WP>46.5 and p:line>=-200 and season >= 2010

The average final score in these twenty games has been Toronto 7.2, Opponent 2.9 and since May 2013, they are a perfect 12-0 on the runline at PLUS-133. During this run, the Jays have trailed only after ONE inning and it was the first inning of the game. That is dominance.

The Rockies have not been able to follow up wins like yesterday’s with a good performance. Colorado is 0-14 as a dog after a game as a home dog in which they scored more runs off their opponent’s bullpen than they did off their opponent’s starter and it is not a series opener when opponent’s starter when less than seven innings and they are not off a shutout win. The SDQL text is:

team = Rockies and SG > 1 and D and p:HD and po:BPRA > po:SRA and po:runs>0 and po:SIP<7

The Rockies have allowed an average of 7.1 runs per game in this spot and we expect Toronto to eclipse this number.

MTi’s FORECAST: Toronto 8 COLORADO 5

4-Star Cleveland -175 over ATLANTA - We have three strong play-against indicators active for the Braves that keep winning. They are: Atlanta is; 0-15 at home off a game as a dog after a loss in which they had at least three times as many hits as runs, 0-20 as a dog of more than 145 off a home game in which they had more strikeouts than hits, and 0-21 as a 130+ dog after a game as a home dog in which their opponent scored first and it is not a series opener. In the last seven games of the third indicator, the Braves never led. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Braves and SG > 1 and line>=130 and p:HD and po:SF

Note further that the Braves have lost by an average of 4.9 runs per game over the 21 games. Brutal.

The Tribe has been on a roll since the Cavs won the championship and they simply can’t wait to get back onto the field. They are playing with confidence and flair and they at hitting the ball out of the park. Cleveland is 15-0 when they are off a game in which they out-homered their opponent and had more than six hits and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text reveals that the Indians have won these 15 games by an average of 5.07 runs.
We estimate the Tribe’s chances to win about 70% here, making them a play at this line.

MTi’s FORECAST: CLEVELAND 8 Atlanta 3

**4.5-Star Cleveland at Atlanta OVER 7.5** - The Tribe’s offense is really humming along and Matt Wisler is probably not going to be able to slow them down. Cleveland is 13-0 OU as a 140-plus favorite off a game as a favorite that went over the total in which they had two-plus extra base hits and scored more runs off the opponent’s bullpen than off the opponent’s starter and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Indians and SG > 1 and p:HR > po:HR and p:hits>5 and date >= 20150920
```

The Indians have zipped over the total by an average of 4.58 runs per game in this spot.

In yesterday’s 8-3 win, Cleveland left only five men on base, whereas the Braves left eight. This points to the OVER here, as Atlanta is 11-0 OU off a multiple run home loss in which they had more team left on base than their opponent and it is not a series opener. The SDQL here is:

```sql
team = Braves and SG > 1 and p:H and p:TLOB > po:TLOB and p:margin<=-2 and date >= 20080600
```

These eleven games have gone over by an average of an impressive 5.23 runs per game. In the five games from this season, double-digit runs were scored in each. The line value is OVER this number.

MTi’s FORECAST: CLEVELAND 8 Atlanta 3

**4.5-Star Pittsburgh at Seattle OVER 8** - We love player-based indicators as they give us full line value. We have a nice one going here. The Mariners are a perfect 9-0 OU THIS season as a favorite off a home game in which Nelson Cruz hasd multiple hits. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Mariners and F and p:H and Nelson Cruz:p:hits > 1 and season >= 2016
```

These nine games have gone over by an average of 4.83 runs per game.

As a team, the M’s are 10-0-2 OU as a favorite after they hit multiple home runs and 11-0 OU in the first game of a series at home off a home game in which their opponent left 18+ men on base.
On Sunday, the Pirates scored four in the bottom of the first inning to go up 4-0, but they were shutout thereafter and lost 5-4. Pittsburgh is 13-0 OU in the first game of a road series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they scored runs in at most two innings, as long as their opponent is not on a three-plus game losing streak. The SDQL here is:

```
team = Pirates and SG = 1 and A and p:F and p:SII <= 2 and o:streak>-3 and date => 20140500
```

Make the play the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: SEATTLE 5 Pittsburgh 6

4.5-Star Chicago at Cincinnati OVER 8.5 - The Cubs out-slugged the Reds yesterday 11-8 while hitting five home runs. Chicago is 11-0 OU as a road favorite after a win as a road favorite in which they hit multiple home runs that went over the total and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Cubs and SG > 1 and AF and p:WAFO and p:HR > 1 and season => 2009
```

The four games from this season have gone over by an average of 4.9 runs per game.

The Reds can’t possibly rely on John Lamb to hold the Cubs to fewer than four runs. As a bog dog, the Reds will have to be playing for the multiple-run inning from the start. After scoring eight runs off Arietta and company yesterday, the Reds will not lack confidence here. Cincinnati is 8-0 THIS season as a dog of more than 160 after scoring six-plus runs, Dwarfing the total by an average of 7.4 runs per game. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Reds and line>160 and p:runs>=6 and season => 2011
```

The Reds have allowed an average of 11.5 runs per game in this spot. That’s not a typo -- eleven and a half runs per game.

Make the OVER the play and consider the Cubs OVER their team total and a parlay on the Cubs and OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 11 CINCINNATI 5

4-Star LA Dodgers at Milwaukee OVER 9 - The Brewers out-hit the Nationals 11-4 on Sunday, but lost 3-2. This has been a big over spot for the Brewers. Milwaukee is 18-0 as a dog after a home loss in which they left more than 16 men on base and scored more than one run. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Brewers and D and p:LOB>16 and p:HL and p:runs>1 and date>=20090900
```

4-Star Chicago at Cincinnati OVER 8.5 - The Cubs out-slugged the Reds yesterday 11-8 while hitting five home runs. Chicago is 11-0 OU as a road favorite after a win as a road favorite in which they hit multiple home runs that went over the total and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Cubs and SG > 1 and AF and p:WAFO and p:HR > 1 and season => 2009
```

The four games from this season have gone over by an average of 4.9 runs per game.

The Reds can’t possibly rely on John Lamb to hold the Cubs to fewer than four runs. As a bog dog, the Reds will have to be playing for the multiple-run inning from the start. After scoring eight runs off Arietta and company yesterday, the Reds will not lack confidence here. Cincinnati is 8-0 THIS season as a dog of more than 160 after scoring six-plus runs, Dwarfing the total by an average of 7.4 runs per game. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Reds and line>160 and p:runs>=6 and season => 2011
```

The Reds have allowed an average of 11.5 runs per game in this spot. That’s not a typo -- eleven and a half runs per game.

Make the OVER the play and consider the Cubs OVER their team total and a parlay on the Cubs and OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 11 CINCINNATI 5

4-Star LA Dodgers at Milwaukee OVER 9 - The Brewers out-hit the Nationals 11-4 on Sunday, but lost 3-2. This has been a big over spot for the Brewers. Milwaukee is 18-0 as a dog after a home loss in which they left more than 16 men on base and scored more than one run. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Brewers and D and p:LOB>16 and p:HL and p:runs>1 and date>=20090900
```
The Dodgers salvaged a win in the last game of a four-game set in Pittsburgh on Sunday and this result activates the following: the Dodgers are 12-0 OU in a road series opener vs a team that is not five-plus wins ahead of them when they are off a game in which they score in more innings than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Dodgers and SG = 1 and A and p:SII > po:SII and wins-o:wins >= -5 and date >= 20150626
```

The average number of runs scored in these twelve games has been 12.8 and six of the twelve are from THIS season. If the line here was 8.5 flat, it would be a 4.5-Star.

**MTi’s FORECAST: LA Dodgers 6 MILWAUKEE 5**

**4-Star Miami at Detroit OVER 9.5** - The Marlins have been scoring runs lately, but on Sunday, they were homerless. Miami is 9-0 OU since the start of the 2015 season in a series opener when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a game in which they hit a home run. Check it out with this SDQL text>

```
team = Marlins and SG = 1 and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:HR = 0 and season >= 2015
```

Note that the Fish have gone over by an average of 4.33 runs per game in this spot.

The Tigers also tend to play high-scoring games when the linesmakers rate the contest a toss up and they are 500 on the season. Detroit is 12-0 OU when their line is within 20 cents of pick in a series opener and they have as many wins as losses. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Tigers and SG = 1 and -120 <= line <= 120 and wins = losses and date >= 20080717
```

The Tigers have scored 8, 7, and 8 runs their last three under these conditions.

Finally, Detroit is 11-0 OU since early THIS season when they are off a game as a favorite in which their opponent left fewer than ten men on base and it is not a series opener and their line is within 20 cents of pickem. The SDQL, shown below, reveals that the Tigers have gone over by an average of 4.95 runs per game in this spot.

```
team = Tigers and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:F and p:LOB <10 and date >= 20150429
```

In their last four, they allowed 10, 10, 8, and 11 runs respectively. The OVER is the play.

**MTi’s FORECAST: DETROIT 7 Miami 6**

**4-Star Houston at LA Angels Over 8.5** - It is now close to the All-Star break and this means we have a number of performance indicators from THIS season. Here is one of them. The Angels are 10-0 OU THIS season at home when they are off a loss and facing a starter that has an ERA worse than 4.10. The SDQL text is:
The Astros won 4-2 yesterday as a small dog with two in the seventh to tie it and two in the ninth to win it. Houston is 13-0 OU as a road favorite by less than 160 off a game as a road dog in which they had multiple multiple-run innings, as long as they did not score six-plus runs of their opponent’s starter. The SDQL text is:

team = Astros and AF and p:AD and p:MRI >= 2 and line>=-160 and po:SRA<6 and date >= 20040830

The Astros have eclipsed the total by an average of 4.00 runs per game in this spot and double-digit runs were scored in each of the three active dates from this season.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Houston 6 LA ANGELS 5

**4-Star Baltimore at San Diego OVER 8.5** - The Padres are off a 3-0 shutout loss in Cincinnati. This is actually a big OVER indicator for the Abbots. San Diego is 13-0 OU as a dog after a shutout loss in which they drew fewer than five walks and struck out fewer than a dozen times. The SDQL text is:

team = Padres and D and p:runs = 0 and p:A and p:SO<12 and p:walks<5 and date >= 20140723

San Diego has flown over the total by an average of 5.69 runs per game in this spot and in the three games from this season, the average final score has been 9.33 to 6.33.

The Orioles are 7-0 OU when facing a team with fewer wins that is not on a four-plus game losing streak when they are off a game in which Adam Jones had multiple hits. The SDQL text is:

team=Orioles and Adam Jones:p:hits>1 and wins-o:wins>0 and o:streak>-4 and date>=20150920

We like the way the O’s are swinging their bats and the Padres can’t be thinking that three runs will be enough to win here and hence will play aggressively at the plate.

MTi’s FORECAST: Baltimore 7 SAN DIEGO 4
- June 29th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>SF -110 over OAK</th>
<th>OAK 7 SF 1</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>TOR -140 over COL</td>
<td>TOR 5 COL 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>HOU -155 over LAA</td>
<td>HOU 10 LAA 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>BAL -145 over SD</td>
<td>BAL 12 SD 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>MIA at DET OVER 9.5</td>
<td>DET 10 MIA 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF at OAK OVER 8</td>
<td>OAK 7 SF 1</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>BOS at TB OVER 7.5</td>
<td>TB 4 BOS 0</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>TEX at NYY UNDER 8.5</td>
<td>NYY 9 TEX 7</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 5-9 (-215)
4-Star Sides 31-9 (+2305)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 6-1-1 (+490)
4-Star Totals 16-14-1 (+60)

4.5-Star San Francisco -110 over OAKLAND - Peavy is pitching well and this is a positive indicator. The Giants are 11-0 when Jake Peavy starts as a favorite when they won in his last start.

The Giants are also 13-0 on the road after a game in which they hit at least one home run when their opponent is at least 350 on the season and not on a five-plus game losing streak. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and A and p:HR > 0 and date >= 20160502 and o:WP>35 and o:streak>-5

Note that ALL thirteen games are from THIS season.

The Athletics are not in a spot where they have demonstrated any mental toughness. Oakland s 0-9 as a home dog vs a team that is ahead of them in the standings and their starter has an ERA of higher than three, and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Athletics and SG > 1 and HD and WP < o:WP and STDERA>3 and date >= 20150901

The As are 0-5 in this spot THIS season, scoring a total on one run in their last two.

Why are the Giants so cheap here??
MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 6 OAKLAND 4

**4.5-Star Toronto -140 over Colorado** -- The Blue Jays evened this series at one game each yesterday. The Rockies have not shown any toughness in a rubber game. Colorado is 0-11 as a home dog in the last game of a three-game series that is tied at one game each when they are looking ahead to an opponent that is less than 580 on the season. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rockies and HD and LGS and SG = 3 and (streak = -1 or streak = 1) and no:WP<58 and date >= 20080810
```

The Rockies have lost these eleven games by an average of 4.55 runs and EVERY loss was by multiple runs.

The Blue Jays have a tradition of bringing down the hammer in this spot. Toronto is 13-0 as a 140-plus favorite in the last game of a series when they are off a five-plus run win in which they drew multiple walks. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Blue Jays and LGS and line<=-140 and p:margin>=5 and p:walks>=2 and season >= 2009
```

Note that the Jays are winning these contests by an average of 4.1 runs per game and allowing an average of only 2.2 runs.

We can’t imagine Tyler Anderson slowing down the Jays here. Lay the price.

MTi’s FORECAST: Toronto 11 Colorado 5

**4-Star Houston -155 over LA Angels** - The Angels have faced righties three straight and this is not a good transition for them. The Halos are 0-15 as a dog vs a lefty off a game as a dog when they have faced righties in each of their past three games. In their last four games in this spot, LA has averaged only 1.5 runs per game.

In yesterday’s 7-1 win, the Astros drew five walks and this is a big OVER indicator for both teams. Houston is 10-0 as a 140+ favorite off a road game in which they drew 5+ walks, winning by an average of 3.3 runs per game and the Angels are 0-13 in the last game of a series as a dog after a home game they allowed five-plus walks and fewer than a dozen runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Angels and LGS and D and p:H and 5 <= po:walks and po:runs<12
```

The Astros are the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Houston 6 LA Angels 3
**4-Star Baltimore -145 over SAN DIEGO** -- The Orioles scored in the top of the first yesterday and never trailed on route to a 11-7 win. Baltimore is a relentless 14-0 recently as a 110-plus favorite off a win in which they never trailed, crushing their opponent by an average of 3.7 runs per game. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Orioles and line<=-110 and po:BL = 0 and p:W and date >= 20150900
```

Note that the Orioles are 10-0 in this spot this season, winning EVERY game by multiple runs -- and they were an average of PLUS-137 on the run-line.

San Diego has responded poorly in this situation. They are a meek 0-10 as a dog in the last game of a series vs a team that has won two straight. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Padres and LGS and D and 2 <= o:streak and date >= 20150708
```

The Abbots have been beaten like a dog in this spot, losing by an average of 4.3 runs per game. They are 0-5 in this spot this season, holding the lead after a total of ZERO innings in the five games.

Finally, San Diego is a defeatist 0-15 as a dog in the last game of a series when they are off a game in which they had more strike outs than hits and did not win by four-plus runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Padres and LGS and D and p:SO > p:hits and date >= 20150625 and p:margin<4
```

The SDQL text reveals that the Padres are 0-8 in this spot this season.

145 seems cheap.

MTi’s FORECAST: Baltimore 8 SAN DIEGO 3

**4-Star San Francisco at Oakland OVER 8** -- The Athletics are 8-0 OU as a dog vs a team that has lost two straight games as long as the opponent’s starter has an ERA higher than 1.30. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Athletics and D and o:streak <= -2 and date >= 20160421 and o:STDSERA > 1.3
```

Note that all of the games are from THIS season.

The linemakers rate this game close to even and this has been a big OVER spot for the Giants. San Francisco is 15-0 OU on the road when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a game as a favorite in which they used five-plus pitchers. The SDQL text is:
team = Giants and SG > 1 and A and -120 < line < 120 and p:F and 5 <= p:PU and date >= 20110602

These 15 games have gone OVER by an average of 3.83 runs per game.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 6 OAKLAND 4

4-Star Boston at Tampa Bay OVER 7.5 - Matt Moore has an ERA higher than five this season and the Red Sox have taken advantage of similar starters. Boston is 10-0 OU as a road favorite vs a starter with an ERA higher than 4 and it is not a series opener, as long as their opponent is not on a four-game winning streak. The SDQL text is:

team = Red Sox and SG > 1 and AF and o:STDSERA > 4 and date >= 20140713 and o:streak<4

The average final score in these 10 games has been 7.4 to 6.4, producing an average OU margin of plus 5.15 runs.

The Rays are 17-0 OU as a 140-plus home dog when they are off a game in which their opponent stranded more than 16 baserunners and their starter has an ERA higher than 4.1, going over by an average of 4.76 runs per game.

Finally, the Red Sox are 11-0-1 as a road favorite off a road game when they won by one run as a favorite in their starter's last start. The SDQL text is:

team = Red Sox and AF and p:A and s:margin = 1 and date >= 20110813 and s:F

Note that each of their last seven have gone OVER by multiple runs.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Boston 6 TAMPA BAY 4

4.5-Star Miami at Detroit OVER 9.5 - Yesterday the Tigers were outhit 16-9, struck out 12 times, scored runs in only one inning, but won 7-5. Detroit is 13-0-1 OU off a home game in which they had more strikeouts than hits and ALL of the games are from THIS season. The SDQL text is:

team = Tigers and p:H and p:SO > p:hits and date >= 20160411

The Tigers are also 10-0-1 OU in the last game of a series off a home game in which they had fewer team-left-on-base than their opponent, going over by an average of 3.45 runs per game.
Miami will be playing aggressively on offense here. The Fish are 10-0 OU on the road when they are off a loss in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs, as long as the opponent’s starter has an ERA above 2.50. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Marlins and A and p:BPRA > 1 and p:L and o:STDSERA>2.5 and date >= 20150920
```

Miami is 7-0 OU in this spot THIS season. The Marlins offense is one of the most underrated in the league and they should be able to score here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Miami 7 DETROIT 5

**4-Star Texas at NYY UNDER 8.5 runs** - The Rangers shut down the Yankees’ offense yesterday with Cole Hamels going seven innings without allowing a run or a walk. This has been an UNDER spot for the Rangers, as they are 0-15 OU s a 160-plus dog off a road game in which they allowed one or fewer walks, as long as they were not a 200-plus dog in that game. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rangers and line>160 and p:A and po:walks <= 1 and p:line<200 and season >= 2008
```

Since 2013, the Rangers have scored: 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, and 2 runs respectively. Check it out by running the above SDQL text.

Tanaka has been tough recently, with two straight quality start wins. This is an UNDER indicator, as the Yankees are 0-9 OU with Tanaka when they won his last two starts and they do not have more wins than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Yankees and starter = Masahiro Tanaka and s:W and s2:W and wins<=o:wins and date >= 20140514
```

Tanaka has produced a quality start EVERY time. The Yankees will play small-ball here and that should keep it under this number.

MTi’s FORECAST: Texas 3 NY YANKEES 2
- June 30th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>SF -160 over OAK</td>
<td>SF 12 OAK 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>LAD -135 over MIL</td>
<td>LAD 8 MIL 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>BAL -105 over SEA</td>
<td>SEA 5 BAL 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>CIN at WAS OVER 9</td>
<td>WAS 13 CIN 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>SF at OAK OVER 7</td>
<td>SF 12 OAK 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CHC at NYM OVER 7.5</td>
<td>NYM 4 CHC 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 6-9 (-115)
4-Star Sides 32-10 (+2300)

5-Star Totals 0-0
4.5-Star Totals 7-1-1 (+590)
4-Star Totals 17-15-1 (+50)

**4-Star LA Dodgers -135 over MILWAUKEE** - The Brewers shutout the Dodgers 7-0 to even this three-game set at one game each. The Dodgers have been virtually unbeatable in this spot. LA is 21-0 as a road favorite in the third game of a three-game series that is tied at one game each as long as they are not off a loss by more than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Dodgers and AF and LGS and SG = 3 and (streak = -1 or streak = 1) and p:margin >=-10 and date >= 20120800
```

LA is a perfect 4-0 in this spot this season.

The Brewers have tended to give shutout wins right back to their opponent, as they are 0-17 as a dog in the last game of a series after shutting out their opponent. The SDQL is:

```sql
team=Brewers and D and po:runs=0 and LGS and date>=20040926
```

In their last six games in this spot the Brewers have scored a total of six runs. It looks like this price is reasonable.

MTi’s FORECAST: LA DODGERS 6 Milwaukee 3

**4-Star Baltimore pick over SEATTLE** - We have a career-perfect situation for Chris Tillman going here and we don’t need much more to go against the Mariners in this spot.
The Orioles are a perfect 14-0 in Tillman’s career in June when they won his last start and their opponent’s starter has a WHIP of less than 1.75. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{starter} = \text{Chris Tillman} \text{ and } s:W \text{ and } \text{month} = 6 \text{ and } o:\text{STDSWHIP}<1.75
\]

This season, Tillman made five starts in this spot and the O’s won them all.

As a team, the Orioles are a perfect 8-0 in a series opener when they are not the favorite and they are off a road game when facing a righthy with an ERA of under ten when they won the last three times they faced a righty. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Orioles} \text{ and } \text{SG} = 1 \text{ and } \text{not F} \text{ and } \text{p:A} \text{ and } o:\text{STR} \text{ and } tS(W\@o:\text{STR},N=3) = 3 \text{ and } o:\text{STDSERA}<10 \text{ and } \text{date} >= 20040700
\]

The Mariners are off an 8-1 defeat to the Pirates as a small home favorite and this has not been a positive indicator for them. Seattle is 0-7 in the first game of a HOME series when they are off a home game in which they scored in at most two innings and they were not a favorite of more than 135 in that game. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Mariners} \text{ and } \text{H} \text{ and } \text{SG} = 1 \text{ and } \text{p:H} \text{ and } \text{p:SII} <= 2 \text{ and } \text{p:line}>=-135 \text{ and } \text{date} >= 20140700
\]

Note that Seattle was an average of minus 143 on the moneyline in these seven losses. Note further than the M’s did not score more than two runs in any of the seven games.

The Orioles are the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Baltimore 5 SEATTLE 2

**4.5-Star San Francisco -160 over OAKLAND** - This is not a good spot for the Athletics and it is a great spot for the Giants. We are laying the price.

Oakland is off a 7-1 win in which their starter, Sean Manaea, did not allow a run. They have been terrible after similar victories. The Athletics are 0-13 off a five-plus run win in which their starter allowed fewer than three runs. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Athletics} \text{ and } \text{H} \text{ and } \text{p:margin}>=5 \text{ and } \text{p:H} \text{ and } \text{date}>=20140722 \text{ and } \text{p:SRA}<3
\]

They are 0-2 in this spot this season and they were the favorite in both games.

Even more compelling is the fact that Oakland is 0-15 after playing as a home favorite vs a team that has lost at least their last two games and it is not a series opener. They are 0-2 in this spot this season, scoring a total of three runs.
San Francisco has been reliable in this spot. The Giants are 14-0 as a 140-plus favorite when they are off a game as a dog in which their starter went fewer than six innings, they used four-plus relievers and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and SG > 1 and line<=-140 and p:D and 5 <= p:PU and p:SIP<6 and season >= 2008

Madison Bumgarner was the starter in five of the 14 starts and the Giants won each of those five games by at least three runs.

Giants are about to 2-1 to win here, making them a play at this price.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 8 OAKLAND 3

4-Star San Francisco at Oakland OVER 7 - The Giants out hit the Athletics 8-6 yesterday but lost 7-1. The difference came from the long ball. This points to the OVER here. Oakland is a perfect 13-0 OU as a dog after a game as a home favorite in which they hit multiple home runs and did not hit into multiple double plays. The SDQL text is:

team = Athletics and D and p:HF and p:HR > 1 and p:ODP<2 and date >= 20110800

The As have zipped over the number by an average of 5.9 runs per game, scoring an average of 5.9 runs and allowing an average of 7.8 runs in these 13 games.

In Bumgarner’s last start he pitched well, but only got two runs of support and lost 3-2. The Giants have picked up their starter in this spot, as they are 12-0 OU as a favorite off a game as a road dog when they scored fewer than three runs in their starter’s last start and are facing a starter with an ERA of less than 4.80.

team = Giants and F and p:AD and s:runs < 3 and o:STDSERA<4.8 and date >= 20121000

The Giants have played two games in this spot this season and scored 9 and 10 runs respectively. San Francisco could easily get over this number without any runs from Oakland.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 8 OAKLAND 3

4.5-Star Cincinnati at Washington OVER 9 - The Nationals like to pad their offensive stats vs weaker foes, as they are 14-0 OU as a favorite of more than 140 vs a team that is behind them in the standings and they are not off a five-plus run win. The SDQL text is:

team = Nationals and line<=-140 and wins>o:wins and p:margin<5 and date >= 20160514

Note that all 14 games are from THIS season.
The Nats took a 2-0 lead into the bottom of the eight yesterday, but their bullpen allowed two runs to tie the game. This is a strong signal for them to not let up on offense when they have the lead. Indeed, Washington is 10-0 OU as a 130-plus favorite off a game in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Nationals and line} \leq -130 \text{ and p:BPRA > 1 and date} \geq 20160429
\]

All the games are from this season and the games have gone over by an average of 3.8 runs.

The Reds know they will have to score some runs here and will play for the multiple-run inning. Cincinnati is 10-0 OU as a 140+ dog in the first game of a series after playing as a home dog when facing a team that has won at least their last two games. The Reds have gone over by an average of 4.5 runs per game in this spot, scoring an average of 5.6 and allowing an average of 6.8 runs.

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: WASHINGTON 7 Cincinnati 5

**4-Star Chicago at NY Mets OVER 7.5** - We like this low number in this spot. Chicago is 13-0 OU as a road favorite off a game as a favorite in which they scored more than three runs, hit multiple home runs and did not hit into multiple double plays. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Cubs and AF and p:F and p:HR > 1 and p:runs>3 and p:ODP<2 and date} \geq 20090908
\]

Note that Chicago has averaged 7.1 runs per game in this spot and that eight of the games are from THIS season.

Yesterday, the Mets got two runs in the bottom of the eighth to tie the Nationals at two only to have their bullpen allow two in the top of the ninth to lose 4-2 as a big dog vs Scherzer. This has been a motivating factor for the Mets to play aggressively on offense. NY is 15-0 OU in a series opener when their line is within 30 cents of pick and they are off a road game in which they were not favored and their bullpen allowed multiple runs, as long as their starter went less than seven innings. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Mets and SG = 1 and -130<line<130 and p:A and p:BPRA>1 and not p:F and p:SIP<7 and date} \geq 20120521
\]

NY has eclipsed the posted total by an average of 4.3 runs per game in this spot.

Make the play the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 6 NY METS 4
4.5-Star DET -115 over TB  
4-Star SF -160 over ARZ  
4-Star HOU -180 over CWS  
5-Star SF at ARZ OVER OVER 8.5  
4.5-Star CWS at HOU OVER 9  
4-Star CIN at WAS OVER 9

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)  
4.5-Star Sides 7-9 (-15)  
4-Star Sides 34-10 (+2500)

5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)  
4.5-Star Totals 7-2-1 (+480)  
4-Star Totals 17-16-1 (-60)

**4.5-Star Detroit -115 over Tampa Bay** - Yesterday’s defeat must be crushing to the Rays. It will be hard for them to recover here and have any confidence in their bullpen. Tampa is 0-12 as a dog off a game in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs when they are facing a team that has scored in an average of fewer than three innings per game. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Rays and D and p:BPRA>=2 and oA(SII)<3 and date >= 20160522}
\]

Each of their last eight losses in this spot have been by multiple runs and all the games are from THIS season.

The Rays lack of character in this spot is exposed by the fact that they are 0-10 vs a team that has won at least their last two games and it is not a series opener.

Yes, the Rays had some offense yesterday, but they are 0-10 off a home game after they had 12+ hits, including 0-3 this season.

The Tigers have been relentless in this spot. Detroit is 12-0 as a road favorite off a game as a dog in which they had multiple multiple-run innings and scored more than six runs. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Tigers and AF and p:D and p:MRI >= 2 and p:runs>6 and season >= 2010}
\]

Detroit's batting order is simply too tough to be held down. Lay the small price.
MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 8 TAMPA BAY 4

4-Star San Francisco -160 over ARIZONA - The Giants have performed very well when visiting a starter that throws a lot of balls. In fact, the Giants are now 20-0 as a 140-plus road favorite when the opponent’s starter has a season-to-date strike-per-ball ratio of less than 1.65. This performance indicator was published in the 2016 KillerSports.com MLB Handicapping Bible when it was 15-0. The Giants have now won twelve straight by multiple runs in this spot. The SDQL text is:

team=Giants and A and line<=-140 and o:STDSSPB<1.65 and date>=20110700

In 2016 the Giants have been favored when off a game as a favorite in which they struck out their opponent ten-plus times. They are a perfect 12-0 in these games, winning by an average of more than three runs per game.

The Giants are also 13-0 this season as a favorite with Cueto vs a team with fewer wins, with seven of the thirteen wins coming on the road. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and starter = Johnny Cueto and F and wins>=o:wins and season = 2016

In Shelby Miller’s last start, the Diamondbacks scored in the top of the first to take the lead, but eventually lost 11-6. Arizona has not play with optimism in this spot. The Snakes are 0-13 as a 130-plus dog when they lost their starter’s last start after they led with the bullpen allowing multiple runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Diamondbacks and line>=130 and s:L and s:BL > 0 and s:BPRA>=2 and date => 20140700

Finally, Arizona is off a 9-8 extra inning loss to the Phillies in which they had 15 hits and left 22 runners on base. This result cannot be a confidence builder for them and the Giants are not a team that will show mercy on them. The D-Backs are 0-10 as a dog off a loss in which they had more than six hits and stranded at least 16 baserunners.

team = Diamondbacks and D and p:LOB>=16 and p:L and p:hits>6 and date => 20150819

Arizona’s average margin of defeat in these ten games has been 3.7 runs and five of the ten are from THIS season. The Snakes had their chance to break their losing streak yesterday against the Phillies and they blew it. The Giants should score plenty of runs against Miller here.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN FRANCISCO 9 Arizona 3

4-Star HOUSTON -180 over Chicago White Sox - This has been a great spot for the Astros and a terrible spot for the White Sox. This combination makes Houston a play at this price.
The Astros are 17-0 as a 135-plus favorite in a home series opener off a game as a favorite in which they had multiple multiple-run innings. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Astros and SG = 1 and H and line<=-135 and p:F and p:MRI >= 2 and date >= 20040903
```

Houston has outscored their opponent by an average of four runs per game over the seventeen games. In their last nine in this spot, they scored first, never trailed and won by multiple runs, which is the kind of performance you want when laying a price like this.

Also, the 'Stros are 10-0 when they are off a game as a road favorite and their opponent’s starter has an ERA of higher than 4.20. The SDQL here is:

```
team = Astros and p:AF and o:STDSERA> 4.2 and date >= 20151000
```

Note that Houston won by an average margin of 4.5 runs and eight of the ten games are from THIS season.

Chicago is off a 6-5 win over the Twins at home and this has been a fruitless sequence for them. The White Sox are 0-13 on the road when they are not the favorite and they are off a one-run, not shutout win as a home favorite. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = White Sox and SG = 1 and A and not F and p:H and p:margin = 1 and po:runs>0 and season >= 2006
```

The play, of course, is not a sure thing, but it is a solid 4-Star investment.

MTi’s FORECAST: HOUSTON 9 Chicago 4

**FIVE-STAR San Francisco at Arizona OVER 8.5** - In yesterday’s extra inning loss, the Diamondbacks had 15 hits with Yasmany Thomas contributing two of them. This has been a solid OVER spot for the Snakes, as they are 16-0-1 off a game in which they have double digit hits with Thomas having at least two of them, as long as they OU line for the game is higher than seven. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Diamondbacks and Yasmany Tomas:p:hits>1 and p:hits>=10 and total>7 and date>=20150731
```

The D-Backs have gone over by an average of 4.53 runs per game in this spot and the final scores of their last three in this spot have been 8-6, 11-6 and 9-8.

Finally, here is one that makes a lot of handicapping sense. Arizona is 10-0 OU in the first game of a home series off a home game in which they used five-plus pitchers and their starter has an ERA of at least two. The SDQL text is:
team = Diamondbacks and SG = 1 and H and p:H and 5 <= p:PU and STDSERA>=2 and season >= 2014

Note that the Diamondbacks have absolutely flown over the total, scoring an average of 7.4 runs while allowing an average of 7.3 runs with the average OU line of 8.2 runs.

San Francisco drew eleven walks yesterday, the first time that they drew more than ten walks since August 9th, 2009. The Giants are 13-0 OU as a 110-plus favorite in a series opener when they are off a game as a favorite in which they drew five-plus walks and stranded at least eight baserunners. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and SG = 1 and F and p:F and p:walks>=5 and line<=-110 and p:TLOB>=8 and season >= 2011

The Giants have gone over by an average of 4.35 runs per game in this spot. The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN FRANCISCO 9 Arizona 3

4.5-Star Chicago White Sox at Houston OVER 9 - The Astros are on a roll and can’t wait to get back on the field. The White Sox have tended to play aggressively on offense when a dog vs a team that is playing well. Chicago is 10-0 OU as a dog in a series opener when they are off a home game and facing a team that has won at least two straight. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and SG = 1 and D and p:H and 2 <= o:streak and date >= 20130924

Chicago has eclipsed the posted number by an average of 3.7 runs per game in this spot.

The White Sox are off a 6-5 win over the Twins and this points to the OVER here. Chicago is 12-0 OU as a dog off a one-run win in which their starter went at least five innings, as long as the total is at least eight. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and D and p:margin = 1 and total>=8 and p:SIP>=5 and date >= 20150500

The White Sox are 4-0 in this spot this season and in the last two, Miguel Gonzalez was the starter and they scored eight runs for him -- and LOST. The games went over by 10 runs and 8.5 runs respectively.

The Astros are seeing the ball well and should continue to pile on the runs. Houston is 14-0 OU as a 140-plus favorite in a series opener when they are off a game in which they had more than ten hits and scored in fewer than seven innings. The SDQL text is:

team = Astros and SG = 1 and line<=-140 and p:hits>10 and p:SII<7 and date >= 20060500
Since late last August this has been active four times and the Astros scored: 8, 9, 21, and 8 runs in those four games.

There is plenty of line value in the OVER here.

MTi’s FORECAST: HOUSTON 9 Chicago 4

4-Star Cincinnati at Washington OVER 9 - We had this one rated a 4.5-Star, but the line was bet up from 8.5 to 9 and this dropping the rating.

Cincinnati has allowed 11, 7, 9 and 13 runs in their last four game and the Nats are not a team that is going to show mercy. Washington is 11-0 as a 140-plus favorite off a game as a favorite in which their starter went more than four innings. The SDQL text is:

team = Nationals and SG > 1 and line<=-140 and p:F and p:SIP>4 and date >= 20160514

The Reds scored first yesterday and this is an OVER indicator for the Nats. Washington is 10-0 OU as a 140-plus favorite when they are off a game in which their opponent scored first and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Nationals and SG > 1 and line <= -140 and po:SF and date >= 20160510

The Reds drew five walks and had nine hits yesterday, but the struck out eleven times. This is an OVER indicator for them, as they are 13-0 OU off a game as a dog in which they drew five-plus walks and struck out more than five times, as long as they did not score more than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

```sql
(team = Reds and p:D and p:walks>=5 and p:runs<=10 and p:SO>5 and date >= 20150811)
```

Note that the Reds have gone over by an average of 5.00 runs per game in this spot, allowing an average of 8.8 runs over the 13 games. Maybe this should be a 4.5-Star.

MTi’s FORECAST: WASHINGTON 9 Cincinnati 4
- July 2nd 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>SF -120 over ARZ</th>
<th>ARZ 6 SF 5</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>TEX +105 over MIN</td>
<td>MIN 17 TEX 5</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CWS +100 over HOU</td>
<td>CWS 7 HOU 6</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>CHC at NYM OVER 7</td>
<td>NYM 4 CHC 3</td>
<td>Push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>DET at TB OVER 8</td>
<td>DET 3 TB 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>COL at LAD UNDER 8</td>
<td>LAD 6 COL 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 7-11 (-245)
4-Star Sides 35-10 (+2600)

5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)
4.5-Star Totals 7-3-2 (+370)
4-Star Totals 18-16-1 (+40)

**4.5-Star San Francisco -120 over ARIZONA** -- The Diamondbacks out homered the Giants 2-1 yesterday, but lost 6-4 as a big dog vs Cueto. They are a dog here, vs the much less imposing Samardzija. Arizona have a very interesting performance history in this spot. The Snakes are 0-13 as a home dog after hitting multiple home runs as a home dog as long as their opponent’s starter has an ERA of higher than 2 and they did not win that game by more than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Diamondbacks and HD and p:HD and p:HR > 1 and o:STDSERA>2 and p:margin<=10 and season >= 2010

Note the EVERY one of the games went over the total, as the D-Backs are allowing an average of 8.5 runs per game in this spot. Further, EVERY ONE of the losses were by multiple runs, making them 0-13 on the runline, at an average line of line 133. Brutal.

Arizona is also 0-9 as a dog off a game as a home dog in which they struck out more than ten times and stranded at least eight baserunners.

Fitting in perfectly here is the fact that the Giants are 13-0 THIS season as a favorite off a game as a favorite in which they struck out their opponent at least ten times. The SDQL text is:

team = Giants and F and p:F and po:SO >= 10 and season >= 2016
Now that is a compelling performance indicator.

Finally, San Francisco is a reliable 21-0 as a 120+ favorite after a game in which they had multiple multiple-run innings and scored at least six runs, as long as they did not leave 24-plus men on base. Check out the 21 straight wins with this SDQL text:

team=Giants and line<=-120 and p:MRI>=2 and p:runs>=6 and date>=20150627 and p:LOB<24

San Francisco is 7-0 in this spot this season, including yesterday’s 6-4 win.

This price seems cheap.

MTi’s FORECAST: San Francisco 6 ARIZONA 3

4.5-Star Texas +105 over MINNESOTA –– The Twins had their chances last night but lost 3-2 in extra innings. The Twins simply have not recovered well after these close battles. Minnesota is 0-16 off a game as a dog that was tied at the end of at least six separate innings and it is not a series opener, as long as they did not score three-plus runs of their opponent’s bullpen and they are not a 130-plus dog. The SDQL text is:

team = Twins and SG > 1 and line<130 and p:D and p:IT >= 6 and po:BPRA<3 and season >= 2009

Minnesota has imply been non-competitive in this spot. The Twins have been outscored by an average of 4.2 runs per game over the 16 games and in their last six in this spot they lost by multiple runs every time and led for a total of one inning.

Even more compelling is the fact that the Twins are 0-15 in 2016 when they are off a game in which they scored in two or fewer separate innings when they were not a dog of more than 120 and it is not a series opener. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Twins and SG > 1 and p:SII <= 2 and p:line<=120 and season >= 2016

That’s 0-15 THIS season, losing by an average of 2.93 runs per game.

The Rangers got a scare yesterday, but this should just have them more focused here. Texas is 8-0 off a game as a favorite in which they scored first, as long as they are not a 170-plus dog. The SDQL here is:

team = Rangers and p:F and p:SF and line < 170 and date>=20160502

The average final score in these eight wins has been 7.2 to 3.5.

Finally, the Rangers have been a big moneymaker when they are off a game in which their opponent had at least as many team-left-on-base as they did and they are a dog in the
moderate range. Specifically, the Rangers are a perfect 14-0 when their line is between +100 though +140 and they are off a game in which they stranded fewer baserunners than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

team = Rangers and 100 < line< 140 and po:TLOB <= p:TLOB and date >= 20160412

Note that the 14 wins as a dog are from this season. It is hard for us to believe that we are getting plus money here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Texas 7 MINNESOTA 4

**4-Star Chicago White Sox +100 over HOUSTON** - The Houston Astros are averaging 9.375 strikeouts per game this season and this makes them vulnerable to Chris Sale’s pitching style. Since the start of the 2015 season, Chicago is 11-0 with Sale when facing a team that has averaged has more strikeouts than hits on the season. What is remarkable about this performance indicator is the runs scored by their opponent since the start of the 2015 season. The numbers are: 2, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0, 1, 2, and 1. The last five are from THIS season. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = White Sox and starter = Chris Sale and s:W and oS(SO) > oS(hits) and date > 20140600

Chicago was shut out 5-0 yesterday and the linemakers rate this one close to a toss up. This has been a good spot for Chicago, as they are 12-0 on the road when their line is within 20 cents of pick when they are off a game in which they did not hit a home run and weren’t a favorite of more than 150, and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and SG > 1 and A and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:HR = 0 and p:line>=-150 and date >= 20150513

In their last four games in this spot, all from this season, the Sox won 6-1, 3-0, 10-1 and 3-1 and they never trailed in any of them.

Houston is on quite a run, but they have faced righties in each of their last EIGHT games. The Astros are 0-6 vs a lefty with an ERA of less than 4.5 when they faced righties in each of their last three games.

The Astros are overpriced here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 4 HOUSTON 1

**4.5-Star Chicago at NY Mets OVER 7** - In their last four games the Mets have scored 0, 2, 4, and 10 runs. In Colon’s last outing he produced a quality start, but got little run support and the Mets lost 5-2 as a favorite in Milwaukee. This is a NICE OU spot for the Mets. NY is 10-0 OU since Bartolo Colon joined them in 2014 when they scored fewer than three runs
in his last start and lost, as long as they have scored more than three runs in their last
game. The SDQL text is:

```sql
TEAM = Mets and STATER = Bartolo Colon and S: L and S: RUNS < 3 and P: RUNS > 3
```

In support of their beloved Bartolo, the Mets have scored an average of a whopping 7.9
runs, and the ten games have gone over by an average of 4.9 runs. We are confident that
this information is not factored into the line, thus giving us full line value.

The veteran Colon throws strikes and this points to the OVER here. Chicago is 10-0 OU as a
favorite off a game as a dog when their opponent starter has a strike-per-ball ratio of better
than two and it is not a series opener. The Cubs have gone over by an average of 3.5 runs
per game in this spot.

Chicago was thoroughly embarrassed by their offensive performance yesterday, with twice
as many strike outs as hits. They have rebounded famously in this spot, going 8-0 OU since
the start of the 2015 season as a road favorite of more than 145 when they are off a game in
which they struck out at least ten times and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

```sql
TEAM = Cubs and SG > 1 and A and LINE < -145 and P: SO = 10 and SEASON >= 2015
```

The Cubbies have scored an average of 8.1 runs per game in this spot.

The Mets are playing well and will not be intimidated by Arrieta. The Cubs should score
runs as well. There is plenty of line value in the OVER here.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 7 NY Mets 5

4.5-Star Detroit at Tampa Bay OVER 8 - The Rays struck out 13 times yesterday and
managed only four hits in a 10-2 defeat as a small favorite. Our top side play yesterday was
a 4.5-Star on Detroit. Here we like the OVER. Tampa Bay is 11-0 OU when their line is
within 25 cents of pick and they are off a game in which they had more strikeouts than hits
and were not shutout. The SDQL text is:

```sql
TEAM = Rays and -125 <= LINE <= 125 and P: SO = P: HITS and P: RUNS > 0 and Date >=
20160528
```

Tampa has scored an average of 5.4 runs and allowed an average of 6.5 per game in this
spot. All eleven games are from THIS season.

In his last start, Verlander went 4 and two-third and allowed eight earned runs on nine hits
-- four of which were home runs. It is interesting to theorize how he might respond here,
but it is better to simply use the SDQL and check the results. It turns out that the Tigers are
12-0 as a favorite with Verlander when he did not go more than six innings and had a WHIP
of at least two in his last start, as long as he was not a favorite more than 170 in that start.
The SDLQ text is:
team = Tigers and starter = Justin Verlander and F and s:WHIP>=2 and s:SIP<=6 and s:line>=-170 and date >= 20100822

Detroit is scoring an average of 7.3 runs per game in support of Verlander and they are allowing an average of 5.2 runs per game, which has produced an average OU margin of plus 4.6 runs.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 6 TAMPA 5

4-Star Colorado at LA Dodgers UNDER 8 -- The Dodgers just shut out the Rockies 5-0 as a big home favorite and they are a big home favorite again here. LA is 0-12 OU as a favorite off a five-plus run win as a 110-plus favorite. The SDQL text is:

team = Dodgers and F and p:margin>=5 and p:line<=-110 and date >= 20150527

The Dodgers are 0-4 OU in this spot this season.

Also, the Dodgers are 0-10 OU recently as a home favorite over a divisional opponent with fewer wins.

The Rockies have been winning with Bettis’ recently and this is an UNDER indicator. Colorado is 0-15 OU as a dog of more than 140 when they won their starters last two starts, as long as the OU line is less than nine. The SDQL text is:

team = Rockies and 140 < line and s:W and ss:W and total<9 and date >= 20130800

In their last three games in this spot, the Rockies have scored a total on ONE run.

Make the UNDER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: LA DODGERS 4 Colorado 2
4.5-Star  TOR +120 over CLE  |  TOR 17 CLE 1  |  WIN
4.5-Star  CWS +140 over HOU  |  CSW 4 HOU 1  |  WIN
4.5-Star  KC +110 over PHI  |  PHI 7 KC 2  |  Loss
4-Star    PIT +140 over OAK  |  PIT 6 OAK 3  |  WIN
4-Star    SD +110 over NYY  |  NYY 6 SD 3  |  Loss
4-Star    ATL +135 over MIA  |  MIA 5 ATL 2  |  Loss
4-Star    TEX at MIN OVER 8.5 |  MIN 5 TEX 4  |  WIN

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 9-12 (-85)
4-Star Sides 36-12 (+2540)

5-Star Totals 1-0 (+100)
4.5-Star Totals 7-3-2 (+370)
4-Star Totals 19-16-1 (+140)

4.5-Star Chicago White Sox +140 over HOUSTON -- This price has a lot of meat on it for this situation and we’re grabbing it. Houston has been consistently overrated in this spot. The Astros are 0-13 as a regular season FAVORITE after they had more strikeouts than hits as a dog and were not shut out and, it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Astros and SG > 1 and F and p:D and p:SO > p:hits and p:runs>0 and REG and date >= 20110417

Note that the Astros are 0-5 in this spot this season, losing by scores of: 7-4, 11-1, 4-0, 5-3 and 5-0. That is burning some cash.

The White Sox outhit the Astros 13-7 yesterday, but only won 7-6 and had to come from behind twice. This is a positive indicator here. Chicago is a very impressive 11-0 as a dog of more than 132 off a road game in which they had at least a dozen hits and did not score more then ten runs. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and line>132 and p:A and p:hits>=12 and p:runs<=10 and date >= 20110531
Also, the White Sox are 7-0 as a DOG in the last game of a series when they are off a regulation, come-from-behind win as a favorite, winning each of the last five by multiple runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = White Sox and SG=SGS and D and p:WF and po:BL > 0 and not p:X and date >= 20100900
```

By running the SDQL, you can see that Quintana was the starter in four of the seven underdog wins, with the last two by scores of 4-0 and 4-2.

Fitting in nicely is the fact that the Astros are 0-8 as a favorite when seeking immediate revenge for a loss in which they held the lead and had 12 or fewer hits, we make the Sox the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Chicago 6 HOUSTON 3

**4.5-Star Kansas City +110 over PHILADELPHIA** - The Phillies struggled at the plate yesterday and they is not a good indicator for them. Philadelphia is 0-10 off a loss as a dog in which they had at least three times as many hits as runs, getting beat by an average of 4.00 runs per game. All of the games are from this season and they scored two or fewer runs in eight of the ten games. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Phillies and p:LD and p:HPR>=3 and date >= 20160528
```

Ventura should put up some good numbers here.

Also, since May, the Phillies are 0-11 off a game in which they had more strikeouts than hits and hit fewer than two home runs, as long as they don’t have more wins than their opponent. Philadelphia has lost these eleven games by an average of 4.2 runs. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Phillies and p:SO > p:hits and p:HR<2 and wins<=o:wins and date >= 20160500
```

Note that Velazquez has started in this spot twice and the Phillies lost those games by scores of 7-2 and 8-1.

The Royals should be insulted in the role of underdog to the Phillies. Kansas City is 11-0 on the road off a game as a road favorite in which they hit multiple runs and got six-plus innings of work from their starter. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Royals and A and p:AF and p:HR > 1 and p:SIP>=6 and date >= 20130700
```

Every single one of the last ten wins was by multiple runs.
Finally, the Royals are 8-0 as a DOG in the last game of a road series when they are off a game in which they issued at most one walk and did not strike out their opponent more than a dozen times. The SDQL text is:

team = Royals and LGS and D and A and po:walks <= 1 and date >= 20110825 and po:SO<=12

MTi’s FORECAST: Kansas City 7 PHILADELPHIA 2

4.5-Star TORONTO + 120 over CLEVELAND -- The Tribe battled gamely yesterday, but their bullpen couldn’t deny Toronto and they lost 9-6. We expect the Indians to be flat today. Cleveland is 0-9 off a regulation game as a dog in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Indians and SG > 1 and p:D and p:BPRA > 1 and not p:X and date >= 20140900

Cleveland was a 130-plus favorite in four of the nine defeats and in Kluber’s two starts in this spot the Tribe lost 6-4 and 6-0 and Kluber allowed all six runs in both games.

In yesterday’s game, the Tribe averaged one baserunner stranded at the end of each inning, and the Jays only had six team left on base. This is a positive indicator for Toronto as they are 11-0 in the last game of a home series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they had at least two fewer team left on base than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

team = Blue Jays and LGS and H and p:F and po:TLOB - p:TLOB <=-2 and date >= 20150700

Toronto has won these eleven games by an average final score of 7.0 runs to 3.1 runs.

Finally, when the Blue Jays are hitting the long ball, they are so tough to slow down.

Toronto is 14-0 at home during the regular season off a game in which they outhomered their opponent and scored runs in more than two innings and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Blue Jays and SG > 1 and H and p:HR > po:HR and p:SII>2 and REG and date >= 20150731

Toronto has won these 14 games by an average of 4.4 runs and in their last two -- both from this season -- they scored 12 and 10 runs respectively.

MTi’s FORECAST: TORONTO 7 Cleveland 3

4-Star Pittsburgh +140 over OAKLAND -- The Athletics are looking to avoid the three game sweep here, but this is obviously not something they are passionate about. Oakland is 0-10 in the last game of a home series when they lost the first two, while allowing a total of eight plus runs in the two games. The SDQL text is:
team = Athletics and H and LGS and SG = 3 and p:L and pp:L and po:runs + ppo:runs >= 8 and date >= 20120900

Note that the As have been an average of minus 132 on the moneyline, but they lost by an average of 3.4 runs per game.

Oakland and Pittsburgh battled from the fourth through the ninth tied at 2-2 yesterday before Pittsburgh scored two in the top of the tenth to get the win. The Athletics are 0-9 at home off a game as a favorite in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Athletics and H and p:F and p:BPRA > 1 and date >= 20150904

Note that Oakland lost EVERY game by multiple runs with six of the nine from THIS season.

The Pirates are 8-0 on the ROAD when they are off two-plus wins and their opponent is off two-plus losses when they scored more than ten runs in their last two games. The SDQL text is:


The Pirates have won by an average of 3.5 runs per game and they are 3-0 in this spot this season.

Finally, July is Liriano’s month. Since he came to the Pirates in 2013, Pittsburgh is a perfect 10-0 with Liriano in July, as long as the opponent’s starter has an ERA of at least 2.70. The SDQL text is:

team=Pirates and starter=Francisco Liriano and month=7 and o:STDSERA>2.7

In 2015 he produced four quality start wins in this spot. And we are getting +140?

MTi’s FORECAST: Pittsburgh 6 OAKLAND 4

4-Star SAN DIEGO +105 over NY Yankees - The last time Cashner faced the Yankees, he beat Sabathia 7-2 as a home dog without allowing a home run or a walk. He has never lost in his career in this spot. San Diego is 11-0 with Cashner when their line is within 20 cents of pick when they won the last time he started against this opponent when allowing fewer than three walks and no home runs. The SDQL text is:

starter = Andrew Cashner and -120 <= line <= 120 and S:W and S:SWA<3 and S:SHRA=0

San Diego was the favorite in only three of the eleven games and this season Cashner has two quality start wins in this spot.
The Yankees are off a 2-1 defeat and they have not come around after similar performances. NY is 0-11 in the last game of a series off a game as a dog in which they did not hit a home run and their starter has an ERA of at least 3.20. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Yankees and LGS and p:D and p:HR = 0 and STDSERA>3.2 and date >= 20140600}
\]

Note that the Yankees were the favorite in five of the eleven games and two of the losses are from this season.

Wins like yesterday's are confidence builders for the Padres. San Diego is 7-0 at home when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a wins as a favorite in which they scored three or fewer runs and stranded at least eight of their opponent’s baserunners. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Padres and H and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:F and po:runs < p:runs <= 3 and po:LOB>=8 and date >= 20140630}
\]

Note that the Padres have won these seven games by an average of 4.7 runs! They have the line value at plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN DIEGO 6 NY Yankees 3

**4-Star ATLANTA +135 over Miami** -- The Marlins were embarrassed offensively, striking out nine times in a 9-1 defeat as a big favorite. They have not turned things around after similar performances. Miami is 0-15 in the last game of a road series vs a team that is at least 300 on the season off a game in which they used more than two pitchers and had more strikeouts than hits. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Marlins and LGS and A and p:SO > p:hits and date >= 20140626 and p:PU>2 and o:WP>30}
\]

More importantly, Miami is 0-8 as a road FAVORITE off a road loss in which they had a hit-per-run of at least three and stranded at least ten baserunners. The SDQL for this one is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Marlins and AF and p:AL and p:HPR>=3 and p:LOB>=10 and season >= 2012}
\]

Miami has lost each of the last seven by multiple runs and they are is 0-4 in this spot this season.

The Braves are tough after a big offensive output. Atlanta is 7-0 as a DOG off a home game in which they had multiple multiple-run innings and did not hit into two-plus double-plays, as long as their opponent is less than 570 on the season. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Braves and D and p:H and p:MRI >= 2 and o:WP<57 and p:ODP<2 and date >= 20150600}
\]
Each of their last five wins in this spot have been by multiple runs. The Braves have the line value here.

MTi's FORECAST: ATLANTA 5 Miami 3

4-Star Texas at Minnesota OVER 8.5 - Since Cole Hamels moved to the Rangers, they are 11-0 OU as a 130-plus favorite when they won his last start. The SDQL is:

```
team = Rangers and starter = Cole Hamels and line<=-130 and s:W
```

Kyle Gibson is not going to intimidate the Rangers -- especially after yesterday's fiasco. The Rangers are 12-0 OU as a road favorite of more than 115 when their opponent's starter has a season-to-date strikeout-per-walk that is less than two, as long as the total is less than nine runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Rangers and A and line<-115 and o:STDSSOPW <= 2 and total < 9 and date >= 20130427
```

Texas has gone over the total by an average of 4.00 runs per game in this spot.

Minnesota should be feeling confident at the plate today after putting four on the board in the bottom of the first inning to go up 4-0 on their way to a 17-5 rout. The Twins are 10-0 OU as a home dog in the last game of a series when their starter has an ERA of at least 4.5 and they are off a game in which they scored first and stranded fewer than 25 baserunners. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Twins and LGS and HD and p:SF and STDSSERA>=4.5 and p:LOB<25 and date >= 20140417
```

There were at least eleven runs scored in each of their last four in this spot.

Kyle Gibson is off a 4-0 win as a big dog against the White Sox in Chicago. However, the White Sox were in a terrible spot (in fact, we had a 4.5-Star on Minnesota +170 in that game). Texas should be able to put some runs on the board here.

MTi's FORECAST: Texas 7 MINNESOTA 5
July 4th 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>MIL +225 over WAS</th>
<th>MIL 1 WAS 0</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>PIT +175 over STL</td>
<td>PIT 4 STL 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>MIA +160 over NYM</td>
<td>NYM 8 MIA 6</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Star</td>
<td>NYY at CWS OVER 9.5</td>
<td>CWS 8 NYY 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>COL at SF OVER 8</td>
<td>SF 3 COL 1</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>BAL at LAD OVER 8</td>
<td>LAD 7 BAL 5</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>KC at TOR OVER 8.5</td>
<td>TOR 6 KC 2</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ATL at PHI OVER 8.5</td>
<td>PHI 8 ATL 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 11-13 (+215)
4-Star Sides 36-12 (+2540)

5-Star Totals 2-0 (+200)
4.5-Star Totals 8-4-2 (+360)
4-Star Totals 20-17-1 (+130)

4.5-Star Milwaukee +225 over WASHINGTON - The Nationals smacked the ball around pretty good yesterday, but they can be very flat as a big favorite the following day. Washington is 3-13 as a 160-plus favorite in a series opener with no rest off a game in which they had multiple multiple-run innings. What is really remarkable about this situation is that they are 0-6 as a 200-plus favorite, getting beat by an average of FOUR runs per game. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
team = Nationals and SG = 1 and line<=-200 and p:MRI >= 2 and rest=0
```

Scherzer was in this spot last season and he allowed five runs in six innings in a 8-5 defeat.

Milwaukee smacked the ball around pretty good themselves yesterday. In fact, they had more hits than the Nationals. The Brewers, however, respond favorably in this spot. Milwaukee is 11-0 in a series opener when they are off a game as a road dog in which they had at least eight hits and had multiple multiple-run innings and had fewer than a dozen team left on base. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Brewers and SG = 1 and p:AD and p:MRI >= 2 and date >= 20080418 and p:hits>=8 and rest=0 and p:TLOB<=12
```
Milwaukee has outsored their opponent by an average of 3.64 runs in this spot. The Nats have never seen Guerra and this game is EARLY. It is very easy to imagine that Washington will not be sharp here. The line value is with the Brewers.

MTi’s FORECAST: Milwaukee 6 WASHINGTON 3

4.5-Star Pittsburgh +175 over ST LOUIS - The Cardinals can be soft in series openers when things are going well, so we are grabbing this big line. The Cardinals are 0-10 in a series opener off of any game in which they held a multiple run lead. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and SG = 1 and p:BL > 1 and date >= 20160422

The Cardinals were an average of minus 133 on the moneyline, but they lost by an average of 2.90 runs.

Also, St Louis is 0-6 as a HOME FAVORITE off a game in which they had fewer team left on base than their opponent, with all six games from this season.

Carlos Martinez goes for the Cardinals this afternoon, but St Louis is 0-6 with Martinez as a 150-plus home favorite vs a team that has averaged more than seven strikeouts per game season-to-date. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Cardinals and starter = Carlos Martinez and H and oA(SO)>7 and line<=-150 and date >= 20150800

The Pirates have not been intimidated in this spot. Pittsburgh is 6-0 as a 170-PLUS DOG vs a team that has won two straight and is not over 610 on the season. The SDQL text is:

team=PIRATES and line>=170 and 2<=o:streak and o:WP<61 and date>=20110822

St Louis certainly can win here, but they are not much more than a coin toss to do so. Grab this ridiculously inflated price.

MTi’s FORECAST: Pittsburgh 4 St LOUIS 3

4.5-Star Miami +160 over NY METS - This has been a huge money-burning spot for the Mets. NY is 0-10 as a favorite of more than 135 when they are off a game as a home dog in which they had multiple multiple-run innings. In their last six games in this spot the Mets have not scored more than three runs.

New York is also 0-10 off a game as a dog when they are facing a righty and they won the last three times they faced a righty. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and p:D and o:STR and tS(W@o:STR,N=3) = 3 and date >= 20140418
In their three active dates from this season the Mets lost by multiple runs and they were the favorite in two of the three.

Tom Koehler was bombed in Detroit in his last outing and this is contributing to the inflation of this number. However, Miami is 7-0 off a game as a road favorite when their starter went three or fewer innings in his last start. Miami won every game by multiple runs, with the average final score of 7.00 runs to 3.00 runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Marlins and p:A and p:F and s:SIP<=3 and season >= 2007
```

Also, the Fish are 8-0 as a ROAD DOG of more than 105 off a road game in which they drew at least one walk and hit more home runs than their opponent.

```
team = Marlins and A and line>105 and p:A and p:HR > po:HR and p:walks>0 and date >= 20150721
```

Miami is 4-0 in this spot this season, beating Matz, Syndergaard, Kazmir and Teheran.

The Marlins are seeping line value here.

MTi's FORECAST: Miami 5 NY METS 3

**4.5-Star Baltimore at LA Dodgers OVER 8** - The Orioles outhit Seattle 12-10 yesterday, but lost 9-4 as a 140 road dog. This slots them into a nice OVER spot. Baltimore is 12-0 OU in the first game of a road series after a game in which they had twelve-plus hits and fewer than four walks as a dog of less than 170. The SDQL text is:

```
```

In their last seven games in this spot, the Os have scored: 6, 6, 7, 9, 8, 9, and 8 runs.

The Dodgers are off a 4-1 win over the Rockies in which Thompson and Grandal went deep. LA is 7-0 OU as a 140-plus favorite in a home series opener when they are off a game in which they hit multiple home runs and scored fewer than six runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Dodgers and SG = 1 and H and line <= -140 and p:HF and p:HR > 1 and p:runs<6
```

The average OU line in the seven games was 7.6 runs, but the average final score has been 6.3 to 5.0 runs.

Finally, the Dodgers are 9-0 OU since the start of the 2014 season in a series opener with an OU line of at least seven when they are off a home game in which their opponent stranded fewer than ten baserunners, as long as they were not a 320+ favorite in that game. The SDQL text is:
team = Dodgers and SG = 1 and p:H and po:LOB<10 and p:line>-320 and total>=7 and season >= 2014

The final scores in the nine games were: 6-5, 8-6, 9-5, 9-5, 10-3, 10-7, 10-5, 8-4 and 6-5. That is, more than ten runs were scored in every game.

Make the play the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: Baltimore 6 LA DODGERS 5

4.5-Star Colorado at San Francisco OVER 8 - The Rockies have lost Tyler Anderson’s last three starts and their offense is struggling. We expect them to play aggressively on offense against Jake Peavy and that should get it over this low number.

The Rockies are 14-0 OU in a series opener when they lost the last two games that their starter started when facing a team that has allowed more than three runs per game season-to-date and their starter did not allow five-plus runs in BOTH of those losses. The SDQL text is:

team = Rockies and SG = 1 and s:L and ss:L and (s:SRA<5 or ss:SRA<5) and oA(o:runs)>3 and date >= 20150720

Note that the Rockies have scored an average of 7.1 runs and allowed an average of 7.6 runs in these 14 games. This season, they are 5-0 OU in this spot with the final scores: 8-3, 11-5, 13-10, 7-6 and 9-5.

The Giants struck out FIFTEEN times yesterday and this is a big OVER indicator. San Francisco is 13-0 OU as a favorite of more than 130 off a game in which they were not shutout and struck out at least ten times. The SDLQ text is:

team = Giants and line<-130 and p:SO>=10 and p:runs>0 and date >= 20140831

The Giants have scored an average of 7.3 runs per game in this spot and the average OU line was only 7.1 runs!

The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN FRANCISCO 7 Colorado 4

4-Star Kansas City at Toronto OVER 8.5 - The Royals lost 7-2 to the Phillies yesterday while striking out 11 times and now have to face the Blue Jays in Toronto. Kansas City is 15-0-1 OU as a 140-plus dog off a game as a road dog in which they struck out at least ten times and drew at least one walk. The SDQL text is:
team = Royals and line>=140 and p:AD and p:SO>=10 and date >= 20110426 and p:walks>0

The Blue Jays are off a 17-1 home win over Cleveland yesterday (they were the dog!) in which they did not issue a single walk. Toronto is 9-0 OU off a win in which they did not allow a single walk and allowed less than ten hits. The SDQL is:

team=Blue Jays and po:walks=0 and p:W and po:hits<10 and date>=20150612

The Blue Jays have played some barn-burners in this spot, scoring an average of 8.3 runs, allowing an average of 7.4 runs and going over by an average of 7.4 runs. The line value is with the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: TORONTO 8 Kansas City 5

5-Star NY Yankees at Chicago White Sox OVER 9.5 - The Yankees scored runs in four of the nine innings yesterday in their 6-3 win over the Padres. This has been a very strong OVER indicator. NY is 15-0 OU as a road favorite when they are off a single-digit win as a favorite in which they scored in more innings than their opponent. The SDQL text is:

team = Yankees and AF and p:WF and p:SII > po:SII and p:margin<10 and date >= 20130500

More compelling than the fifteen straight overs is the fact that they have gone over the total by an average of 4.7 runs per game. This season, the Yankees are 5-0 OU in this spot.

In Sabathia’s last start vs the White Sox, NY lost 5-2. This activates an OU indicator that goes back to Sabathia’s first year with the Yankees. NY is 14-0 OU as a road favorite with Sabathia over a team that is less than 615 on the season when they lost the last time Sabathia started against them, as long as the opponent’s starter has an ERA of at least 2.75. The SDQL text is:

starter = CC Sabathia and AF and S:L and o:STDSERA>=2.75 and o:WP<61.5 and date >= 20090800

The big guy has received an average of 7.9 runs of support in this spot while allowing an average of 4.1 runs and he has not produced a quality start under these conditions since 2012.

Chicago is off a gritty 4-1 win over the Astros as a significant underdog in which they stranded 20 baserunners, while not hitting a home run. This is big OVER spot for the White Sox, as they are 10-0 OU as a dog in the first game of a series after a game in which they did not hit a home run and 11-0 OU when plus money on the moneyline and off a win in which they stranded 18-plus baserunners. The SDQL text is:

team = White Sox and line>=100 and p:LOB>=18 and p:W and date >= 20150622
What we really like about this one is that it has been active four times this season and their opponent scored double-digit runs EVERY game. The Sox lost: 10-2, 10-3, 11-8 and 10-8. Wow. We don't think James Shields is going to last too long. Take the OVER.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY Yankees 11 Chicago 6

**4-Star Atlanta at Philadelphia OVER 8.5** - The Phillies embarrassed the Royals yesterday by a score of 7-2. Philadelphia is 12-0 OU as a favorite off a five-plus win as a home favorite in which they had more than ten hits. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Phillies and F and p:HF and p:margin>=5 and p:hits>10 and date >= 20110823
```

The Braves were embarrassed by the Marlins last night, as they were shutout through the first eight innings. Atlanta, however, has tended to go OVER in this spot, as they are 9-0 OU as a 140-plus dog in a series opener when they are off a game in which they scored in at most two innings and their starter has an ERA of worse than 3.50. The SDQL text for this one is:

```
team = Braves and SG = 1 and line>=140 and p:SII <= 2 and STDSERA>3.5 and date >= 20150817
```

Atlanta did have scoring chances yesterday but could not succeed (Their clean-up hitter left six runners on base and was 0-4). This is another OVER indicator. The Braves are 15-0-1 OU as a dog vs an NL opponent when they are off a home game in which they stranded 18-plus baserunners and were not shut out. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Braves and DC and p:H and p:LOB>=18 and p:runs>0 and date >= 20130800
```

The OVER has the value.

MTi’s FORECAST: PHILADELPHIA 7 Atlanta 5
4.5-Star WAS -165 over MIL  
4-Star BAL +135 over LAD  
4.5-Star TEX at BOS OVER 9  
4.5-Star MIA at NYM OVER 8  
4-Star BAL at LAD OVER 8.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Spread</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAS</td>
<td>MIL 5 WAS 2</td>
<td>-165</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAL</td>
<td>BAL 4 LAD 1</td>
<td>+135</td>
<td></td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEX</td>
<td>TEX 7 BOS 2</td>
<td>-165</td>
<td></td>
<td>Push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIA</td>
<td>MIA 5 NYM 2</td>
<td>-165</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAL</td>
<td>BAL 4 LAD 1</td>
<td>-165</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)  
4.5-Star Sides 11-14 (+50)  
4-Star Sides 37-12 (+2675)

5-Star Totals 2-0 (+200)  
4.5-Star Totals 8-5-1 (+250)  
4-Star Totals 20-18-1 (+30)

4.5-Star WASHINGTON -165 over Milwaukee - Our top side play yesterday was a 4.5-Star on the Brewers +205 over the Nationals because we had strong evidence that the Nationals would be flat. After a nerve-wracking nine innings, Milwaukee prevailed 1-0. Today, the Nats should not be flat and the Brewers should be apologetic for yesterday's bold defeat. Milwaukee is 0-16 when facing a team they just shut out while issuing fewer than five walks. The SDQL text is:

team = Brewers and SG > 1 and po:runs = 0 and po:walks<5 and date >= 20130800

The Brewers have managed two runs or fewer in thirteen of the sixteen losses and were defeated by an average of 4.2 runs. In their last three games in this spot, they allowed 12, 8, and 8 runs.

Washington, on the other hand, is a perfect 10-0 THIS SEASON as a favorite off a game as a favorite in which they had six of fewer hits and the game was not tied for more than five innings. The SDQL text is:

team = Nationals and F and p:F and p:hits<=6 and p:IT<5 and season=2016

The Nationals have won these ten games by an average of 4.9 runs. In their last four in this spot the final scores were: 10-9, 9-6, 13-4 and 12-1. In their two starts with Gonzalez in this spot, Washington won 8-4 and 13-4.

In Gonzalez’s last start, the Reds got on the board first, but the Nationals responded quickly to win 13-4 as a 200 favorite. The Nats play with confidence in this spot. Washington is
17-0 as a home favorite when it is not a series opener and they came back from a deficit to win their starters last start as a favorite of more than 150. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Nationals and SG > 1 and HF and s:W and so:BL > 0 and s:line<-150 and date >= 20140600
```

In Gonzalez’s two starts in this spot, he had shutout wins. The Nats are not a lock to win here, but this price is CHEAP. Washington was simply not awake for the 11:00 am game yesterday. Here, they will be. This is a good runline play as well.

MTi’s FORECAST: WASHINGTON 8 Milwaukee 2

**4-Star Baltimore +135 over LA DODGERS** - The Dodgers have burned a LOT of cash in this spot. LA is 0-10 as a 140-plus favorite off a home win in which they scored runs in five separate innings and hit multiple home runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Dodgers and line<=-140 and p:H and p:SII >= 5 and p:W and p:HR>1 and date >= 20060903
```

LA was an average of minus 179 on the moneyline in the ten losses and lost by an average of 3.33 runs per game.

Baltimore has been very tough in this spot. The Os are 12-0 as a ROAD DOG off a loss by fewer than five runs as a 110-plus dog when it is not a series opener and their opponent is on a three-plus game winning streak. Check it out yourself with this SDQL text:

```
team = Orioles and SG > 1 and AD and p:line>110 and 3 <= o:streak and -5<p:margin<0 and date >= 20110907
```

When they were in this spot last, Chris Tillman was the starter in a 3-1 win as a small dog in Tampa.

Chris Tillman was knocked out early in his last start, only lasting four and two-thirds in a 5-3 loss in Seattle. That game marked the end of a seven game winning streak and the beginning of this current five-game losing streak. The Orioles, however, are a perfect 7-0 on the ROAD with Tillman when he is off a start in which he went fewer than eight innings and had a WHIP of worse than two. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Orioles and starter = Chris Tillman and A and s:SIP<8 and p:SWHIP>2 and date >= 20120700
```

Baltimore was an average of +125 on the moneyline in this spot and they are 2-0 this season, and they never trailed in either game.

We rate the Orioles’ chances even here, which makes them a solid play at this number.
MTi’s FORECAST: Baltimore 6 LA DODGERS 4

4-Star Baltimore at LA Dodgers OVER 7.5 - The Dodgers beat the Orioles 7-5 yesterday, while scoring runs in five separate innings. This is an OVER indicator, as LA is 10-0 OU since the start of the 2013 season off a win as a favorite in which they hit a home run, scored in at least five separate innings and did not score more than ten runs, as long as it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Dodgers and } \text{SG} > 1 \text{ and } p:\text{WF} \text{ and } p:\text{SII} >= 5 \text{ and } p:\text{runs} <= 10 \text{ and } p:\text{HR} > 0 \text{ and season } >= 2013
\]

Note that the Dodgers have gone over the total by an average of 4.9 runs per game in this spot.

In yesterday’s game, the Orioles led most of the way before they bullpen allowed runs in the 6th, 7th and 8th and they ended up losing 7-5. Their offense will not count on their bullpen here. Baltimore is 13-0 OU as a dog off a game as a dog in which both their starter and their bullpen allowed multiple runs, as long as the OU line is higher than 7 and they are not ten games behind their opponent in the standings. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Orioles and } \text{SG} > 1 \text{ and } D \text{ and } p:\text{D} \text{ and } p:\text{BPRA} >= 2 \text{ and } p:\text{SRA} >= 2 \text{ and } \text{total} > 7 \text{ and o:wins-wins} <= 10 \text{ and date } >= 20140421
\]

Baltimore has screamed over the total by an average of 5.1 runs per game in this spot and the four games from this season had final scores of: 9-5, 12-7, 10-9 and 9-4.

This is a LOW number for these two in this spot.

MTi’s FORECAST: Baltimore 6 LA DODGERS 4

4.5-Star Miami at NY Mets OVER 8 - Yesterday, we released three side plays. Milwaukee +205, Pittsburgh +180 and Miami +160. The first two cashed and Miami was up 6-0. It looked good until -- after Miami did not capitalize on numerous opportunities to blow it wide open -- the Mets scored eight unanswered runs to win 8-6 despite being outhit 17-13.

Miami has a terrific offense and they should not be denied here. The Fish are 14-0 OU on the road after a game in their bullpen allowed multiple runs and they are facing a starter with an ERA of greater than 2.75. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Marlins and } A \text{ and } p:\text{BPRA} > 1 \text{ and o:STDSERA} > 2.75 \text{ and date } >= 20150920
\]

Note that Miami has gone over by an average of 4.00 runs per game in this spot and they are 11-0 OU in this spot THIS SEASON.
The Mets were fortunate that Miami couldn’t capitalize on their numerous opportunities yesterday and this points to the OVER. NY is 13-0 OU as a 135-plus favorite when they are off a multiple-run with in which they had fewer team-left-on-base than their opponent and allowed fewer than seven runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and line<=-135 and p:TLOB < po:TLOB and p:margin>=2 and po:runs<7 and date >= 20130700

NY has zoomed over the total by an average of 3.7 runs per game in this spot and they are 3-0 OU in this spot this season. The OVER is the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: Miami 7 NY METS 5

4.5-Star Texas at Boston OVER 9 - The Rangers scored four in the top of the first yesterday but Porcello settled down and the offense battled back to win 12-5. The Red Sox have strong OVER tendencies in this spot. Boston is 14-0 OU as a favorite of more than 120 when they are off a home game in which they had 12-plus hits and multiple multiple-run innings. The SDQL is:

team = Red Sox and line<-120 and p:H and p:hits>=12 and p:MRI>=2 and date >= 20150727

This performance indicator has everything we are looking for; it is recent, it has huge margins and it makes good handicapping sense. Boston has gone over the total by an average of a whopping 5.5 runs per game over the 14 qualifying games and they 10-0 OU in this spot THIS season.

In David Price’s last start vs the Rangers, June 24th, he allowed 12 hits and six runs and two and two-thirds innings as a 185 favorite in Texas. However, Boston’s bats bailed him out with four runs in the ninth to win 8-7 (the Rangers were our top play that day). This is relevant because the Rangers are 11-0 OU when it is not a series opener and they are seeking same season revenge vs their opponent’s starting pitcher.

The SDQL is:

team = Rangers and SG > 1 and oS:W and oS:season = season and date >= 20150915

Note that the Rangers have gone over by an average of 4.9 runs per game and they are 5-0 OU in this spot this season. In each of their last seven games in this spot, they scored AT LEAST 6 runs.

Make the OVER the play.

MTi’s FORECAST: BOSTON 7 Texas 6
- July 6th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>MIA +175 over NYM</th>
<th>NYM 4 MIA 2</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>MIN -110 over OAK</td>
<td>MIN 4 OAK 0</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>HOU -135 over SEA</td>
<td>HOU 9 SEA 8</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 11-15 (-50)
4-Star Sides 39-12 (+2875)

5-Star Totals 2-0 (+200)
4.5-Star Totals 8-5-1 (+250)
4-Star Totals 20-18-1 (+30)

4.5-Star Miami +175 over NY Mets - NY looked like a winner yesterday until their bullpen allowed three runs to lose 5-2. It is interesting to theorize how the Mets might respond in this spot, but it is better to use the SDQL to check the results. NY is 0-9 as a 140-PLUS HOME FAVORITE after a loss as a home favorite in which they held the lead and their starter allowed at least one run. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and H and line<=-140 and p:HF and p:BL > 0 and p:L and p:SRA>0 and date >= 20120821

In their two games from this season, the Mets lost 4-3 as a 265 favorite and 6-0 as a 175 favorite.

The Marlins are 9-0 AS A DOG off a road game in which their opponent scored first and they scored at least three runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Marlins and D and p:A and po:SF and date >= 20150721 and p:runs>=3

Miami has outscored their opponent by 4.33 runs in these nine wins and they were the dog every time.

The Fish are close to a coin toss here. Grab the inflated price.

MTI’s FORECAST: Miami 6 NY Mets 4

4-Star MINNESOTA -110 over Oakland - The Athletics have been brutally pathetic in this spot. Oakland is 2-28 as a dog in the last game of a series when they are off a game in
which they hit a home run and drew two-plus walks. This season, they are 0-8 in this spot. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Athletics and LGS and D and p:HR > 0 and p:walks>=2 and date >= 20130424
```

The Twins, on the other hand, are 10-0 in the last game of a series when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a five-plus run win in which they hit at least one home run. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Twins and LGS and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:margin>=5 and p:HR>0 and date >= 20100900
```

Minnesota is cheap at this price.

MTi’s FORECAST: MINNESOTA 6 Oakland 3

**4-Star HOUSTON -135 over Seattle** - The Astros have had an up-and-down season but one spot in which they have consistently performed well is vs a divisional opponent that is behind them in the standings. Houston is a perfect 10-0 in this spot with nine of the ten from THIS season. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Astros and DIV and WP > o:WP and date >= 20150930
```

In addition, Houston is a perfect 12-0 recently as a 140-plus favorite off a game as a favorite in which they hit a home run. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Astros and line<=-140 and p:HR > 0 and p:F and date >= 20160600
```

The Mariners scored first yesterday but the Astros responded quickly and eventually won 5-2. The M’s have adopted a defeatist attitude in this spot, going 0-8 as a 115-plus dog when they are off a loss in which they held the lead. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mariners and p:BL > 0 and p:L and line>=115 and date >= 20150831
```

In their four active dates from this season, the M’s scored 2, 2, 1 and 2 runs respectively. The line value is with the Astros.

MTi’s FORECAST: HOUSTON 7 Seattle 4
- July 7th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>DET +105 over TOR</th>
<th>TOR 5 DET 4</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>WAS at NYM OVER 7.5</td>
<td>NYM 9 WAS 7</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>OAK at HOU OVER 8</td>
<td>OAK 3 HOU 1</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 11-16 (-160)
4-Star Sides 39-12 (+2875)

5-Star Totals 2-0 (+200)
4.5-Star Totals 9-6-1 (+240)
4-Star Totals 20-18-1 (+30)

**4.5-Star Detroit +105 over TORONTO** -- The Blue Jays just swept the Royals, something they had on their to-do list ever since the Royals eliminated them in the ALCS last October. In their last four games, they allowed 1, 2, 3, and 2 runs. They are now facing a team that is three games behind them in the win column with the line close to pick. The Jays have demonstrated a surprising lack of mental toughness in this spot. Toronto is 0-14 when their line is within 25 cents of pick, they are off a game as a favorite and facing a team within three wins of them when their starters have produced quality starts three straight. The SDQL text is:

```
```

The Jays are 0-5 in this spot THIS season.

The Tigers have been very tough when the line is close to pick and they are scoring runs. Detroit is 19-0 on the ROAD when their line is within 30 cents of pick and they are off a game as a dog in which they had multiple multiple-run innings and scored more than five runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Tigers and A and -130<line<130 and p:D and p:MRI >= 2 and p:runs>5 and date >= 20110500
```

Detroit is 5-0 in this spot this season, winning by scores of: 3-2, 4-1, 3-0, 4-1 and 10-2. Toronto may be a play later in this series, but the Tigers have the line value in the opener.

MTi’s FORECAST: Detroit 6 TORONTO 3
4.5-Star Washington at NY Mets OVER 7.5 - The Mets are off a game in which they managed only six hits, but won 4-2. The linesmakers rate this one close to pick and this has been a big OVER spot for NY. The Mets are 15-0 OU when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a game in which they had more strikeouts than hits and scored at least two runs, as long as their opponent’s starter has an ERA of less than 5. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mets and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:F and p:SO > p:hits and p:runs>=2 and o:STDSERA<5 and date >= 20140700
```

NY is 5-0 OU in this spot this season, averaging 11.2 total runs scored.

The Nationals avoid the sweep with a 7-4 win over the Brewers yesterday in which Harper, Zimmerman and Lobaton all hit home runs. Washington is 8-0 OU since the start of the 2014 season in a series opener vs an NL foe when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a game as a favorite in which they hit multiple home runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Nationals and C and SG = 1 and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:F and p:HR > 1 and season >= 2014
```

In their last three in this spot the final scores were: 8-3, 8-5 and 11-4.

The Mets also hit multiple home runs yesterday and they have a similar indicator. NY is 11-0-1 OU since last August as a favorite in a series opener vs a team that is at least 400 when they are off a game in which they hit a home runs and scored fewer than ten runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Mets and SG = 1 and F and p:HR > 0 and o:WP>=40 and p:runs<10 and date >= 20150800
```

The OVER has the line value.

MTi’s FORECAST: NY METS 6 Washington 5

4.5-Star Oakland at Houston OVER 8 - The Astros score nine runs yesterday and they needed them all, as they beat the Mariners 9-8. Houston is 11-0-1 OU in a series opener when they are off a game as a home favorite in which they scored in more innings than their opponent and drew multiple walks. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Astros and SG = 1 and p:HF and p:SII > po:SII and p:walks>=2 and date >= 20150521
```

This was active on Jun 20th and Fister was going for the Astros starter. They beat the Angels 10-7 with the total at 8.5 runs.

In Fister’s last start, Houston took the lead against the White Sox, but then eventually lost 7-6. This is a another OVER indicator, as Houston is 11-0 OU at home off a game as a
favorite when they blew a lead and lost by one run in their starter’s last start and they are not a favorite of more than 140. The SDQL text is:

team = Astros and H and p:F and s:margin = -1 and line>140 and s:BL>0 and season >= 2009

The A’s were shutout 4-0 by the Twins yesterday with their pitchers issuing six free passes. Oakland is 9-0-1 OU when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a road game in which they allowed at least five walks, going over by an average of 4.55 runs per game. The SDQL text is:

team = Athletics and -120 <= line <= 120 and p:A and 5 <= po:walks and date >= 20150700

More on point is the fact that the As are 12-0 OU off a road game in which they had six or fewer hits and struck out more than three times when they are facing an AL foe whose starter has an ERA of at least 3.00 and their line is within 25 cents of pick. The SDQL text is:

team = Athletics and C and -125<=line<=125 and p:A and p:hits<=6 and p:SO>3 and o:STDSERA>3 and date >= 20140700

In their last five games in this spot the Athletics have scored: 8, 7, 6, 7 and 7 runs.

Eight is too low for these two under these conditions.

MTi’s FORECAST: HOUSTON 7 Oakland 5

- July 8th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>BOS -110 over TB</th>
<th>BOS 6 TB 5</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>PIT +150 over CHC</td>
<td>PIT 8 CHC 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>PHI +115 over COL</td>
<td>PHI 5 COL 3</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Star</td>
<td>CHC at PIT OVER 7.5</td>
<td>PIT 8 CHC 4</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>STL at MIL OVER 8.5</td>
<td>MIL 4 STL 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 12-16 (-60)
4-Star Sides 41-12 (+3040)

5-Star Totals 3-0 (+300)
4.5-Star Totals 9-7-1 (+130)
4-Star Totals 20-18-1 (+30)
4.5-Star BOSTON -110 over Tampa Bay -- The Rays have been non-competitive in this spot and the fact that Archer is going is giving us a playable line. The Rays are a brutal 0-23 the Rays in a series opener when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they are off a home loss in which they never led. The SDQL text is:

```
team=Rays and -120 <= line<= 120 and SG=1 and p:HL and p:BL=0 and date>=20090900
```

This record is really quite remarkable. In series openers that the linesmakers rate close to a toss-up Tampa has lost 23 straight if they are off a home loss in which they never led. If a coin game up heads 23 straight times in a row, you might suspect that the coin is not a fair one. The Rays have been in this spot four times this season and they NEVER led in those games, scoring 0, 1, 1 and 1 run respectively.

Boston is off an 11-6 slugfest vs the Rangers and this is a positive indicator. Boston is 10-0 THIS season when they are off a game as a home favorite in which their batters combined to strand more than 18 baserunners and their opponent’s batters combined to strand at least a dozen. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Red Sox and p:HF and p:LOB>18 and po:LOB>=12 and season = 2016
```

The most compelling feature of this performance indicator is the fact that the Red Sox have scored 8, 8, 10, 12 and 11 runs in their last five games in this spot.

This line is cheap.

MTi’s FORECAST: BOSTON 7 Tampa Bay 4

4-Star PITTSBURGH +150 over Chicago -- The Cubs are slumping going in to the break and Arietta looks like he needs it. In his last three starts he has not finished the sixth inning and his WHIP in those three are: 1.60, 1.80, and 1.88. Pittsburgh is not the team to let them off the hook. The Pirates are 11-0 in the first game of a series vs a team that has lost at least their last three games, winning by an average of 3.45 runs. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Pirates and SG = 1 and o:streak <= -3 and date >= 20130902
```

Also, the Pirates are a perfect 10-0 with Liriano at home when they won his last start. The SDQL text is:

```
starter = Francisco Liriano and H and s:W and date >= 20150700
```

The Cubs are 0-8 as a road FAVORITE off a home game in which their bullpen allowed multiple runs and 0-7 as a 140-plus favorite when they are off a home game in which they used five-plus pitchers, as long as they were not a favorite of more than 300 in that game. The SDQL text is:
team = Cubs and line <= -140 and p:H and 5 <= p:PU and p:line>= -300 and date >= 20160511

The line value is with the Pirates.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 7 Chicago 4

**4-Star Philadelphia +115 over COLORADO** - Since early in the 2013 season, the Rockies are 28-31 as a home favorite off a game in which they scored first. They are the only NL team with a record below .500 in this spot. This season, they are 2-6 under these conditions. We're on the Phillies.

Philadelphia has won Velasquez's last two starts and no team in the league is close to the Phillies when on the road is a evenly rated game when their starter has produced two straight wins. Philadelphia is a ridiculous 47-22 on the road when their line is within 20 cents of pick and they won their starter's last two starts. The second best team in the league is the Angels at 58-49. The Phillies are +26.7 net games in this spot.

The Rockies took the opener easily by an 11-2 margin. Over the past few weeks, Philadelphia is 4-0 off a loss, winning by scores of 7-3, 3-2, 8-0 and 7-2. That 3-2 win was over Bumgarner as a 255 dog. The Phillies will be playing with confidence here. Grab the plus money.

MTi’s FORECAST: Philadelphia 8 COLORADO 4

**FIVE-Star Chicago at Pittsburgh OVER 7.5** - Yesterday, we had a 4.5-Star play on the Mets and Nationals over 7.5. The line moved to NINE, which is a huge more for a MLB total. We suspect this one will close significantly higher than 7.50. Get in as soon as you can.

Chicago used six pitchers yesterday and lost 4-3 to the Braves as a big home favorite. They have scored a lot of runs in this spot. Chicago is 9-0-1 OU as a 145-plus road favorite off a game in which they used five-plus pitchers and allowed more than two runs. The SDQL text is:

team = Cubs and A and line<=-145 and p:PU>=5 and date >= 20090909 and po:runs>2

The Cubs have scored at least six runs in every one of the ten games and in the six games from THIS season they scored: 16, 6, 8, 8, 11, and 7 runs. Arietta was the starter in three of the seven and they scored 16, 8 and 11 for him.

Before yesterday’s 5-1 loss to the Cardinals, the Pirates had won seven straight and they were the dog in all seven. We suspect they were looking ahead to this game. Pittsburgh's offense has responded favorably to a poor performance, going a perfect 10-0 THIS SEASON at home off a game in which they had six or fewer hits. The SDQL text is:
team = Pirates and H and p:hits <= 6 and season=2016

These ten games have gone over by an average of 3.50 runs.

In yesterday’s 5-1 loss, the Pirates scored first and led until the Cardinals tied it with a run in the bottom of the fourth. This is another OVER indicator. The Pirates are 10-0 OU at home off a road loss in which they held the lead. The SDQL text is:

team = Pirates and H and p:AL and p:BL > 0 and date >= 20130611

Finally, the Pirates were homerless in St Louis and they can’t count on Liriano to hold the Cubs to under three runs. They have scored plenty of runs in this spot in the past. Pittsburgh is 12-0 OU since the start of the 2013 season at home off a road game in which they did not hit a home run when their starter’s ERA is worse than 2.50. The SDQL text is:

team = Pirates and H and p:A and p:HR = 0 and STDSERA>2.5 and season >= 2013

Arietta is really limping into the break, as his WHIP in his last three starts have been: 1.60, 1.80 and 1.88 and he hasn’t gotten through the sixth inning in any of them.

The Pirates have been stymied by Arietta recently, but this is their spot.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 7 Chicago 6

4-Star St Louis at Milwaukee OVER 8.5 - The Cardinals are off a 5-1 win in which they had only six hits. This is a nice OVER spot for them, as they are 12-0 OU on the road after a game in which they had five of fewer team left on base, as long as their starter did not pitch a complete game the last time he faced this opponent. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and A and p:TLOB<=5 and S:SIP<9 and date >= 20150900

St Louis is 8-0 OU in this spot this season scoring: 7, 12, 8, 12, 6, 12, 7 and 8 runs in the eight games. Wow.

The Brewers are off a 7-4 loss to the Nationals in which they struck out 11 times while managing 8 hits. Milwaukee is 11-0 OU as a home dog in a series opener when they are off a game as a dog in which they had more strikeouts than hits, as long as their opponent’s starter has an ERA of higher than 2.00. The SDQL text is:

```sql
SELECT * FROM team WHERE 
  team = Brewers and SG = 1 and HD and p:D and p:SO > p:hits and o:STDSERA>2 and season >= 2005
```

Milwaukee has gone over by an average of 4.3 runs per game in this spot.
Finally, the Cardinals used three relievers than held the Pirates scoreless in their 5-1 win yesterday and this is OVER indicator. St Louis is 13-0 as a road favorite of less than 175 when they are off a game as a favorite in which their bullpen did not allow a run. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and AF and line >-175 and p:F and p:BPRA = 0 and date >= 20150809

St Louis has scored an average of 6.8 runs and allowed an average of 5.8 runs with the average OU line at 7.7 runs. The Cardinals have played six games this season under these conditions and at least THIRTEEN runs were score in all six.

This is another OU line that should rise throughout the day.

MTi’s FORECAST: ST LOUIS 7 Milwaukee 5

- July 9th 2016 -

| 4.5-Star | SF -145 over ARZ | SF 4 ARZ 2 | WIN |
| 4.5-Star | ATL +145 over CWS | CWS 5 ATL 4 | Loss |
| 5-Star   | CHC at PIT OVER 8 | PIT 12 CHC 6 | WIN |
| 4.5-Star | WAS at NYM OVER 7.5 | WAS 6 NYM 1 | Loss |
| 4-Star   | STL at MIL OVER 9 | STL 8 MIL 1 | Push |

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 13-17 (-70)
4-Star Sides 41-12 (+3040)

5-Star Totals 4-0 (+300)
4.5-Star Totals 9-8-1 (+20)
4-Star Totals 20-18-2 (+30)

**4.5-Star SAN FRANCISCO -145 over Arizona** - The Diamondbacks started strong yesterday with a home run, two singles and a walk in the top of the first to go up 2-0. However, they were shut down thereafter and lost 6-2. Arizona has adopted a defeatist attitude in this spot. The Diamondbacks are 0-13 as a dog of more than 130 to a divisional opponent when they are off a game in which they did not score after the third inning and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Diamondbacks and A and DIV and line>130 and SG > 1 and p:S3 = p:runs and date>= 20090900
The Snakes have been beaten by an average of 4.3 runs per game, losing by an average final score of 7.0 to 2.7 runs.

Also, Arizona is 0-15 as a dog of more than 130 when they are off a game as a dog in which they allowed six-plus runs and used fewer than seven pitchers and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Diamondbacks and } SG > 1 \text{ and } \text{line}>130 \text{ and } p:D \text{ and } p:runs>=6 \text{ and } p:PU<7 \text{ and date } >= 20140820
\]

The Giants are relentless and unforgiving in this spot. San Francisco is 21-0 as a 120+ favorite after a game in which they had multiple multiple-run innings and scored at least six runs, as long as they did not leave 24-plus men on base. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Giants and line}<=-120 \text{ and } p:MRI>=2 \text{ and } p:runs>=6 \text{ and date}>=20150627 \text{ and } p:LOB<24
\]

Finally, the Giants are 11-0 when Jake Peavy starts as a favorite when they won in his last start. This season, he has two quality start wins in this spot. We make the Giants about 2-1 here, which makes them a solid play at this number.

MTi’s FORECAST: SAN FRANCISCO 7 Arizona 4

4.5-Star Atlanta +145 over CHICAGO WHITE SOX - The Braves scored runs in five of the first six innings and went on to pull the big upset over Chris Sale in Chicago by an 11-8 score. Atlanta feeds of such offensive performances. The Braves are 14-0 as a DOG of MORE THAN 130 when they are off a game as a road dog in which they scored runs in at least four separate innings and did not win by one run. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Braves and line}>130 \text{ and } p:AD \text{ and } p:SII >= 4 \text{ and } p:margin!=1 \text{ and date } >= 20090700
\]

The two times Julio Teheran started in this spot, he has quality start road wins over Bumgarner as a 180 dog and Liriano as a 170 dog. Impressive.

Also, Atlanta is 10-0 as a 135-plus road dog off a multiple-run road win in which they hit multiple home runs and struck out fewer than 14 times. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team} = \text{Braves and A and line}>=135 \text{ and } p:A \text{ and } p:HR > 1 \text{ and } p:margin>1 \text{ and } p:SO<14 \text{ and date } >= 20090510
\]

The White Sox are only two games above 500 after starting the season strongly. Their ace was just bombed. This has to be discouraging. Chicago is now 0-11 off a game as a favorite when facing a team with a worse winning percentage whose starter has an ERA of less than 4.50. The SDQL text is:
team = White Sox and p:F and WP > o:WP and o:STDSERA<4.5 and date >= 20160511

Note that all eleven losses are from THIS season.

Finally, the White Sox are 0-12 with Quintana in an afternoon start (before 4:10 local time) when he allowed fewer than three runs and went less than eight innings in his last start. The SDQL text is:

team=White Sox and starter=Jose Quintana and start time < 1610 and s:SRA<3 and s:SIP<8 and date>=20140700

He was the dog in only six of the dozen losses.

Atlanta is playing with confidence and the White Sox will be vulnerable to their enthusiasm.

MTi’s FORECAST: Atlanta 5 CHICAGO 2

5-Star Chicago at Pittsburgh OVER 8 - The Cubs had plenty of chances yesterday, but lost 8-4, with their cleanup hitter stranding seven baserunners by himself. The Cubs have a strong OVER tendency in this spot, as they are 11-0 OU on the road off a game as a favorite in which they had more strikeouts than hits and stranded more than five baserunners. The SDQL text is:

team = Cubs and A and p:F and p:SO > p:hits and date >= 20160520 and p:LOB>5

Note that ALL of the games are from this season and that the Cubs have gone over by an average of 3.55 runs per game.

Going back a bit further, we see that the Cubs are 17-0 OU as a favorite when it is not a series opener and they are off a game as a road favorite in which they hit multiple home runs, scored more than two runs and left at least eight men on base. The SDQL text is:

team = Cubs and SG > 1 and F and p:AF and p:HR > 1 and p:runs>2 and p:LOB>=8 and season >= 2009

In 2016, the Cubs are a perfect 8-0 OU in this spot and Lester was the starter in FIVE of the eight games.

Yesterday, Chicago had six hits and drew six walks. These numbers project OVERs. Pittsburgh is 9-0 OU at home after allowing five-plus walks and fewer than six runs, including 5-0 OU this season. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Pirates and H and 5 <= po:walks and po:runs<=6 and date >= 20150724
Also, Pittsburgh is 13-0 OU at home off a game as a dog in which they allowed six or fewer hits and the opponent’s starting pitcher has an ERA of less than 4.60. The SDQL here is:

```
team = Pirates and H and p:D and po:hits <= 6 and o:STDSERA< 4.6 and date >= 20130500
```

This one was last active in yesterday’s 8-4 win.

Finally, the Cubs beat the Pirates 4-3 with Lester on June 18th in Chicago. This give Pittsburgh same-season revenge vs their opponent’s starting pitcher. This is relevant because the Pirates are 12-0 OU with an average margin of 4.88 runs at home off a game as a dog when seeking same-season revenge vs their opponent’s starting pitcher, as long as they are not a favorite of more than 160. The SDQL here is:

```
team = Pirates and H and p:D and oS:W and oS:season = season and date >= 20130616 and line>= -160
```

Since the start of the 2014 season, the Pirates have played nine games in this spot and at least eleven runs were scored in all of them. Again, the OVER is the play and again, get in as early as you can.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 6 Chicago 5

**4.5-Star Washington at NY Mets OVER 7.5** - The Nats have a tendency to go over a big road favorites, as they are 10-0-1 OU as a 145-plus road favorite. The SDQL is straightforward:

```
team = Nationals and A and line< -145 and date >= 20160500
```

The Nats have scored an average of 6.8 runs and allowed an average of 4.9 runs in this spot.

This is the second time that the Nats have seen Verrett as these two starters faced off on June 29th. Washington is a perfect 11-0 OU THIS season as a 140-plus favorite vs a starter that has averaged more than seven strikeouts per appearance, season to date, as long as it is not that starter’s first start ever against the Nationals. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Nationals and line<= -140 and sA(SSO)>7 and oS:season-season>-1000 and season=2016
```

Washington has scored an average of 7.4 runs per game in this spot.

The Mets have lost Verrett’s last three starts by multiple runs. They can expect that he is going to keep the Nationals’ offense from putting runs on the board. Their only chance here is to play for the big inning. The Mets are 10-0 OU as a dog of more than 140 when they are off a home game and they lost their starter’s last two starts. The SDQL text is:
team = Mets and line>140 and p:H and s:L and ss:L and date >= 20110900

NY has scored an average of 6.1 runs in this spot and allowed an average of 5.4 runs. This line is low for these conditions.

MTi’s FORECAST: Washington 8 NY Mets 4

4-Star St Louis at Milwaukee OVER 9 - This match-up OVER was out only loser yesterday. The Brewers won 4-3 with the Cardinals combining to strand a whopping 24 baserunners. Piscotty stranded six by himself. Chase Anderson is going for the Brewers today and he has an ERA of 5.49 and in his last four starts the opponent has scored 11, 10, 6 and 9 runs and the Brewers have lost them all. Milwaukee can't be confident that he will hold down the Cardinals here. Milwaukee is 18-0 OU at home off a home game when their starter has an ERA of worse than 3.8 and is off two losses with the bullpen allowing runs in his last start, as long as the Brewers scored fewer than nine runs in their last game.

team = Brewers and H and p:H and s:L and ss:L and s:BPRA>0 and p:runs<9 and STDSEERA>3.8 and season >= 2014

The Cardinals have also lost their starter’s last two starts and this is also an OVER indicator for them. St Louis is 11-0 OU as a road favorite off a game as a road favorite when they lost their starter’s last two starts and are facing a starter that has averaged fewer than 5.5 strikeouts per start season-to-date. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and AF and p:AF and s:L and ss:L and s:BPRA>0 and p:runs<9 and STDSEERA>3.8 and season >= 2014

St Louis held the Brewers to only six hits yesterday, but they were 2-of-14 with runners in scoring position and lost 4-3. Since the start of the 2015 season, the Cardinals are 11-0 OU as a road favorite when it is not the first game of a series and they are off a game in which they used more than two pitchers and allowed six or fewer hits. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Cardinals and SG > 1 and AF and p:AF and s:L and ss:L and osA(SSO)<5.5 and date >= 20130600

St Louis has played four games in this spot this season. The final scores were 12-2, 12-7, 8-5 and 12-10, winning every time. Now that is some offense.

The OVER is the play and it is close to a 4.5-Star.

MTi’s FORECAST: St Louis 8 Milwaukee 4
- July 10th 2016 -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.5-Star</th>
<th>PIT +145 over CHC</th>
<th>CHC 6 PIT 5</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-Star</td>
<td>STL +110 over MIL</td>
<td>STL 5 MIL 1</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>WAS +120 over NYM</td>
<td>WAS 3 NY 2</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>ATL +150 over CWS</td>
<td>ATL 2 CWS 0</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Star</td>
<td>CHC at PIT OVER 8.5</td>
<td>CHC 6 PIT 5</td>
<td>WIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cumulative Results starting 6-11

5-Star Sides 3-1 (+250)
4.5-Star Sides 14-18 (-60)
4-Star Sides 43-12 (+3290)

5-Star Totals 4-0 (+300)
4.5-Star Totals 9-8-1 (+20)
4-Star Totals 21-18-2 (+130)

4.5-Star Pittsburgh +145 over Chicago - The Cubs actually outhit the Pirates 14-9 yesterday, but lost 12-6 and a big contributing factor was that they issued six walks. This is not a god sign for Chicago. The Cubs are 0-10 THIS SEASON after allowing five-plus walks as a favorite, as long as they are not a favorite of more than 200. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Cubs and p:F and 5 <= po:walks and line>=-200 and season = 2016
```

Note that Lackey was the starter in three of the ten losses and that the Cubs were an average of minus 160 on the moneyline. Brutal.

Chicago is also 0-12 in the last game of a series when they lost their starter's last two starts, as long as they were not a dog of more than 180 in either of those two starts. The SDQL text is:

```sql
team = Cubs and LGS and A and s:L and ss:L and s:line<=180 and ss:line<=180 and date >= 20130800
```

In their two games from this season, the Cubs scored a total of ONE run.

The Pirates are continually being underestimated by the linesmakers. They are 9-1 their last ten and they were the dog in all ten games. Every win was by multiple runs. Pittsburgh is 12-0 in the last game of a home series vs an NL foe when they are off a come-from-behind win. The SDQL text is:
In their two games from this season, Pittsburgh won 5-1 and 8-3.

Finally, Pittsburgh is a perfect 9-0 as a 140-plus home DOG when they are off a game in which they scored more runs off their opponent’s bullpen than they did off the opponent’s starter. The SDQL text is:

team = Pirates and H and line>140 and po:BPRA > po:SRA and date >= 20090827

In their lone active date this season, they beat Bumgarner. If the Pirates are better than a coin toss to win here, it’s close. The Pirates are oozing both confidence and line value.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 7 Chicago 4

**4.5-Star St Louis +110 over Milwaukee** - The Cardinals would love to go into the break off a couple of wins and this one is setting up nicely for them. St Louis is 14-0 when they are off a game as a road favorite in which they score more than three runs and their bullpen did not allow a run and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Cardinals and SG > 1 and p:AF and p:BPRA = 0 and p:runs>3 and date >= 20150624

St Louis is 6-0 in this spot this season, scoring: 12, 12, 8, 12, 10, and 8 runs, winning by multiple runs each time. Wow. Note that Mike Leake was the starter in three of the six games.

Also, since the start of the 2015 season, St Louis is 14-0 vs a righty when they are off a four-plus run win as a road favorite and they are not a 200-plus favorite. The SDQL text is.

team = Cardinals and p:AF and p:margin>=4 and STR and line>-200 and season >= 2015

The Cardinals have won these 14 games by an average of 4.71 runs, with seven of the wins coming from THIS season.

The only reason that the Brewers are favored here is that Junior Guerra is off two shutout wins, the last of which was in Washington vs Scherzer as a 225 dog. We were on Guerra in that game because Washington not only in a tremendously flat spot, the game was at 11:00 am. The write-up for that game is here:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15u8_gktVlt5cahQny5Rl9Sok0xWdXR433DJ4pbVKBlA/edit?usp=sharing<br>

The Cardinals, however, should be sharp here. St Louis is 7-0 in the history of the database when they are a DOG off a game as a road favorite in which they allowed at least five walks and struck out their opponent ten-plus times. The SDQL here is:
team = Cardinals and D and p:AF and 5 <= po:walks and po:SO>=10

Milwaukee has not been vengeful in this spot, going 0-7 when seeking immediate revenge for a five-plus run defeat in which they never led and allowed at least one home run when their starter allowed three or fewer runs in his last start. The SDQL text is:

team = Brewers and SG > 1 and p:margin<=-5 and p:BL=0 and po:HR>0 and s:SRA<=3 and date >= 20140830

The Brewers have lost these seven games by an average of 4.57 runs and they scored a total of seven runs in their last four games in this spot. The line value is with the underdog Cardinals.

MTi’s FORECAST: St Louis 5 MILWAUKEE 3

**4-Star Washington +120 over NY Mets** - This has been a terrible spot for the Mets. NY is 0-10 at home after a home game in which they allowed six-plus runs and used fewer than seven pitchers, and it is not a series opener. The SDQL text is:

team = Mets and SG > 1 and H and p:H and 6 <= po:runs and date >= 20150800 and p:PU<7

The most remarkable thing about these ten straight losses is not the fact that they were an average of minus 129 on the moneyline, it is that they scored: 1, 0, 3, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, and 1 runs respectively in the ten games. Brutal. Note that six of the ten games are from THIS season.

It Matz’s last outing, he had a quality start but the Mets lost 5-2 at home to the Marlins. This is not a positive indicator for the Mets, as they are 0-10 when their line is within 25 cents of pick and they are off a game as a home dog and they scored fewer than three runs and lost in their starter’s last start. Check it out with this SDQL text:

team = Mets and SG > 1 and -125 <= line <= 125 and p:HD and s:runs < 3 and s:L and date >= 20130900

In their last four games in this spot the Mets have scored a total of TWO runs and the never led in any of them.

The Nationals are 9-0 in the history of our database in the last game of a series when they are facing a team that is at least 430 on the season and they allowed six or fewer hits and at least one walk in their last game. The SDQL, shown below, reveals that Washington has won by an average of 3.8 runs per game.

team = Nationals and LGS and p:AF and po:hits<=6 and po:walks>0 and o:WP>43

In their two games from this season, they won 9-1 and 7-2.
Washington should be the favorite.

MTi’s FORECAST: Washington 4 NY METS 2

4-Star Atlanta +150 over CHICAGO -- The White Sox scored 2 in the second and 3 in the third and then barely hung on for a 5-4 win. Atlanta had second and third in the top of the ninth with only one out but could not score. Chicago is 0-11 as a favorite of more than 130 in the last game of a three-game series when they are off a game as a favorite in which they did not score after the third inning, as long as their starter in that game did not do the distance. The SDQL text is:

\[
\text{team = White Sox and LGS and line<130 and p:F and p:S3 = p:runs and date >= 20040805 and SG=3 and p:PU>1}
\]

Chicago was an average of minus 165 on the moneyline in these eleven losses.

Atlanta scored in the 1st, 4th and 6th yesterday and they have not lost this season when playing on the road vs a team that is more than 12 games ahead of them in the win column when they are off a game in which they scored in more innings than their opponent. The SDLQ text is:

\[
\text{team = Braves and A and p:SII > po:SII and wins-o:wins<-12 and season=2016}
\]

Yes, the SDQL found a spot in which the Braves have not lost this season. Atlanta is 6-0 in this spot and they were an average of plus 195 on the moneyline in these six games.

The White Sox, on the other hand, are 3-16 in the last game of a home series after a game as a home favorite in which they scored in fewer innings than their opponent.

Finally, Chicago is 0-11 when they are of a game as a favorite and facing a team that does not have more wins and their starter's ERA is less than 6.50. The SDQL text reveals that all the games are from THIS season.

\[
\text{team = White Sox and p:F and wins >= o:wins and o:streak<2 and o:STDSERA < 6.5 and date >= 20160511}
\]

This line is too high. Grab the big price.

MTi's FORECAST: ATLANTA 4 Chicago 3

4-Star Chicago at Pittsburgh OVER 8.5 - There is still line value in the over, but not nearly as much as there was in the first two game of this series. It, however, it a solid 4-Star.

Chicago had 14 hits yesterday, but they struck out ten times and scored “only” six runs. The Cubs are a perfect 7-0 OU THIS season as a 135-plus road favorite off a game in which
they struckout ten-plus times, as long as the opponent’s starter has an ERA of at least three. Check it out with this SDQL text:

```
```

Note that Chicago has scored an average of 7.9 runs per game in this spot and that the games have gone over by an average of more than five runs.

The Pirates drew six walks yesterday and hit four home runs. This is a nice OVER indicator for Pittsburgh. The Pirates are 11-0 OU at home off a game in which they hit a home runs and drew five-plus walks when it is not a series opener and they were not a 250-plus favorite in that game. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Pirates and SG > 1 and H and p:walks>=5 and p:HR>0 and p:line>-250 and date >= 20150600
```

Pittsburgh is 5-0 OU in this spot this season with the last active date yesterday’s 12-6 win.

Finally, the Pirates are 11-0 OU as a 140-plus dog in the last game of a series vs a team that has at least five more wins and the were the dog in their previous game. The SDQL text is:

```
team = Pirates and LGS and line>=140 and p:D and wins-o:wins <= -5 and date >= 20110828
```

This was active on Jun 19th vs the Cubs in Chicago and the final there was 10-5. Nine runs should not be asking too much.

MTi’s FORECAST: PITTSBURGH 7 Chicago 4

More coming after the All-Star Break - Only at KillerCappers.com.